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Preface

Dear Reader,
We present you with the 31st edition of the ”Journal of Management and Financial Sciences” 

from the Warsaw School of Economics . It is a collection of publications on current issues in 
the area of management sciences . The authors of the publications are mainly experienced sci-
entists from leading academic centres in the country dealing with management issues . The 
articles in the current issue contain both theoretical considerations and the results of empir-
ical research showing the importance of management sciences in the modern economy .

The main purpose of the first article by Bogdan Nogalski, Przemysław Niewiadomski and 
Agnieszka Szpitter is an attempt to answer the question: is the scope and type of business 
models composed by manufacturers a derivative of the creativity level assimilated by them?

According to the intention of the authors, the work is supposed to cast light on a wider 
perspective of generating valuable ideas and concepts in the context of the composition of 
business models .

The next paper by Anna Łaszkiewicz discusses the phenomenon of co-creation of prod-
ucts and services with consumers, possible forms of using intellectual capital of consumers 
in companies and the awareness of these trends among Polish managers based on the research 
carried out by the author .

The objective of the study by Celina Sołek – Borowska is, firstly, to find out what is under-
stood by creativity of the team in terms of a process and outcome and secondly, to place the 
knowledge sharing process within the field of team creativity . A literature review was used 
to gather evidence about the key concepts in the fields of management, organization and cre-
ativity .

Joanna Radomska in her article investigates organisational creativity reflected by a strate-
gic approach . The author in this article tries to indicate implications related to strategy imple-
mentation by companies with a visionary strategic approach .

The objective of the next paper by Magdalena Rzemieniak is to characterise the impact 
of the latest trends in the marketing environment on creative businesses . The article presents 
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the results of the research on the influence of the post-reality on the operating strategies of 
creative businesses .

Wioletta Mierzejewska in her paper addresses innovative performance of transnational 
corporations (TNCs) . Its goal is to find out whether innovation is typical of transnational 
corporations and what its sources in TNCs are . The goal has been attained by analysing the 
rankings of the world’s most innovative companies .

Responding to the new phenomena in entrepreneurship ecosystems in Poland, the author 
of the next article – Marzena Starnawska – undertakes the study that aims to explore experi-
ences of participants of a (pre)accelerator programme for start-ups .

Ewa Stańczyk-Hugiet in her paper discusses routine change and dynamics by demon-
strating an obvious routine instability .

In the next paper Karina Sachpazidu-Wójcicka discusses cooperation for innovation and 
its influence on the enterprise innovativeness level . The main aim of the article is to deter-
mine the relationship between cooperation for innovation and innovativeness of the surveyed 
companies, which is investigated empirically .

Piotr Bartkowiak and Ireneusz P . Rutkowski in their publication set out to propose a new 
research approach – one that, in their opinion, could significantly improve the maturity meas-
urement of product innovation processes in businesses .

In the last paper by Patrycja Klimas, the author presents the results of research on key 
resources exploited under business models of video game developers . The main attention is 
paid to the identification and hierarchizing of key resources, as well as their specific types .

We hope that the presented articles will meet your kind interest and contribute to the 
development of thought in the field of management sciences .

We wish you a pleasant reading .

Ryszard Bartkowiak,
Chairman of the Scientific Council and Dean of the Faculty

Michał Matusewicz,
Vice-Chairman of the Scientific Council and Vice-Dean of the Faculty
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Creativity in the Aspect of Composition 
of Business Models of Manufacturers from 

the Agricultural Machines Sector: An Attempt 
to Assess the Significance of the Requirements

“We tell people that if nobody has mocked even 
one thought of theirs, this means that they are not creative enough”

Bill GATES

AbstrAct

As a consequence of broad recognition of creativity as an element related to the development of 
business models under the conditions of a variable environment that is difficult to forecast, it has 
been appreciated by management sciences. In the context of the above, research was commenced 
in order to attempt to provide an answer to the question: is the scope and type of business models 
implemented by manufacturers a derivative of the creativity level assimilated by them?
In connection with the above, it was necessary to:

 – from the theoretical perspective – using the method of reconstruction and interpretation of the 
Polish and foreign literature on the subject – present creativity as a factor contributing dynamics 
to the development of business models;
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 – from the design perspective – determine which business models are adopted by micro, small and 
medium-sized production enterprises operating in the Polish farm machines sector;

 – from the empirical perspective – establish to what extent implementation of the mentioned 
business models is determined by creativity desired by manufacturers.

This publication has been created as an effect of the authors’ thoughts and searches; first of all, their 
practical experience and activity in management practice.

Keywords: creativity, flexible business models, strategy, agricultural machinery sector
JEL Classification Codes: M530, M510, L620, O340

1. Introduction

Currently, it is a good moment for a discussion concerning different aspects of creativity 
of Polish enterprises1 and determination of its impact on the business models implemented 
by them.2 These considerations, in the opinion of the authors, should motivate entrepreneurs 
to compose them as appropriate – as necessary, to reduce the level of difficulty in undertaking 
and performing adaptation processes, reduce the degree of risk and uncertainty as well as help 
to make optimal choices for entrepreneurs who are not entirely familiar with the mechanisms 
of their introduction.

The issue concerning business models is a new and very interesting subject area in man-
agement sciences,3 the more so that the present times are characterized by deep social and 
structural transformations in the global dimension, strongly determining all business actions 
being undertaken. Enterprises seeking to succeed on the market must meet the requirements 
of the contemporary economy that can be characterized by networking, high volatility of the 
operating conditions and rapid development of new technologies. This means that organi-
zations, and, in fact, their managers, face difficult challenges, which should be addressed.4

1 The study refers to production enterprises involved in the manufacturing of agricultural parts and machines. 
They are the subjects of the present and future research of the authors. In the opinion of the authors the enterprises 
subjected to the study – under the conditions of no stability – in order to generate value for the customer, are char-
acterized by the need to follow adaptation processes with regard to the existing business models. See: [Nogalski, 
Szpitter, Jabłoński, 2016, p. 60]. Limiting research to one subject (enterprises from the selected sector) results from 
the fact that comparability of the results has to be restricted to one type of subjects. After [Romanowska, 2016, 
p. 219].

2 The selected aspects of creativity are discussed in the papers of T. Amabile and M. Khaire. See: [Amabile, 
1983, pp. 997–1013; Amabile, 1988, pp. 123–167; Amabile, 1996; Amabile, Khaire, 2008].

3 The subject matter of business models is many times discussed under the sessions – of the conference annually 
organized by Wojciech Korfanty Upper Silesian Higher School of Commerce – Conference of Management Science 
Professors.

4 M. Romanowska notices that the selection of the strategic attributes results from determination of the strategic 
goals of the organization. See: [Romanowska, 2014, p. 89].
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In contemporary management sciences, the thesis is formulated about a key role of inno-
vation and creativity in shaping the success of the organization. This issue gains particular 
significance especially under the conditions of the development of knowledge–based economy 
sectors,5 in which the ability to devise new solutions to the already existing problems, the 
ability to generate new and valuable ideas and concepts is becoming a key factor of growth, 
both in micro– and macroeconomic scale.

The problem area concerning creativity in management is currently a catchy topic and 
the subject of interest of many researchers; it is not a new area.6 The study of the literature 
in question from the recent years indicates that attempts to characterize creativity (creative-
ness) have been taken up many times [Andriopoulos, Dawson, 2011; Augsdorfer, Bessant, 
Möslein, 2012; Bilton, Cummings, 2010; Bratnicka, 2010; Bratnicka, 2011; Bratnicka, 2014; 
Bratnicki, Bratnicka, 2011; Bieniok, 2014; Brzeziński, 2009; Kuhn, 1989; Niedzielski, Rychlik, 
2006; Leigh, 2011; Nęcka, 2005]. This characteristic, being a mix of adequate competences and 
attributes, may be understood as a dynamic capability, being the basis for the business model 
of the most effective organizations. In this study, creativity is identified with creation under-
stood as the ability to generate (invent) new and valuable ideas (ideas, concepts, solutions).

The application of the business model in farm machine production enterprises, an attempt 
to support the business management process by this concept, requires creative behaviour. The 
analysis of the subject literature shows that such a concept requires adjustment to the specific 
nature of the particular sector. Meanwhile, research works have not been taken up so far in order 
to arrange in a comprehensive way the knowledge about the business models, focusing only 
on the description and diagnosis of creative behaviours [Bratnicka, 2016, p. 83]. The noticed 
and above described gaps in knowledge have created a problem situation and have become 
a motive for the authors to undertake research on creativity in the aspect of composition of the 
business model. It has inspired the authors to conduct a cycle of research, the subject matter of 
which was the ability of Polish production enterprises from the agricultural machines sector 
to create new solutions or generate new, valuable concepts and ideas.

As a consequence of a broad recognition of the importance of creativity as an element 
related to the development of business models under the conditions of a variable environment 
that is difficult to forecast, it has been appreciated by management sciences. It is thanks to the 
creative behaviours that the organization can quickly respond to changes in the complex and 
turbulent environment, in which it is necessary to develop new business models as adequate 
to the needs. In the context of the above, research was started to attempt to answer the ques-
tion: Is the scope and type of business models implemented by the manufacturers a derivative 
of the creativity level assimilated by them? In other words, to which degree is the composition of 

5 Organizations focused on knowledge management – W. Dyduch and M. Bratnicki call them intelligent. 
See: [Dyduch, Bratnicki, 2016, p. 10]. This view is fully shared by the authors of this work, who stress the need for 
incorporating creativity processes into strategy and supporting the participants of the intelligent organization with 
regard to reporting new and useful ideas.

6 Among many researchers involved in the problem area of creativeness or creativity in Poland, the works by 
W. Dyduch should be distinguished. See: [Dyduch, 2013; Dyduch, 2014].
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the selected business models determined by the ability, desired by the manufacturers, to devise 
new solutions to the already open problems, to generate new and valuable ideas and concepts?

In connection with the above, it has been necessary in this work, being fragmentary and 
not yet being a full verification of the authors’ research concerning formulation of business 
models, to:

 – from the theoretical perspective – using the method of reconstruction and interpretation 
of the Polish and foreign literature on the subject – present the ways, related to many areas, 
of the conceptualization of creativity as a factor contributing dynamics to the development 
of business models;7

 – from the design perspective – determine which business models are adopted by micro, 
small and medium-sized production enterprises operating in the Polish farm machines 
sector; using the method of reconstruction and interpretation of the subject literature 
supported by discussion among the selected experts, the authors wanted to present a list 
of the business models composed by enterprises from the examined sector;

 – from the empirical perspective – the intention of the authors is to determine to which 
extent the implementation of the mentioned business models is determined by creativity 
desired by the manufacturers.
This publication has been created as an effect of the authors’ thoughts and searches; first 

of all, their practical experience and activity in management practice. In the opinion of the 
authors, the study should reduce the degree of risk and uncertainty as well as help to make an 
optimal selection of the business model for entrepreneurs who are not entirely familiar with 
the mechanisms of its implementation.

2.  Creativity in management theory and practice: 
literature overview

Under the conditions of variable environment, the issue of creative business management 
becomes not only a domain of theoretical interests, but a guideline for managers in building 
new business models.8 Contemporary enterprises must cope with the demand for custom–
made products, which forces exceptional solutions especially with regard to the organization 
of manufacturing processes. Therefore, it can be noticed that the most valuable skill of con-
temporary organizations becomes the ability to create and implement new ideas with regard 
to non–standard solutions. The success of the organization has ceased to be only a result of 
skillful investment and use of capital. A predominant conviction among practitioners is that 

7 The authors undertake a theoretical reflection providing guidance for managers’ actions, especially that the 
product of management sciences should be the creation of the explanatory theory. More thoroughly: [Czakon, 2017, 
p. 143].

8 The more so that many complex processes are taking place inside every organization. After: [Wachowiak, 
Gregorczyk, Majewski, 2014, p. 364].
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competitive advantage is achieved as a result of unique solutions. In connection with the 
above, it can be noticed that the most valuable skill of contemporary organizations is the 
ability to dynamically create and implement new business models.

Creativity, in the opinion of the authors of this paper, has always been associated with 
innovation, which is often called creativity or originality of solutions [Nogalski, Niewiadom-
ski, 2016, p. 118]. The innovation of an organization stems from creative ideas. The develop-
ment of new ideas, going beyond the present state of affairs, is, after all, a precondition for 
the implementation of new products [Andriopoulos, Dawson, 2011; Damanpour, Aravind, 
2012]. According to some authors, creativity differs, however, from innovative activity in that 
the latter concentrates not so much on generation of creative ideas as on their introduction 
to reality [Szpitter, 2010, pp. 350–365]. Good innovation – through effective implementation 
of creative ideas – creates value added for the organization. From this perspective, creativity 
refers to the entity’s activity, to their empowering activity bringing new value. The essence of 
creativity, as an important feature of an innovative enterprise is ideation, namely the ability 
to devise many solutions to open problems, to generate new and valuable ideas and concepts 
of running the business.9

The above seems to be confirmed by J. D. Antoszkiewicz [2008, p. 9], noticing that creation 
of an innovation consists of two human activities: creativity, which leads to finding an idea for 
a better solution to the problem and entrepreneurship, due to which ideas are materialized, 
obtaining its place in the business, social or political reality.10

The analysis of the subject literature allows clearly stating that “creativity” is a term 
being a multi–dimensional notion, which results in difficulties in clear interpretation, both 
by authors representing management sciences and related sciences. The notion of creativity 
owes its popularity to the search for new solutions to tackle the challenges that are faced by 
businesses in connection with the growing global competition, or treatment of knowledge 
and information as the potential that enables more effective competition on the market. In 
the opinion of the authors of the paper, creativity is disclosed in activities that are a sequence 
of certain capabilities. In view of the foregoing, they are of dynamic nature. Identification of 
creativity with skills is the right thing for an organization operating in the present economic 
reality, an organization which runs out into the future, gains new knowledge, stimulates 
intellectual curiosity as well as encourages discussion.

When considering the terminological context of the creativity notion, as compared 
to capabilities, it should be emphasized that, to be creative, it is necessary to acquire specified 
capabilities. A creative enterprise is capable of using its knowledge, skills and dispositions as 
well as personal characteristics of the employees, so as to achieve goals. A creative company 

 9 At this point, it is worth emphasizing that creativity may be manifested at a high level in various phases of 
development of the enterprise.

10 From the point of view of business operations, creativity itself has little value, unless it is reflected in imple-
menting new products, services, or processes. Consequently, one should not be surprised by the notion of creativeness 
being used in the context of the organization, as it encompasses both creativeness and innovation. After: [Bratnicka, 
2014, p. 30].
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is one that, as a result of a proper attitude and behaviours, will be able to positively use their 
knowledge resources, and capabilities. In view of the foregoing, it may be assumed that the 
creativity level is dependent on competences, which include knowledge, experience current 
information and their context, capabilities and the ability to use them, and finally the attitude 
itself, motivation, behaviours and values.

Creativity implies the ability to re–allocate production resources so as to produce effec-
tively, without unnecessary wastage, ensuring acceptable quality. In the short term this means 
the ability to adapt to the changing conditions with the use of the existing resources. In the 
long term this is the ability to introduce new products, new resources and production meth-
ods and their integration with the existing production systems. Key here is the ability of the 
production system to change or react, while incurring small outlays from the point of view 
of time, cost or results of operations.

In the context of the above, the fact worth paying attention to is that creativity is a fea-
ture which should characterize enterprises operating in the new conditions of the business 
environment and seeking to survive in it. Creativity makes it possible to use the methods, 
production and organizational processes, practices and tools, the majority of which has been 
developed to quite a little extent so far.

Due to continuous and fluctuating variability of the conditions, businesses must develop 
new features, behaviours and attitudes, which will constitute an adequate and effective response 
to the globally transforming reality [Nogalski, Szpitter, 2017, pp. 197–210]. This means that 
a significant characteristic of the present times is recognition of creativity as a critical factor, 
decisive for survival or development of the organization, and creative management becomes 
(in the conditions of uncertainty and dynamic changes) an instrument opening new horizons 
for the enterprise in the form of the composed business models.

In order to make judgments about the reality, phenomena, processes related to the gen-
erally understood management, the scope of the notions implied by the conducted research 
should be clearly defined. Since the term “creativity” often occurs both in common thought 
as well as in scientific studies, the authors have recognized as reasonably practical to present 
selected definitions and confront them with the reality. It has made it possible to develop, 
adopt and consequently apply and understand the term, the more so that it has no precisely 
set meaning. The attempts to establish a terminological order taken in this study – in a far 
simplified way – have had only the cognitive value; the intention of the authors was only 
to capture the areas, approaches and dependencies as implied by the research. To sum up, it 
should be emphasized that:

 – The notion “creativity” is a multi–aspect and complex notion, which results in difficulties 
in clear definition and interpretation; there is a multiplicity of definitions;11

 – Most definitions share a common element in the form of value creation for the company;

11 An interdisciplinary approach to the problems of creativity gives rise to various understandings and definitions 
of the same term.
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 – Creativity is a notion that is strongly correlated with innovation;
 – Creativity can be considered from different perspectives, noticing it within the individual 

(creativity of employees) as well as across the entire organization;
 – With regard to the interpretation of the notion, transfer of scientific achievements from 

other countries or sciences is sometimes observed without any clear indication of the 
origin and the meaning of the definitions being discussed;

 – Some authors regard creativity and innovation as identical notions;12

 – In the subject literature there is no consent with regard to the relations between the both 
terms; opinions about the superior character of one over the other can be found;

 – Management theory and practice shows that there is a long way ahead before adopting 
one, commonly accepted definition of the term “creativity”;13

 – As a consequence of a broad recognition of the importance of creativity under the con-
ditions of variable environment that is difficult to forecast, it has been appreciated by 
management sciences.
Undoubtedly, the methodological confusion has developed that sometimes leads to con-

tradictory opinions, or even disputes concerning what creativity is indeed, and therefore, what 
methods should be used to measure it.14

Tu sum up the discussion concerning creativity, it is important to ensure that, when refer-
ring to other authors, while transferring and comparing experience of various researchers, 
attention should be paid to the interpretation of this term by the given author. From the analytic 
point of view, it is important that the adopted definition should serve well the research goals.

3. Material and research method

In the course of the conducted research, the authors make an attempt to answer the 
question: is the scope and type of the business models implemented by the manufacturers 
a derivative of the creativity level assimilated by them? In other words, to which degree the 
composition of the mentioned models of running business is determined by the ability, desired 
by the manufacturers, to devise new solutions to the already open problems, to generate new 
and valuable ideas and concepts?

12 According to the authors, the notions of creativity and innovation share some similarities. They apply to key 
aspects of the company’s operations whose less important aspects are subordinate to. However, these are not identical 
notions.

13 Search for one, common or universal definition would enrich neither knowledge nor practice of management, 
and, at the same time, could result in narrowing the research field; the authors recommend such definitions that are 
reasonable in the context of the organization’s conditions and may be used consistently in research being conducted.

14 Therefore, the need arises to initiate research in this regard, which will be the subject matter of subsequent 
studies. In the light of the many attempts with regard to measuring the potential creativity of a manufacturing 
enterprise, the attempt to outline the management areas implying the enterprise’s creativeness should be noticed, 
initiated by the team of scientists lead by B. Nogalski.
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The experts invited to participate in the research were asked to indicate to which degree 
the composition of the mentioned business models is determined by creativity. Significance 
was marked on a 5-point scale, where 1 – low effect of creativity, and 5 – models the imple-
mentation of which is determined by a high creativity level. Research results were subject 
to a simplified statistical processing.

Research methods and tools are quite often used in empirical research (directly or with 
certain modifications) that have been verified in other research. In the context of the above, 
the authors of this work did the same, however, the research method and tools were selected 
according to their own methodological concept. While implementing the preparatory study 
focused on composing the research model, the authors applied the method of literature studies 
[LS]. The preparatory study conditioned the conduct of the proper study; the intention of 
the authors was to prepare a list of pattern business models implemented in practice by the 
enterprises. The list developed at this stage consisted of 63 business models.15 Composing 
the research model, the currently fullest list of business models was used to a great extent, 
being the key factor in the success of contemporary enterprises, supplemented by proposals 
of Polish and foreign authors and selected management practitioners.

Since the exemplification of such a high number of business models strongly complicates 
and prevents the formulation of important conclusions, the originally prepared list was subject 
to discussion [B1] among 14 carefully selected experts.

Persons with various competencies and experience were invited to participate in the 
meeting. The discussion was conducted among 2 intentionally selected representatives of 
manufacturing companies from the agricultural machines sector (in each case these were 
professionally active persons, actively participating in the strategic management of the com-
pany they come from (9 persons – the owners) or which they work for (3 – management 
personnel, 1 – president of the management board, 1 – proxy).16 Two stages were separated 
in the discussion: in the first stage new ideas were reported, trying to open minds to any 
appearing opportunities and solution options present in practice, in the second one, on the 
contrary, the suitability was assessed of the business models reported and presented by the 
authors as present in the literature.

As a result of this research, a list of 37 business models was prepared, most often com-
posed by Polish production companies operating in the farm machines sector. This stage of 
the research was conducted from 15th to 31st May, 2017. In this way, the tool focused on the 
conduct of the proper study was prepared [B2].

The second stage of the research was completed on 22nd–25th September 2017. The research 
was conducted at meetings and direct calls during the International Agriculture Exhibition 

15 55 business models patterns determining success of 90% of enterprises are discussed in their work by B. Nogal-
ski, A. Szpitter, A. Jabłoński. More thoroughly: [Nogalski, Szpitter, Jabłoński, 2016, pp. 51–59].

16 Starting the research, it was assumed that intuitive thinking in the group of intentionally selected persons may 
result in creating new ideas, concepts or new associations or linkages with the already existing ideas and concepts; 
the purpose was to obtain original and realistic solutions.
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AGRO SHOW organized by the Polish Business Chamber of Agricultural Machines and 
Devices. AGRO SHOW is a platform for expanding knowledge, exchange of views, contacts 
and experience, which the research authors decided to take advantage of.

Within the framework of the proper study [B2], interviews were conducted among 
69 intentionally selected experts representing the intentionally selected enterprises – 65 persons 
(94.20%),17 scientific institutions – 3 persons (4.35%)18 as well as business support organiza-
tions – 1 person (1.45%).19

When making the decision to select the experts (intentional selection), an important cri-
terion was their direct acquaintance with the researchers, supported by partner cooperation 
with the party of the research – Zakład Produkcji Części Zamiennych i Maszyn Rolniczych 
“Fortschritt”. It made it possible to determine whether the representative of a given enterprise 
performing the assessment is independent in the presented views and issued opinions, and 
whether he/she has sufficient knowledge with regard to the undertaken problem area, sup-
ported by the grounded position in the industry.

The study was attended by all the invited experts. Considering communication barriers, 
the persons with whom direct meetings were planned and it was possible to hold a conver-
sation, were invited to the research. The application of the intentional selection technique as 
well as the possibility of conducting research at the time of business meetings undoubtedly 
contributed to the high effectiveness and quality of the research.

4. Results of the authors’ research20

Considering the significance level of creativity as a factor determining the composition of 
business models, they have been divided into two groups, i.e. constitutive (primary) – models 
significantly implied by the creativity level and not neutral. The authors assumed the following 

17 Within the group of management practitioners, the following were invited to the research: a) owners of enter-
prises – 31 persons (44.93%); 61.29% of the owners had higher education, 25.81% – medium, 12.90% – professional; 
14 persons were more than 50 years old, 9 persons were 40–50 years old and 8 persons 30–40 years old), b) managers 
– 23 persons (33.33%); the authors included in the group of managers the persons holding managerial functions 
in the company, but having no more than 10% ownership interest. 82.61% of the managers had higher education, 
13.04% medium, 4.35% professional; 5 persons were more than 50 years old, 9 persons were 40–50 years old and 8 
persons 30–40 years old, 1 person less than 30 years old, c) president of the management board – 2 persons (5.8%); 
higher education – one of the experts had a completed MBA course, d) proxy – 1 person (1.45%); higher education; 
master engineer: specialization: transport and rail vehicles), e) future successors of enterprises – 6 persons (8.7%). The 
experts represented the following enterprises: micro – 11 persons (16.92%), small – 21 persons (32.31%), medium 
– 27 persons (41.54%) and large – 6 persons (9.23%). Micro, small and medium-sized enterprises hold a key position 
in the agricultural machine manufacturers sector, therefore such entities dominated among the entities selected for 
the research (90.77%). 

18 The group of consultants included persons being members of the Scientific Council of the Industrial Institute 
of Agricultural Machines and a representative of a university specializing in management strategy.

19 Business Centre Club expert for SME management strategy and innovation development, and science 
– knowledge – business cooperation.

20 The authors hope that this publication – at least to a minimum degree – will become the beginning of the 
discussion on the essence of the effect of creativity on ground-breaking strategies and business models.
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solution: the bottom limit of the values range for the first group was score 4.00. As a result of 
the conducted research, 27 business models were qualified to this group. The other group of 
models – not neutral to creativity – were those that obtained scores below 4.00; 10 models 
were classified to this group.

From the point of view of enterprises taking part in the study a narrow group of customers, 
looking for a product or service with strictly specified utility properties, is important. Entre-
preneurs, aiming at satisfying expectations of this group of recipients – in the opinion of the 
authors – should follow the strategy of a market niche by concentrating business operations 
on a specific group of products offered usually to a small group of buyers in a geographically 
specific market. Such actions make it particularly useful to micro, small and medium-sized 
companies, which often, not having sufficient amounts of available capital and broad organ-
izational possibilities, compose such business models.21 Not undermining the effectiveness 
of this management model followed by the owners, it can be presumed that such a way of 
conduct implies a high creativity level, which – in the opinion of the authors – can be used 
also when running business operations at a large scale (the average score: 4.90; 89.9% of the 
indications for the 5-point score).

If there are comparable offers of products on the general market, the attribute allowing 
competitive advantage to be obtained and maintained are innovative activities. However, an 
innovation niche can be built only when innovation can be “defended”, e.g. using patents or 
licenses. This is an action aimed to protect the enterprise against the market leaders’ advan-
tage of scale and gives the possibility to maintain competitive advantage for a longer time. In 
connection with the above, use of product or process innovations to differentiate (distinguish 
oneself), being the basis for long–term advantage or development, requires a high potential 
of creative behaviours from enterprises (the average score: 4.74; 75.4% of the indications for 
the 5-point score) determining actions taking advantage of opportunities for the enterprise’s 
strategic purposes. In the implementation of activities to actually take advantage of oppor-
tunities, an important factor affecting the success of these actions is creativity, since seizing 
an opportunity is indeed a game without the established rules, which are discovered, verified 
and used only in its course by the participants of the organization (the average score: 4.72; 
73.9% of the indications for the 5-point score).

In the opinion of the authors, the greatest challenge to be faced by managers in the pro-
cess of defining or redefining the business model is to configure the value proposal for the 
client. The task consists in solving an important, from the point of view of the client, problem 
or satisfying his or her important need. In connection with the above, recently the issue of 
product innovations has raised a very large interest in business models. Research shows that 
introduction of changes innovative in nature within the product can give competitive advantage 
and continuous development to the organization, despite the prevalence of extremely difficult 

21 An additional advantage of applying the niche strategy by businesses is also missing (or restricted scope of) 
competition in the niche on the part of large companies.
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conditions of running business operations, which will not be guaranteed only by process–related 
innovations. Implementation of new products requires many barriers to overcome. It seems 
that the most important barrier is the low creativity level among the top managers who are 
strongly involved in the previous product portfolio, or even owe their present position to it.22 
To overcome this problem, concentration solely on the current situation should be avoided, 
and, in addition, signals cannot be underestimated, which may prove gradually disappearing 
interest in the present offer.

Implementation flexibility reflected in the approach to the client and his or her needs, 
which, in the long term, is reflected in deeper relations between the parties, is an important 
model of running the business being adopted by production companies operating in the Polish 
farm machines sector. The essence of the so formulated model is creative management impli-
cating a business model focused on production and sale of small quantities of a broad product 
portfolio (the average score: 4.7; 72.5% of the indications for the 5-point score) and long–term 
partner attitude, mutual respect and the pursuit of communicating under two–sided relations 
(the average score: 4.70; 7.0% of the indications for the 5 point-score). therefore, important 
is the proper reconfiguration of resources creating value for the customer; then competitive-
ness increases, which is – very strongly – implied by a creative approach to management (the 
average score: 4.67; 68.1% of the indications for the 5-point score).

A starting point in the application of the client orientation method is systematic obser-
vation of the changing needs and expectations of users as well as verification whether other 
companies in the given segment already offer such a solution. Creativity in search of new 
solutions is the basic action at this stage. It is important to focus on cooperation and closely 
observe fluctuations in market demand. This attitude imposes the need to implement another 
business model which assumes improvement in the effectiveness of internal and external 
processes, by their optimization or introduction of new solutions, namely process–related 
innovations. In the area of the company’s internal actions, process–related innovations are 
intended to ensure organizational excellence and reduce costs incurred by the company. On 
the other hand, in the area of the company’s external actions, process–related innovations 
are to help to identify opportunities and offer unique products on the newly opening target 
markets. Such actions require a high creativity level (the average score: 4.48; 53.6% of the 
indications for the 5-point score).

In the contemporary economy a properly created and promoted brand often turns out 
to be a source of advantage over competitors and at the same time the company’s growth. 
However, creating a brand itself is not enough – it should be managed, its potential should 
be used and where necessary – it should be modified as necessary. Only as a result of creative 
brand management it is possible to fully use its potential (the average score: 4.46; 55.1% of the 
indications for the 5-point score). As a matter of fact, brands die and disappear from the market, 

22 According to experts, the composition of the “unique products model” is significantly implied by creativity 
(average score 4.72; 73.9% of the indications for the 5-point score). 
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if they neglect the need to change or if the company does not develop their potential to cater 
for its consumers’ changing expectations. Using the strength of its brand, creative enterprises 
introduce products to the market many times using the profit from selling a product, trade-
mark or the utility model implemented much earlier, the so–called profits multiplier model.

Creativity in building a network of strategic relations implies incorporation of external 
partners into the processes of creating key values, such as research and development of new 
technologies. Therefore, it constitutes a significant competence which allows the company 
to discover utility niches for results of the conducted research, either ready or still being 
formed (the average score: 4.46; 52.2% of the indications for the 5-point score).

Creativity determining the composition of such a model is declared by the respondents who 
see the need for systematic observations of the manufacturing technology and the products 
offered by the main competitors. Creative enterprises make use of the information obtained 
as a result of the observations in order to prepare a product similar to the competitors’ or 
a compatible one, or the technology of its manufacturing.

However, according to the authors, enterprises should not offer ready–made implemen-
tations to their partners; they should work on them together, which is a derivative of a high 
level of creativity assimilated by them (the average score: 4.43; 49.3% of the indications for 
the 5-point score).

Creativity determines investing on the newly opening markets (the average score: 4.39; 
49.3% of the indications for the 5-point score) and substantially affects the ability of companies 
to implement technical non–mass products, including parts and components requiring high 
precision (the average score: 4.39; 42.0% of the indications for the 5-point score). Management 
of free solutions not implemented in production, or unused R+D potential, mostly through 
science – business cooperation is also significantly dependent – in the opinion of the experts 
– on the creativity level of a given company (the average score: 4.38; 42.0% of the indications 
for the 5-point score).

Creativity very strongly contributes to control and utilization of the key part of the supply 
chain (the average score: 4.36; 44.9% of the indications for the 5-point score). It is the “creative 
integrator” which encompasses the whole scope of the production process – from acquisition 
of raw materials to production and distribution.

According to the examined respondents, creativity is a competence giving the guaranteed 
availability of the complete range of products (the average score: 4.35; 42.0% of the indications 
for the 5-point score). Configuring such a business model, the enterprise satisfies all needs 
of the client in the specific domain. In connection with the dynamically developing product 
market, for many companies operating in the farm machine sector, production to order is an 
attractive form of operation. Many companies have focused only on production for the exter-
nal recipient – both for chains and for manufacturers having their own brands and wanting 
to broaden the scope of the offered products, but not having the necessary production capacities 
or technological facilities. The adoption of such a business model requires high creativity (the 
average score: 4.29; 37.7% of the indications for the 5-point score). In order to be an attractive 
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partner, a production company must have the adequately equipped technological and research 
facilities, guarantee high quality, logistic or management standards, confirmed by certificates 
and audits as well as ensure high and repetitive quality of the delivered products.

Very often the product price in reality is not determined by the manufacturer only. The 
price is shaped by the market and the obligation of the manufacturer is to flexibly adapt to its 
requirements, often being unattractive. Therefore, it is important to stimulate thinking lead-
ing to original and appropriate solutions which will allow the manufacturer to adapt in this 
respect (the average score: 4.28; 44.9% of the indications for the 5-point score).

Thus, the readiness for creating new ideas becomes the key attribute to eliminate losses 
incurred in the waste utilization process – as suggested by the experts participating in the 
research (the average score: 4.29; 36.2% of the indications for the 5-point score).

The ambitions of companies operating on the market increase along with their growth 
in the farm machine market. And the greater the ambitions, the greater the requirements 
concerning service. The new economy needs a new look at their standards. In connection 
with the above, the e–commerce business model has not been disregarded by the suppliers. 
In this model, a business party is often the individual client. The manufacturer receives access 
to a broader group of customers, which requires active sale and appropriate positioning actions. 
It requires a completely new approach to the customer’s needs. International expansion is 
embedded in the mere idea of e–commerce. Simple sale of a product is out of the question, 
it is necessary to accurately examine the business, learn the markets on which it operates, 
which it intends to enter, how it handles returns, where it has accounts, and prepare a proposal 
based on three pillars: automation of the processes, their centralization and stimulation of the 
growth potential. A factor significantly determining this model of running the business is the 
ability to demonstrate creative behaviours (the average score: 4.19; 40.6% of the indications for 
the 5-point score). A high level of creativity (the average score: 4.17; 43.5% of the indications 
for the 5-point score) enables correct management of relations with customers, and thanks 
to dedicating appropriate special offers to them, increases their loyalty. In this context, the 
essence of creativity manifests itself in current observation and analysis of the competitors’ 
products affecting the ability to optimally use the existing manufacturing technologies (the 
average score: 4.17; 43.5% of the indications for the 5-point score).

Customer service is perceived as the skill or ability to satisfy requirements and expecta-
tions of customers, mostly as to the time and place of the ordered deliveries, using all avail-
able forms of logistic activity, including transport, warehousing, management of inventory, 
information and packaging. Therefore, the order lead time should be classified as one of the 
most important factors determining the client’s satisfaction; at the same time, it is a compet-
itiveness factor. For this reason, continuity of the material flow should be provided, not only 
inside enterprises, but also in the whole supply chain. In the context of the above – under the 
conducted research – it was determined that the pursuit of satisfying the needs of customers 
at any time is significantly determined by the level of the potential of creative behaviours 
assimilated by the company (the average score: 4.17; 43.5% of the indications for the 5-point 
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score). It implies a business model which, as assumed, reduces use of the indirect channel; is 
based on direct delivery of the goods from the manufacturer to the end client (the average 
score: 4.06; 36.2% of the indications for the 5-point score).

A relatively high creativity level is also important in the context of the composition of 
business models focused on key activities and contracting performance of the determined 
tasks to specialized external entities (the average score: 4.04; 36.2% of the indications for the 
5-point score),23 distribution of one’s products under other brands (the average score: 4.04; 
24.6% of the indications for the 5-point score), or assuming cost leadership (the average score: 
4.01; 29.0% of the indications for the 5-point score).

The research results presented in Table 1 show that the creativity level assimilated at 
a slightly lower level (scores below 4.00) adds dynamics also to the composition of the other 
business models subject to analysis.

Table 1. Creativity as a determinant of business model composition in the opinion of experts

Model name Characteristics Average

Barter exchange Implementation of solutions based on the exchange of completely different goods 
between the parties to the transaction. 3.97

"Green" model Making effort for an environmentally–friendly image. 3.94

"Magnet" product Additional products, which customers must buy in order to use the basic product, are 
expensive and in this way, generate most income (stars). 3.72

Technological 
openness

Incorporating external partners into the processes of creating key values, such as 
research and development of new technologies. 3.68

Operator Enterprises specialized in delivery of only a given group of products, resulting, e.g. from 
the ability to run production in specific conditions. 3.57

Higher quality 
– higher price

The customer pays more for a given product than the average market price. In return, 
they receive additional value in the form of higher quality of the purchased product. 3.51

Production scale As a result of specialization, production series and sales series increase. This leads 
to reduction in unit manufacturing costs. 3.28

Preventive 
maintenance

The assumption is reduction in costs incurred as a result of failure of machines and 
technical devices, and elimination of downtime. 2.87

Offered and obtained 
merchants' credits

The enterprise generates revenue from the sale of a given product much faster than pays 
suppliers for the raw materials and the materials purchased in order to manufacture it. 2.84

Orchestrator Concentration on one or just a few activities in the value chain. Most activities within the 
value chain are entrusted to specialized suppliers. 2.78

Source: the authors’ own elaboration.

The dynamic and often also turbulently changing environment affects change in behaviours 
of business organizations [Brzóska, Krannich, 2016]. They look for effective methods of com-
peting, by shaping and implementing new strategies and business models, using, to a growing 
extent, innovations and co–operation in them. It is confirmed by the results of the authors’ 

23 It is a model in which enterprises outsource the realization of some phases of the production processes outside 
the organization, in order to reduce costs, leaving some of the processes related to distribution, creation or design 
in their area of operation.
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research, in which creativity is a key determinant adding dynamics to the composition of 
business models implemented by the Polish enterprises from the agricultural machines sector.

Summary

The main purpose of this work was an attempt to answer the question: is the scope and type 
of the business models composed by manufacturers a derivative of the creativity level assimi-
lated by them? In other words, to which degree is the implementation of the selected business 
models determined by the ability, desired by the manufacturers, to devise new solutions or 
generate valuable ideas and concepts? The above question as well as the conviction about the 
presence of business demand for applicable results were the main inspirations to undertake 
the research. In order to achieve the specified goal, partial tasks had to be formulated and 
attained. In connection with the above, using the method of reconstruction and interpretation 
of the Polish and foreign subject literature, basic ways of conceptualizing creativity, related 
to many areas, have been presented. A list of pattern business models, significantly composed 
and implemented by the production enterprises operating in the farm machine sector, has 
been outlined.

According to the intention of the authors, the work is supposed to cast light on a wider 
perspective of generating valuable ideas and concepts in the context of composition of busi-
ness models.

The presented research constitutes the starting point for improving human resources 
management processes. The knowledge of the differences between the model and current level 
of creativity can be used in planning training needs. People responsible for the development 
of the managerial staff in a given company are presented with specific expectations, which is 
undoubtedly necessary when creating modular improvement programmes.

The presented research results have determined the direction of the authors’ further 
works that will soon be presented in separate publications. Nevertheless, there is a need for 
further research into the determinants of the creativity development in the light of shaping 
the reconfiguration potential of enterprises. It is necessary to try to adapt the concept of an 
expert system actuating the composition of the business model, and to develop a method for 
assessing the impact of creative behaviour on the ability and direction of its profiling.
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1. Introduction

Clients are increasingly becoming co-creators of value. They are involved not only in dis-
cussions about brands, products and enterprises. They are also more and more willing to join 
the process of co-creating the company’s offer. We can now observe a paradigm shift in the 
area of   business management and possibilities of value creation. Noteworthy is the new role of 
the consumer, whose participation in the company’s activities may become a source of value 
and an opportunity to gain a competitive advantage in the market.

The emergence of the internet and its commercialisation have introduced many mod-
ifications in the area of   communication between market players especially in the field of   
communication between enterprises and consumers. Thanks to information technologies, 
the internet in particular, companies have the opportunity to build and maintain individual 
relationships with clients. On the other hand, consumers have an unlimited possibility of 
contacting companies directly on the unprecedented scale. This phenomenon has changed 
the balance of power between organisations and consumers on the market, giving con-
sumers more power than ever before. These contacts are not carried out exclusively on the 
consumer – marketing department line. Increasingly, they cover all functional departments 
of enterprises. Responsibility for customer relations and experiences lies with all the com-
pany’s departments.

Consumers can cooperate with various market players. The new type of consumer seeks 
to abolish information asymmetry using the achievements of ICT and social media. Detailed 
knowledge about the offer of enterprises, the possibility of exchanging experiences, information 
and opinions between users of products and services, ease of comparing competitive offers 
are the elements that have significantly changed the role of consumers. They are no longer 
passive recipients of companies’ messages and proposals. Nowodziński [2014] emphasises that 
the contemporary client can be characterized by an active attitude towards the company and 
becomes a prosumer. The engaged customer starts to co-create products and services with 
the company using his/her creativity and knowledge.

The concept of transforming consumers into producers first appeared in the work of 
McLuhan and Nevitt [1972]. In 1980 the futurologist A. Toffler [2001] defined consumers 
as “prosumers”, stressing their participation in the product manufacturing process, the effect 
of which should be satisfying consumers’ needs. The “prosumers” are competent and active 
consumers. They are involved in the production process, which blurs the borders between 
the producer and the buyer.

The issue of the article undertaken by the author is important for several reasons. First 
of all, consumers now have the tools and opportunities to interact with the company proac-
tively. Enterprises should see and understand how to use this stream of creativity. Secondly, 
in the era of increasing global competitiveness, cooperation with consumers in the area of 
product creation can become a source of advantage for the company and a way to improve or 
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strengthen the position of the company on the market. Contemporary consumers are much 
better educated, know basic market mechanisms and have unlimited access to information. 
They are much more than previous generations focused on cooperation and are proactive 
in solving problems. Moreover, they want to use their skills and knowledge to play an active 
role in creating value on the market [Wójcik, 2009]. Organizations have to understand 
modern clients and learn how to use their potential in the area of   creating new products. 
The contemporary client, apart from the role of traditional buyer, can be a valuable resource 
or co-producer.

The article aims to present the phenomenon of co-creation of products with consumers 
in a virtual environment and to identify the degree of using co-creation of value among Polish 
enterprises based on the research carried out by the author. In the article, the author presents 
the possibilities of using intellectual capital of consumers, characterises possible roles and 
forms of consumer activity undertaken in cooperation with enterprises. In the end, selected 
results of the research carried out by the author are presented, as well as conclusions and 
recommendations for further study.

The study on the Polish market according to the author’s knowledge is a pioneering study. 
The results presented in the article constitute a fragment of a complex research project cov-
ering many aspects related to the topic of co-creation. Few studies in the Polish literature on 
the subject indicate the need for diagnosis and analysis of these issues.

2.  Forms of using creativity and intellectual capital 
of consumers

The need to include consumers in activities supporting the creation of products and ser-
vices appeared in the literature already in 1977 [Eiglier et. al., 1977]. The idea of collaboration 
with clients is nothing new. Over the years, we have been able to observe customers in the 
role of service and sales staff (e.g. self-service in retail chains), a warehouse employee (e.g. 
IKEA – customers search for, receive and assemble the goods themselves). The emergence of 
the Internet and its widespread commercialisation has initiated the appearance of a growing 
number of business models, enabling the inclusion of customers in a series of processes that 
have been implemented so far by internal resources and company forces. We can, therefore, 
observe business solutions in which clients are content creators (e.g. activities on social plat-
forms such as Facebook or YouTube), product suppliers (e.g. trading platforms such as Allegro 
or eBay, where clients fill up virtual shelves).

According to the Agrawal and Rahman’s [2015] classification, clients can play the role of:
 – Co-producer – customer engagement in the production process, initiated mainly in the 

area of   services and then transferred to other areas.
 – Co-distributor – the phenomenon of self-service as a distribution tool is widely used by 

restaurants, retail chains or banks to reduce costs – the customer becomes part of the process.
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 – Co-promoter – consumers as promoters of the brand have always existed, but thanks to IT 
technologies and web 2.0 they gained the reach and strength that has become a valuable 
asset for the organization.

 – Co-manufacturer – consumers as co-producers: together they create software, blogs, 
vlogs, wikis such as Wikipedia and co-create content on social websites such as Facebook 
or YouTube.

 – Co-consumer – consumers as users of products and services give them additional impor-
tance in the consumption process, creating value for themselves as well as for others. They 
share experiences with other market participants, thus helping other consumers to make 
the best choice for them from among the available options.

 – Experience creator – co-creators of experiences related to the consumption of a product 
or service. In many areas, such as retail sales, education or healthcare, this experience 
becomes one of the factors determining the level of customer satisfaction and their loyalty 
to the company.

 – Co-innovator – consumers can participate in the process of developing existing products 
and services, current and new processes and ideas for innovation.

 – Co-ideator – thanks to internet technology and in particular social media, clients can be 
a valuable source of ideas for innovation in every area, both initiating this process them-
selves and responding to the company’s needs.

 – Co-evaluator – consumers can also participate in the process of project verification and 
selection of the best ideas submitted. This gives the company significant information 
taking into account the preferences of the majority of participants and may be a prem-
ise for assumptions that the chosen solution will meet the market’s acceptance after its 
implementation.

 – Co-designer – this area requires experience and specific knowledge from clients. Ties 
with the company are closer, in this case, access to internal information is important, and 
project groups are usually less numerous.

 – Co-tester – consumers are engaged in testing products that are to be introduced to the 
market, thanks to which the company can reduce the risk of errors. Also, once the prod-
uct is launched, at an early stage committed customers can become a valuable source of 
information and product ambassadors.
The participation of consumers in value creation process can take different forms. Their 

activity can be purposeful, or unconscious and implemented “by the way”. Actions taken by 
clients can, therefore, be classified as passive or active. Also, customers can carry out pro-
jects of diverse nature as a result of social involvement, independent of the company or as 
an answer to the open call of the company or organisation. The effects of their work can also 
be used and distributed differently. They can be of value mainly to the consumer, as in the 
case of product customization, or the effect of customer work can be a value for the company 
and other consumers. It is worth noting that despite such a distinction, the beneficiaries are 
usually both the enterprise and a broad group of clients because even individual decisions of 
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clients can be a valuable source of information for managers in the company and be applica-
tion-oriented for a larger group of buyers. To a large extent, it depends on the degree of the 
enterprise’s maturity in the area of   co-creation of values   with clients and an efficient system 
of introducing changes.

The classification of customer activity forms in the area of   value creation with companies 
is presented below [Łaszkiewicz, 2018].

I / The role of the client
1. Passive – the customer is not aware that he/she contributes value   or has such awareness, 

but the data is collected without his/her activity (e.g. web analytics referring to consumer 
behaviour on the Internet and in decision-making/purchasing processes). Gathered 
behavioural data can help to improve customer experience, website design, the usability 
of platforms or mobile solutions and support customers during an online purchase, for 
example through a recommendation system based on individual preferences of customers 
by Amazon.

2. Active – the client is aware of the activities and undertakes them voluntarily. These activities 
may take a variety of forms, depending on the company’s strategy and needs.

II / The initiating entity
1. There is no organising entity – people organise themselves around matters that are impor-

tant to them (e.g. charitable activities, collective signing of petitions). Virtual activities 
of the community always require an environment in which they can exchange views and 
opinions, such as social platforms, but in this case, they will not be treated as an interme-
diary due to the lack of direct influence on the selection of the target around which the 
virtual community gathers.

2. There is an intermediary entity – this is the case in which the intermediary makes it pos-
sible to generate value for the participants through the implementation of specific activ-
ities. The final beneficiary, usually the enterprise, is responsible for setting the objective. 
An external entity is engaged by the company to conduct communication, PR activities, 
stimulating the participants’ activity or moderating them. It could be activities also using 
social media, but implemented on behalf of and at the initiative of the company, as well 
as activities independent of the enterprise, such as ranking and opinion-forming systems, 
facilitating the collection of content to participants of virtual communities.

3. Actions are initiated by the company itself for specific needs and business goals. Virtual 
communities take up activities on the basis of an invitation to act.

III / Recipient of the created value
1. Value for the customer – this is the case in which the main beneficiary of the developed 

solution is the customer, for example, by designing an individualised product from the 
components in the company’s online shop. However, even this form of activity can be 
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a carrier of value for the company as a source of information about consumer prefer-
ences in the process of mass customization and can provide reasons for modifying and 
improving the offer.

2. Value for the company – a situation in which the value is dedicated solely to the company’s 
needs is not typical, the idea of   co-creating value with clients is to search for solutions 
contributing to the increase in the well-being of all participants. However, it is possible 
to identify cases contributing to the reduction in capital investments by raising funds on 
crowdfunding platforms such as Kickstarter or acquiring ideas for advertising creations, 
which reduce the costs of marketing activities in the company.

3. Value for a broader group of recipients – this is the most valuable and consistent with 
the definition of co-creation an alternative in which all participants of the process are 
beneficiaries.

IV / Decision maker in the area of   value utilisation
1. Only the customer decides (product customization).
2. A group of consumers decides (the choice of an idea or solution developed by casting 

votes by the community).
3. The company decides – the company makes the final decision on which idea to choose 

and to what extent to use the proposals presented by consumers.

V / Remuneration
1. Consumers do not expect payment.
2. Prizes.
3. Financial remuneration.

Table 1.  Co-creation choices in relation to high, medium and low strategic relevance  
for the firm

Strategic 
relevance Purpose Co-creator type Locus Intimacy Time Incentives

High Co-innovation of 
new and valuable 
products, services 
and process 
capabilities

Strategic clients 
and supply 
chain partners

Across all stages 
of innovation 
process and 
all functions 
involved 
in innovation

Deep and 
pervasive 
engagement

Long-term 
multiple 
engagements that 
build trust with 
each co-creation 
initiative

High-powered 
strategic incentive 
– both extrinsic and 
intrinsic

Medium Continuous or 
incremental 
improvement of 
existing products or 
services or process 
capabilities

Lead users and 
communities of 
users

Across some 
stages, e.g. front 
end, marketing

Limited and 
selected 
engagement

Shorter-term 
multiple 
engagements or 
a single longer- 
term engagement 
on a single 
initiative

Limited strategic 
incentives: an extrinsic 
incentive of small 
cash or prize for 
participation and 
intrinsic incentives of 
engagement with the 
product and brand
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Strategic 
relevance Purpose Co-creator type Locus Intimacy Time Incentives

Low Product promotion; 
creation of 
marketing buzz or 
operating problem 
solution via 
a crowd sourced 
campaign

Diffuse crowd 
of non-clients 
and non-users. 
Via an open call 
crowdsourcing 
initiative

One stage only 
or innovation 
process, e.g. 
front end

Impersonal, 
arms length

Short term 
engagements 
with different 
crowds of 
participants each 
time

Operational incentives 
mostly extrinsic (win 
a prize, award) and 
an intrinsic incentive 
of working on 
a challenging task for 
peer recognition

Source: DeFillippi and Roser, 2014.

The challenge for enterprises’ managers is to try to find answers to two fundamental ques-
tions: how to recognise the ability of users to create value for the company and how to use this 
opportunity and at the same time overcome the natural resistance of the company to transfer 
significant control to people outside the company [Cook, 2008, p. 60].

3. Research method

In the research carried out between August 26 and October 18, 2016, the main goal was 
to identify the level of knowledge of the issue of co-creating value with consumers in a vir-
tual environment among enterprises and to learn the scope of using this idea in the business 
practice [Łaszkiewicz, 2018]. The purposive sampling was used. The survey was conducted 
among Polish and foreign managers representing different companies that conduct business 
in a virtual environment. The study participants received links to questionnaires in the Polish 
and English language versions. The design and readability of the survey were previously verified 
in a pilot study. The questionnaire in the Polish version was completed by 157 participants, 
while the questionnaire in the English version was completed by 42 managers. In total, 199 
questionnaires were registered, including 134 with complete answers, which were subjected 
to further statistical analysis.

The managers represented international companies (81 companies, which is over 60% 
of the total surveyed), national (46 managers, 34%) and local and regional (three and four 
companies, respectively, a total of 5%).

4. Results

Of all the respondents who took part in the survey, only 11.2% declared a lack of knowl-
edge of the issue of co-creating value with clients in a virtual environment. Almost half of 
the respondents (49.3%) know this idea, but they have not dealt with it in business practice. 
Undertaking actions that co-create value with clients were declared by almost 40% of the 
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managers, of which less than 13% use the idea of   co-creating value with customers systemat-
ically and this approach is part of the company’s business model.

Among the enterprises cooperating with consumers, the majority (68%) of the respondents 
admitted that different employees deal with clients. In only 13 cases, the company employs 
a dedicated employee responsible for this area or has a special department in the company’s 
structure dealing with cooperation with consumers.

5. Summary

The aim of the article was to present the idea of co-creation of products with consumers 
in a virtual environment and to identify the degree of using co-creation of value among Pol-
ish enterprises based on the research carried out by the author. According to the presented 
findings, enterprises are familiar with the issue of co-creating value with consumers. Almost 
half of the surveyed companies take actions related to co-creating value with consumers, and 
the vast majority are aware of them. It may mean that managers perceive the benefits resulting 
from the application of the discussed solutions in enterprises. However, a small percentage 
of the respondents who use this solution as a business model may point to some barriers 
with a diverse background in this area. One of them may be an insufficient readiness, which 
would be indicated by the spread of responsibility for relations and cooperation with clients 
in the surveyed organisations. The author is also aware that the method of sample selection 
limits the inference to the entire population. However, it gives the opportunity to view the 
issue in the analysed sample.

Consumers can provide not only creative but also unique and valuable ideas to compa-
nies. In the study from 2004, the ideas of consumers were more creative than those provided 
by the team responsible for product development at the company [Kristensson at. al., 2004]. 
Co-creation should not be perceived as a threat to employees, but rather as a chance to diversify 
thinking and recognise different points of view involving customers from many backgrounds. 
Unilever cooperates on their Open Innovation Platform with individual customers but also 
with designers, academics or start-ups [Unilever, accessed: 4.01.2018]. Current challenges are 
for example the ingredient or technology for prevention of oil oxidation, intelligent packaging, 
superior functionality, new and novel freezing and cooling technologies. Another company, 
DHL, has introduced innovations such as “Parcelcopter” (a drone delivery research project), 
“Smart glasses” (improving warehouse picking efficiency by 25%) or robotics applications as 
a result of co-creation with its customers [Crandell, 2016]. Intellectual capital of consumers 
can be a strategic set of intangible assets influencing companies’ competitive advantage on 
the market [Rossi, Magni, 2017].

The method of implementing the idea of co-creation into the everyday business practice 
of enterprises and the use of the wisdom and creativity of consumers to build a strong com-
petitive position on the market certainly deserves further research and analysis.
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Despite the wealth of studies related to team creativity, there is a general concern that the field still 
offers fuzzy indications about how team creativity (TC) can be supported within organizations. Cre-
ativity is enacted in the individual, within teams and within networks. Team creativity depends on 
creative individuals, processes, situations, the culture and the interaction of these factors. A growing 
number of organizations rely heavily on team creativity to enhance their capacity for generating 
new ideas. To enable knowledge sharing in teams in order to offer creativity within such a team, 
members must have access to an arena in which to engage in interpersonal dialogues to share their 
experiences, suggestions and knowledge with one another. Therefore, the objective of the study is 
firstly to find out what is understood by creativity of the team in terms of a process and outcome 
and secondly, to place the knowledge sharing process within the field of team creativity. A literature 
review was used to gather evidence about the key concepts in the fields of management, organization 
and creativity.
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1. Introduction

Organizations around the world, large and small and across all types of industries are 
increasingly becoming team based [Mathiew, Gilson, 2008, p. 410]. It is generally believed 
that teams or groups of individuals working together will be better able to generate novel ideas 
quickly, appropriately adapt to changing customers’ needs and generate multidisciplinary ideas 
or solutions to solve complex problems [Tagger, 2002, p. 317].

It has been established that some form of creativity is required in most jobs, what is con-
sidered creative can range from minor (incremental) adaptations or changes in how the work 
is performed to radical breakthroughs and the introduction of completely new processes or 
products [Gilson, Madjar, p. 2011]. A growing number of organizations rely heavily on team 
creativity (TC) to enhance their capacity for generating new ideas [Lorenzen, Frederiksen, 
2005, p. 202].

Even if there are elements of creativity in most human endeavour, not all industries are 
organised principally to take advantage of and capture the market value of human creativity. 
Too many leaders try to demand creativity on the spot, they offer cash rewards for new ideas, 
sequester teams in endless brainstorming sessions, and encourage competitive hierarchies 
that reward some people for out-innovating others. While all of these strategies are intended 
to manifest organizational creativity, none do — and they often backfire.

Creativity is enacted in the individual, within teams and within networks [Kaufman, 
Sternberg, 2015, p. 32]. Such individuals, teams and networks as well as business firms that 
profit from them, are typically attracted to those geographic locations that offer the best 
milieus for them to coexist and interact, and as a result, particular places tend to be more 
characterised by human creativity than others. Creative teams are conceived as dynamic 
entities whose properties evolve due to complex interactions among their members and with 
their environment [Ilgen et al., 2005, p. 516].

It can be stated that the field of team creativity is characterized by a strong fragmentation 
to such an extent that Amabile and Pillemer [2012, p. 8] argued that “many new discoveries 
about creativity are being made each year within particular disciplines, but few of those discov-
eries exert influence over the wider community of creativity scholarship”. Such fragmentation 
restricts scholars from having a clear picture of what is already known and how creativity is 
related to teams within the context of knowledge sharing.

Therefore, the objective of the study is as follows:
1. First, to find out what is understood by creativity of the team in terms of a process and 

an outcome;
2. Secondly, to place the knowledge sharing process within the field of team creativity.

To better understand the role and importance of creative teams, this paper is structured 
as follows: first, the team creativity is explained, followed by creativity as a process and an 
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outcome. Knowledge sharing process is explained in part 4. Concluding remarks are placed 
at the end of the paper.

1.1. Team creativity

Team creativity depends on creative individuals, processes, situations, the culture and the 
interaction of these factors [Amabile et al., 1996, p. 1159]. Creativity is a complex product of 
a person’s behaviour in a given situation. The person brings to the situation cognitive abilities, 
knowledge, intrinsic motivation as well as personality traits and dispositions. The person is 
influenced by work-related group and organizational factors in the situation. These situational 
factors can facilitate or hinder creative behaviour. Creativity is best viewed in terms of outcomes 
[Amabile, 1988, p. 129]. Creativity can occur when performance is related to products, ideas, 
or procedures that are novel or original and are potentially relevant or useful to an organization 
[Oldham, Cummings, 1996, p. 630]. Group creativity is not the simple aggregate of individual 
team member creativity. Team creativity is more a function of an individual’s creative per-
formance, the individuals who interact, group characteristics, group processes, perceptions 
of the working environment, and organizational contextual factors [Woodman et al. 1993, 
p. 311]. A study focusing on projects with a high degree of creativity in a high-tech electronics 
international firm found that working environment scales that included challenging work, 
organizational encouragement, work group support, freedom, organizational impediments, 
supervisory encouragement, sufficient resources and workload pressure were distinguishing 
variables between the high-creativity and low-creativity projects. For research teams, Payne 
[1990, p. 109] identified resource availability, leadership, group size, cohesiveness, communica-
tion patterns, and group diversity as crucial to creative performance. Yetton and Bottger [1982, 
p. 315] found that increased achievement on creative tasks is sometimes due to groups’ ability 
to rely on contributions of the most able persons. Docherty et al. [1996, p. 128] found that the 
way group interaction is structured is critical in determining the creativity level in a group.

Team creativity has been described as a collective phenomenon where its members behav-
iourally, cognitively and emotionally attempt new things, take novel approaches to their work, 
or generate products, processes or procedures that are both novel and useful [Gilson at al., 
2004, p. 460]. It can be looked from two angles: where team creativity can emerge with the 
idea or suggestion of a single individual that is then developed, worked on, and elaborated 
upon the team or it can emerge from the collective when an idea emanates from the unit and 
then the team works to refine and develop this idea, which is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Process of team creativity

Source: the author’s own material.

1.2. Team creativity as an outcome

Creativity can be conceptualized as both processes and an outcome. Regardless of whether 
creativity has been studied at the individual or group level, conceptualized as a process or an 
outcome, it has predominantly been considered as a dependent variable [Gilson, 2007, p. 320].

As an outcome, creativity is often considered to be the number of ideas generated [Goncalo, 
Staw, 2006, p. 106], the breadth of ideas generated or the creative rating of a single idea or a sample 
of ideas [Shallley et al., 2004, p. 951]. The majority of the creativity literature at the individual 
level has framed creativity as an outcome and something that is best rated by subject matter 
experts or through objective measures such as research reports [Amabile, 1996]. In a study 
designed to examine individualistic versus collective values and team creativity as an outcome, 
Goncalo and Staw [2006, p. 101] measured the number of ideas generated (fluency), whether 
the ideas were qualitatively different from one another, overall creativity of ideas generated, and 
creativity of the idea selected by the team as either the most creative or practical (depending on 
the manipulation). Their results consistently demonstrate that teams with individualistic rather 
than collectivist values, and who were instructed to be creative, generated more creative ideas, 
more unique ideas, a greater range of ideas (flexibility), and of the ideas they generated, they 
were better able to choose more creative ideas. At the individual level, it has long been found 
that individuals who are assigned a creativity goal are less constrained by other pressures and 
deadlines and are better able to focus their attention on a given task [Shalley, 1995, p. 492]. For 
teams it also appears that a goal to be creative is beneficial, however, an interesting question 
for team creativity researchers is who should set the team goal?

Setting aside social, political, and moral reasons for encouraging a more diverse workplace, 
there is arguably no better incentive for promoting diversity than the premise that diverse 
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teams and organizations are more creative. However, is there actually any evidence in support 
of this idea? And if there is, do the potential gains in creativity produced by diversity come 
at the expense of interpersonal harmony and team cohesion?

When considering creativity as an outcome, it is frequently argued that composition is 
an important antecedent [Egan, 2005, p. 215]. Team diversity reviews suggest, however, that 
it may be “a double-edged sword” – diversity is more likely to have a negative than a positive 
effect on group performance. Simply having more diversity in a group is no guarantee that 
the group will make better decisions or function effectively. Diversity is a mixed blessing 
and requires careful and sustained attention to be positive force [Williams, O’Reilley, 1998, 
p. 98]. When it comes to generating creative outcomes, diverse groups often do not perform 
as well as expected, in part because members tend to focus on their common knowledge 
and frequently encounter information and knowledge sharing problems [Ancona, Caldwell, 
1992, p. 330].

There is a difference between generating ideas and implementing ideas. While diverse 
team composition does seem to confer an advantage when it comes to generating a wider 
range of original and useful ideas, experimental studies suggest that such benefits disappear 
once the team is tasked with deciding which ideas to select and implement, presumably 
because diversity hinders consensus. A meta-analysis of 108 studies and more than 10,000 
teams indicated that the creativity gains produced by higher team diversity are disrupted by 
the inherent social conflict and decision-making deficits that less homogeneous teams cre-
ate. It would, therefore, make sense for organizations to increase diversity in teams that are 
focused on exploration or idea generation, and use more-homogeneous teams to curate and 
implement those ideas. This distinction mirrors the psychological competencies associated 
with the creative process: divergent thinking, openness to experience, and mind wandering are 
needed to produce a large number of original ideas, but unless they are followed by convergent 
thinking, expertise, and effective project management, those ideas will never become actual 
innovations. Most organizations have a surplus of creative ideas that are never implemented, 
and more diversity is not going to solve this problem.

No matter how diverse the workforce is, and regardless of what type of diversity we exam-
ine, diversity will not enhance creativity unless there exists a culture of knowledge sharing 
(this will be discussed in part 4). Studies mapping the social networks of organizations have 
found higher levels of creativity in groups that are more interconnected, particularly when 
creative and intrapreneurial individuals are a central node in those networks.

1.3. Team creativity as a process

One of the early theories of the creative process was offered by Wallas who proposed 
a model of the cognitive creative process. According to his five-stage model, you first use 
preparation to begin work on a problem. Next comes incubation, in which you may work on 
other things while your mind thinks about the problem. In the intimation phase you are about 
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to realise that you are going to have a breakthrough. Then you actually have the insight in the 
illumination phase. Finally, with verification, you actually test, develop and use these ideas.

Basadur, Runco, and Vega have offered a simplified model centred on finding good prob-
lems, solving these problems, and then implementing solutions.

As a process, team creativity involves the sharing of ideas that stimulate associations and 
results in identifying problems, constructively dialoguing possible solutions to problems, and 
engaging in the act of trying novel approaches to a task. With regard to creative processes, 
it can be argued that based on information and decision-making theories, working in teams 
should be beneficial due to the diversity of perspectives and backgrounds. For instance, diversity 
should be beneficial because individuals are exposed to more approaches to problem solving 
along with a range of different ideas. Working in diverse teams should stimulate the consider-
ation of non-obvious alternatives. The work by Jackson [1996, p. 70] suggests that for creative 
decision-making process, teams need to be diverse in both demographic and work-related 
characteristics. The argument here is that diversity will stimulate divergent thinking that is 
critical for creative processes in that it allows team members to approach idea generation and 
solution searches from multiple different perspectives [Mumford, Gustafson, 1998, p. 32].

All this being sad, diversity can also be detrimental to creative processes when team 
members are not willing to attend to the ideas, suggestions, and perspectives of those who 
are different from themselves and consequently consideration is only given to the views of 
similar others or those that might lead to consensus [Janis, 1982].

Too much diversity is problematic. Most studies assume that the relationship between 
diversity and creativity is linear, but recent evidence suggests that a moderate degree of diver-
sity is more beneficial than a higher dose. This finding is consistent with the too-much-of-a-
good-thing paradigm in management science, which provides compelling evidence for the 
idea that even the most desirable qualities have a dark side if taken to the extreme. In other 
words, all things are good in moderation (except moderation).

In a 2004 study Gilson and Shalley found that teams who were more engaged in creative 
processes also perceived their work as requiring higher levels of creativity, had members who 
were more likely to participate in decision making, shared common goals, had moderate 
levels of organizational tenure, worked independently, and socialized with one another both 
inside and outside of work. However, these teams were not operating in a creative industry.

In a study of service technician teams, Gilson et al., [2005, p. 523] found that while objective 
performance was positively related to team creativity, there was a significant interaction with 
standardized work processes, which, attenuated the influence of creative processes. Teams 
that were overly constrained by work standards were unable to reap the benefits of creativity. 
However, teams that operated in a less standardized manner and encouraged and supported 
creativity exhibited the highest levels of performance.

Finally, James et. al., [1999, p. 221] developed a theoretical model describing how creative 
processes can result in theft, sabotage and the undermining of the group and organizational 
goals. Here they argued that many of the group norms that should facilitate engagement 
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in creative processes (i.e., collective thinking and cooperation) can result in groups that become 
too cohesive and end up using creative processes to undermine the good of the organization 
and its customers.

1.4. Knowledge sharing within the context of creative teams

Teams are likely to become the primary vehicle through which internal and external 
knowledge is shared in a company. When teams become regular occurrence in the organiza-
tion, knowledge sharing between and across teams and their various stakeholders becomes 
particularly important. Teams will need to:
• focus on their internal task;
• make sure they maintain relationships and interactions with their various stakeholders, 

whether company-internal or company-external; and
• become more outward-looking.

To enable knowledge sharing in teams, members must have access to an arena in which 
to engage in interpersonal dialogue to share their experiences and knowledge with one 
another. Work team interactions provide a context in which individuals can engage in such 
a dialogue [Engström, 2003, p. 39] as they involve a group of individuals embedded in a larger 
social system who work interdependently to perform tasks [Guzzo, Dickson, 1996, p. 325]. 
By highlighting the social interdependence of team members, this definition accounts for the 
social-constructivist nature of knowledge construction and individual members’ contributions 
toward a shared understanding [Tillema, 2006, p. 182].

Figure 2. Process of knowledge sharing within a creative team

Source: the author’s own elaboration.
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Team creativity regarded as a process and an outcome is presented in Figure 2, which 
also places the role of knowledge sharing. Team creativity will not occur until the culture 
of knowledge sharing does not exist within the team, which we want to be called a creative 
team. A recent example referred as to the lack of knowledge culture sharing was a project 
once introduced by Nokia, where external IT specialists were invited to work on an open 
innovation. Diversity was not welcomed, the heterogeneity of Nokia employees made them 
impossible to work with external companies. “How much knowledge was I supposed to share?” 
(as a Nokia employee) proved to be problematic as well.

Although sharing of knowledge among organizational employees is encouraged [Zhang, 
Jasimuddin, 2012, p. 1115], knowledge sharing is not straightforward. For example, tacit 
knowledge is more difficult to share than explicit knowledge, which can be easily disseminated 
to a large number of people [Lin, 2008, p. 245].

Knowledge sharing (KS) is a critical behaviour in knowledge-based organizations and, 
therefore, a crucial element of knowledge management (KM). The organization is reliant on 
effective utilization of its collective knowledge pool, particularly its knowledgeable employ-
ees, which is why KS is a highly desirable behaviour from an organizational perspective 
[E. F. Cabrera, 2005, p. 728].

Knowledge sharing is the process by which individuals share explicit and tacit knowledge, 
work together to create new knowledge. This process is essential in transforming individual 
knowledge into organizational knowledge. This is obviously conditioned by effectiveness 
in different parts of the organization, which can be strengthened when people pass on infor-
mation, good practices, tips, experience, lessons learnt. On the other hand, for individuals 
in a highly competitive environment, sharing knowledge means that individual knowledge is 
being disseminated to others, and those in turn can be competitors now or in the near future. 
This is the dilemma faced by an individual employee while analysing individual benefits and 
organizational benefits.

The literature reveals that the availability of several different knowledge sharing mecha-
nisms and the richness of these mechanisms influence the effectiveness of knowledge sharing 
behaviour [Jones, Borgman, 2007, p. 16]. Some of the commonly used mechanisms for knowl-
edge sharing are brainstorming and collaborative problem solving, team work, storytelling, 
training, informal chatting, meetings, project briefing and reviewing sessions, and information 
technology based mechanisms such as teleconferencing, newsgroups, e-mail, Wikis, web-
based discussions, and knowledge sharing boards. Some scholars compared the effectiveness 
of knowledge sharing mechanisms and concluded that informal person-to-person knowledge 
sharing is more effective than technology based mechanisms in sharing knowledge in project 
teams [Newell et al., 2006, p. 171].

Teams have an important role in knowledge sharing [Becker, 2003, p. 57]. In the context of 
team work, previous studies provide evidence that knowledge sharing in teams leads to superior 
team performance in different work environments, such as research and development, new 
product development [Lee et al., 2010, p. 480], and software development. Knowledge sharing 
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among an organization’s team members is critical for its competitive advantage [Halawi, 2006, 
p. 387]. The literature suggests that the sharing of knowledge in team work settings succeeds 
only if team members actively engage in knowledge sharing and by the efficient management 
of knowledge for the use by new teams with new projects.

Scholars view knowledge sharing as an organizational innovation, which leads to the dis-
semination of innovative ideas that has the potential to improve work processes and to develop 
new business opportunities [H. F. Lin, 2006, p. 31].

Knowledge sharing is argued to lead to better performance due to improved decision making 
and better coordination [Zarraga, Bonache, 2003, p. 1238]. In practice, however, knowledge 
sharing has proven challenging [Argote et al., 2003, p. 578]. And if knowledge is not shared, 
the cognitive resources available within a group remain underutilized [Argote, 1999, p. 68]. 
For the purpose of this paper, the author states that interpersonal trust, team leader support 
and rewards are valuable prerequisites for knowledge sharing that may bring creativity.

Interpersonal trust is identified as a necessary prerequisite for knowledge sharing [Al-Alawi 
et al., 2007, p. 30]. The willingness to share knowledge is higher when individuals trust and 
identify with one another. Nonaka [1990, p. 33] observed that interpersonal trust eliminates 
deception, cheating, and tendency among employees to blame others for organizational failures. 
Several past research studies were conducted on knowledge sharing in team work environment 
and empirically found that interpersonal trust positively associates with knowledge sharing. 
Whitener et al. argue that team members with stronger trust are more likely to work together 
collaboratively and conscientiously [Whitener et al., 1998, p. 521].

The literature reveals the importance of a variety of leader behaviours in knowledge shar-
ing. Several previous research studies have empirically demonstrated a positive direct effect 
of team leadership on team knowledge sharing. Eppler and Sukowski [2000, p. 338] state that 
the team leader’s function is to serve as a collaborator for openly sharing team information, 
put team members in others’ shoes, provide feedback and create a climate of “high care”.

Organizational rewards are identified as useful in motivating individuals to perform desired 
behaviours. Such rewards range from monetary incentives such as increased salary and bonuses 
to non-monetary rewards such as promotion and job security. Previous research provides 
evidence that real or perceived rewards encourage employees to share their knowledge. For 
instance, Choi et al. [2008, p. 748] provide evidence that a reward mechanism is more impor-
tant than technical support in facilitating knowledge sharing. Bartol and Srivastava suggest 
that monetary rewards could encourage knowledge sharing through individual contribution 
to databases, formal interactions within and between teams, and knowledge sharing across 
work units. However, these authors state that knowledge sharing through informal interactions 
has to be rewarded by intangible incentives such as recognition.
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2. Summary

Given the importance of innovation in today’s knowledge based economy, sparking, 
nourishing and maintaining creativity is a critical condition for any organisation that seeks 
to achieve and sustain its competitive advantage. Considering the prevalence of teams 
in organizations, it can be noticed that a great deal of research attention has focused on team 
composition – the characteristics of individual members as well as their collective properties 
[Mathieu, 2008, p. 425]. At the same time, while theoretical work has routed the benefits of 
teams for creativity, limited empirical work with mixed and often inconclusive results has 
examined how team composition and processes influence team creativity.

Not enough attention was placed in the literature to knowledge sharing within the process 
of team creativity presented. Knowledge sharing is regarded as a craving outcome sought by 
employers in teams. Knowledge sharing will take place until the following conditions exists: 
interpersonal trust between team members, leader support and rewards, not only limited 
to financial ones. Therefore, this paper adds the dimension of knowledge sharing in the pro-
cess of creative teams.

Creativity does not occur in vacuum, nor does it spring into the minds of individuals 
ex nihilo. Understanding creativity requires more than studying those individuals typically 
associated with a novel product, new movement or ground-breaking idea. While for instance, 
Picasso and Einstein stand out among their fellow peers, their unique contributions were 
made in concert with the intellectual and social networks or their work in groups that stim-
ulated their thinking. There can be the other way around, a spark maybe developed by an 
individual and then worked within the team. As Csikszentmihalay [1998, p. 64] pointed out: 
“To say that theory of relativity was created by Einstein is like saying that it is the spark that 
is responsible for the fire”.
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Introduction

Many studies indicate the necessity of an organisation to adapt to some changing condi-
tions, especially to a higher versatility of the more dynamic competitive environment. The 
character of the industry and the necessity to maintain the existing competitive advantage 
often require much creativity reflected in the strategic approach. It means taking actions 
aimed at integrating, adjusting, and developing capabilities and resources possessed [Reeves, 
2016, p. 24]. They are components of organisational creativity that can be identified at the 
operational level as well as the conceptual level, being a certain distinctive feature of an 
organisation [Bujor, Avasilcai, 2016, p. 23] not only perceived from the perspective of indi-
vidual skills [Montuori, Purser, 1995, pp. 69–112]. In the latter case, it is an element of the 
cognitive process that differs, depending on competences and skills, as a personality feature 
[Friedman, Forster, 2001, pp. 1001–1013]. And as for strategic management, the visionary 
strategic approach could be analysed as a manifesto of creativity as an organisation’s feature. 
That is mainly because it requires anticipating the environment changes and seeking new 
ways of shaping it [Montag-Smit, Maertz, 2017, pp. 1–10]. Hence, the purpose of this study 
is to investigate the implications related to strategy implementation for companies with the 
visionary strategic approach. To achieve that goal the paper was structured as follows. Based 
on the literature review presented, the research hypothesis was formulated and presented in the 
research methodology section. The research results were further analysed and discussed. The 
implications were formulated in the summary.

Literature review

There are many research concepts in strategic management literature, for which the 
strategy creation and implementation process is creative by nature [Smircich, Stubbart, 1985, 
pp. 724–36]. On the one hand, this creativity concerns a creation of new and useful concepts 
[Thomson, 2003, p. 96], while on the other – the visionary approach to strategic management 
process [Dewett, 2004, p. 168]. For that reason, the creativity of a company can be interpreted 
bidirectionally – as a capability of creating innovative and original ideas and designing activ-
ities for their implementation [Lavoie, 2015, p. 214]. The common result of both concepts is 
gaining competitive advantage. Therefore, organisational creativity means a certain concept of 
designing the organisational development based on implementing an original and visionary 
strategy [Mitchcell, Walinga, 2017, p. 1875].

Similarly, the visionary approach is defined as a philosophy of planning strategic activities 
and implementing those plans, while generating capabilities to be dynamic and creative, yet 
task-oriented [Rapmersad, 2001, pp. 211–214]. According to Bonn [2005, p. 338], there is 
a strong relation between the visionary approach, creativity and strategic thinking concepts. 
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As strategy means implementation of innovative, often visionary solutions to gain competi-
tive advantage, strategic thinking is based on the necessity to search for new approaches and 
anticipate more effective methods of action, hence creativity.

The assumptions of a more creative definition of strategies implemented is the basis of 
the concept of Reeves, Haanaes and Sihna, according to which organisations can be classified 
based on their strategic approach. The variables are the nature of the environment where the 
company operates and the possibility of shaping it through planned actions and achieving 
the main goals. The underlying assumptions are that a business environment differs in three 
specified dimensions: unpredictability (an ability to anticipate), malleability (an ability 
to affect), and an ability to survive. Their combination (matrix) allows distinguishing five 
types of environment, each requiring different creativity manifested by a versatile approach 
to formulating and implementing strategies.

This study describes the visionary approach for which an organisation can anticipate changes 
and affect them, meaning an ability to create new markets and consumers’ needs (called “being 
first”). It allows implementation of innovative strategies, requiring the courage to follow the 
chosen path consistently and to engage the necessary resources [Reeves et. al., 2015, p. 7].

Due to the complexity and creativity level, the strategic approach can be treated as one of 
the factors affecting the way and the possibilities of implementing the strategy developed. For 
that reason, it is worth checking if the creativity reflected in an individual strategic approach 
affects the operational (intra-organizational) risk related to this process. It is worth mention-
ing that the risk is one of the criteria considered while choosing the strategic approach. The 
possibilities of determining risk, its anticipation or restriction resulting from the approach 
adopted are considered. Also, different intra-organizational risk factors can be determined 
for every strategic approach, which results from a different approach to strategic analysis, 
different resource potential, or the way to design and measure the implementation process. 
Those aspects result from a versatile level of creativity in organizations.

Research methods

The questionnaire proposed by Reeves, Haanaes and Sinha [2015, pp. 215–217] was used 
to investigate the type of strategic approach. Within this concept, the main research included 
determining the ability to anticipate changes in the environment (determining the sector pre-
dictability – the advance and accuracy of anticipating the demand, company results, competence 
dynamics, and market expectations) and the capability of affecting them (determining the 
malleability, hence the level of impact on the above-mentioned factors). The companies could 
be classified as one of five strategic approach types. The research sample contained 150 entities 
quoted on the Warsaw Stock Exchange and on the alternative New Connect market, different 
in the size and branch in which they run their activity. The research sample was chosen, because 
the presence on the stock exchange requires determining and precisely specifying a strategy 
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and strategic goals and reporting the progress. A visionary strategic approach was recognised 
in 55 entities (36.7%). Further research aimed at recognising the strategy implementation (its 
effectiveness measured by the degree of achieving strategic goals) and to explore the level of 
operational risk included in this process. Based on the EFQM concept [Fundamental Con-
cepts of Excelence, 2013], 6 areas of operational (intra-organizational) risk were determined 
– leadership, strategy, employees, resources, processes, and measures. The study was conducted 
by a research agency using a direct questionnaire interview – the survey was carried out with 
the use of PAPI and the 5-point Likert scale was used. The respondents were CEOs. The risk 
level was calculated as the probability of a given factor and the assessment of its impact (coded 
to scale 1–5 and multiplied). The correlations between the variables were determined using 
the Pearson correlation. For independent samples, the Kruskal-Wallis analysis of variance 
was used. The following research hypothesis was formulated:
H: In the group of companies with a visionary strategic approach, there is a negative relationship 
between the degree of achieving the strategic goals and the level of operational risk associated 
with strategy implementation.

Sample characteristics

Before the research results are discussed, it is worth presenting the characteristics of the 
sample. Among companies with a visionary strategic approach, small entities (49%) prevail, 
and the percentage of large companies (employing more than 250 people) is the lowest (22%). 
This classification differs from the one indicated for all the respondents, where three categories 
of entities are distinguished, with a non-significant prevalence of small organisations. Detailed 
results are presented in Graph 1.

Graph 1.  Size of companies with a visionary strategic approach in relation to the entire 
researched sample
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Source: the author’s own study based on the research results.

The results are similar to the results of other authors [Roitzsh et. al., 2012, pp. 1–2] indicating 
larger creativity, flexibility, and the innovative approach of small companies with resources 
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allowing faster overcoming the development barriers created by the environment and taking 
advantage of opportunities recognized [Dean et. al., 1998, pp. 709–728].

In the aspect of the market share, the companies with a visionary strategic approach have 
values similar to the entire researched sample in two groups distinguished (10% and 30%). 
A higher percentage was noted for the share of 50% (38% in relation to 25%). A lower per-
centage was noted for the last group (70% of the market share), as shown in Graph 2.

Graph 2.  Market share of companies with a visionary strategic approach in relation to the 
entire researched sample
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Source: the author’s own study based on the research results.

The analysis of the market share shows that the companies with a visionary strategic 
approach can be divided into two groups: entities with a small share and significant leaders 
(the share of 50%). It seems to be related to the industry where the company operates and its 
characteristics. The branch diversity is shown in graph 3.

Graph 3.  Branch diversity of companies with a visionary strategic approach in relation  
to the entire researched sample
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The results indicate that the companies with a visionary strategic approach have a slightly 
different branch diversity than the entire researched sample with a significant prevalence of 
commerce, industry and the media (highly competitive sectors), and a lower percentage of 
construction or finance.

Research results and discussion

First, it is worth noticing that statistical tests have not confirmed the relation between 
the operational risk level in the strategy implementation and the strategic approach (the 
significance level was higher than 0.05). It means the strategic approach cannot be indicated 
as the one for which the operational (intra-organizational) risk in strategy implementation 
is higher than for other approaches. Also, a similar risk level for the distinguished areas was 
noted, as presented in graph 4.

Graph 4.  Risk level for individual areas in the group of companies with a visionary strategic 
approach in relation to the entire researched sample
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As discussed, the results show that the risk level in the areas is close to the entire researched 
sample, and the highest level was noted in the area related to employees, which was recognised 
as the aspect of the highest risk.

Further on, the relation between the degree of achieving strategic goals and the strategic 
approach was investigated. The Kruskal-Wallis variance analysis for independent samples 
showed a low level of relevance (0.003), which means the degree of achieving strategic goals 
and the strategic approach implemented are related. The visionary strategic approach had 
the highest percentage of achieved strategic goals. Graph 5 shows the results of the analysis 
in relation to the entire researched sample.

For the visionary strategic approach, the medium level of goal achievement (between 50% 
and 74%) prevails, with almost 17% of indications for their highest level (more than 75%). 
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There is a small number of answers for the lowest group (up to 25%). This confirms that 
in the group of companies with a visionary approach, the level of goal achievement is high. 
Those results are interesting, as the strategic approach is based on anticipating and affecting 
changes in the environment, which could be considered as an activity requiring significant 
organisational creativity. However, the respondents indicated a high satisfaction level in the 
achievement of the initiatives assumed. Thus, it can be concluded that the visionary strategic 
approach in the researched group is implemented according to the assumptions.

Graph 5.  Level of strategic goal achievement in the group of companies with a visionary 
strategic approach in relation to the entire researched sample
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The last aspect analysed was the relation between the level of strategic goals achievement 
and the operational risk level that can be indicated in the group of companies with a visionary 
strategic approach, which was the subject of the research hypotheses. The results are shown 
in Table 1.

Table 1.  Correlations between the operational risk level for the areas and the degree 
of implementation of strategic goals in the group of companies with a visionary 
strategic approach

Pos. Area Pearson correlation Relevance N

1. Leadership –0.329 0.011 55

2. Strategy –0.284 0.002 55

3. Employees –0.392 0.001 55

4. Resources –0.312 0.000 55

5. Processes –0.287 0.000 55

6. Measures –0.246 0.000 55

Source: the author’s own study based on the research results.

The research results indicate statistically relevant negative correlations between the vari-
ables. They are weak for three areas (2, 5, and 6) and moderate for the remaining three areas 
(1, 3, and 4). The highest level of relation for the area related to employees (from different 
levels of organizational structure) can be indicated. It could be recognised as the most cru-
cial of the areas investigated. A negative correlation means that with the growth of the level 
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of risk, there is a decrease in the degree of implementation of strategic goals, which seems 
to be a logical direction of that relation. A similar relation is shown for the results calculated 
for more operative areas (measures and processes), where the impact of the risk level on the 
abilities to achieve goals is slightly lower. It can be concluded that more operative areas have 
a lower impact on the level of strategic goal achievement, as they are more controllable and 
measurable than the areas where attitude, knowledge, and commitment of the employees and 
managers matter most. And those are key factors for the approach based on the anticipation 
and implementation of changes in the environment, where the potential of creativity should 
be significant. Regardless of the differences in correlation, it can be concluded that the increase 
of risk level reduces the level of strategic goal achievement (correlation of –0.423), allowing 
to the acceptance of the research hypotheses.

Summary

The research concept of this article based on the assumption that organisational creativity 
can be reflected in the strategic approach implemented. According to the research results, 
organisations with a visionary strategic approach have a high degree of achieving the strategic 
goals. However, the highest threat to a satisfying implementation of the strategy are employees, 
being the basis for the creative potential. For that reason, the activities aimed at reducing the 
risk they generate seem to be the key area requiring the attention of managers. Therefore, sev-
eral practical implications related to strategy implementation for companies with a visionary 
strategic approach could be formulated. The first would include the necessity to pay highest 
attention to risk factors concerning the intellectual capital and engagement of employees, whose 
knowledge and involvement significantly influence the probability of unsuccessful strategy 
implementation. Moreover, the overall perspective combining the operational activities with 
building the potential of creativeness seems to be the biggest managerial challenge. Further 
research could investigate other approaches and compare the results to identify the one that 
is significantly related to the intra–organizational risk included in the process of strategy 
implementation. The main limitation of the research presented concerns the data collection 
process that enabled to study the perception of respondents, not the actual features of strat-
egy. Those latent variables represent the qualities that are not directly measured [Tabachnick, 
Fidell,, 2001]  and the constructs operating in the mental world of individuals [Borsboom, 
2003, pp. 203–219].
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Introduction

Post-reality is a trend currently observed in the reality surrounding us. The term appears 
in the context of an increased impact of digital reality on consumer behaviour in the real 
world. Post-reality is when consumers buy subscriptions to have continuous access to prod-
ucts without having to deal with the distribution, storage or maintenance of real products, 
etc. Technological solutions enable the co-existence of digital and physical reality. For many 
users this is completely natural (for instance, numerous filters on Snapchat). The technolog-
ical options of controlling the acoustic reality are used in the business practice to eliminate 
unwanted sounds (e.g. a baby’s crying on an airplane). In the field of medicine there are 
real scenarios of controlling people’s future by genetic control [TrendBook, p. 34, The Farm 
51 Report, 2017, p. 34]. This paper is a review article. The objective of the present study is 
to characterise, analyse and evaluate the impact of the post-reality trend on creative businesses. 
The hypothesis put forward in the study is that post-reality has a substantial impact on the 
creation of market strategies by creative enterprises. The hypothesis was verified through 
the case studies of creative businesses under the influence of the post-reality trend. The case 
studies were developed on the basis of the data included in the TrendBook 2017 report and 
supplemented with proprietary observations and a critical analysis of the surrounding reality 
carried out in 2017. The hypothesis was further supported with the analysis and assessment of 
the current information and the available quantitative data on the post-reality phenomenon 
and its impact on the market.

1. Introduction

The notion of post-reality originates from the physical, digital and on-off trends. These 
trends emphasise that contemporary consumers do not make a distinction between the 
physical and digital world because both of them seem equally real, intertwining with each 
other. Currently, however, with the development of such technologies as virtual reality (VR), 
augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR), it is really difficult to distinguish between 
the two worlds. Separating one of the spheres from the other is practically impossible for the 
consumer not only at the level of visual but also auditory stimuli.

The physical and virtual world has become inseparable, creating a new form of reality 
called post-reality [TrendBook, p. 15].

The subject of post-reality is being investigated both in the foreign and Polish literature. 
There is an increasing number of publications on the impact of post-reality on consumer 
behaviour, i.a. by such authors as E. Herrmann, M. Manns, H. Du. S. Hosseini, K. Fischer 
[Herrmann et al., 2017, pp. 75–77], Ch. Liu, Y. Shen, Y. Shao, J. Zhao, X. Wang [Liu et al., 2017, 
pp. 129–133], K. Kangsoo, D. Maloney, G. Bruder, J. N. Bailenson, G. F. Welch [Kangsoo et al., 
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2017, pp. 345–360], W. Robinett [Robinett, 2017, pp. 189–202], and also S. Sato, K. Mizutani, 
Y. Dobashi, T. Nishita, T. Yamamoto [Sato et al., 2017, pp. 378–385].

The availability of technologies is the main contributor to the phenomenon of post-reality. 
The first projects in this area date back to the 1980s and 1990s. Many researchers report that 
over 3/4 of Millennials claim that spending money on sensations and experiences is more 
important to them (concerts, fascinating experiences, travel, meeting friends, events, etc.) 
than on buying physical products. The trend is associated with the fast development of com-
munication oriented at consumers’ convenience, simplicity and efficiency.

Virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality (MR) provide businesses 
with countless possibilities when it comes to communicating with the consumer at various 
levels. Over a half of Polish Internet users (55%) declare their interest in new technologies, 
and nearly half (49%) of the surveyed claim that the technology will have a positive impact 
on people. 53% of this group are women, 57% – men, and post-reality is universal both for 
women and men [TMT Predictions, 2016, p. 27; The Farm 51 Report, 2017, p. 45].

Taking into consideration the Y generation, leading on the global market in the field 
of shopping, it can be concluded that the necessity of having access to the physical form of 
a product is not essential for them to make a decision to purchase it. The vast majority of 
customers make everyday and other shopping online, and the only physical stores they visit 
are the local shopping malls, which function as one-stop-shops. This results from the key 
trend for this generation, which is FAST – the goal is to get everything fast and to save time 
for meetings, experiences and leisure [Raport VR, 2017, p. 56].

2. Research Methodology

The survey was carried out with the CAWI (Computer-Assisted Web Interview) method 
– responsive electronic questionnaires available through a website and email. Opinions of 
1112 Internet users were collected. The survey was implemented from 3 to 9 March 2017. 
The structure of the sample consisting of Internet users was adjusted with an analytical 
weight and corresponded to the structure of Polish internauts aged 15 or more broken down 
by gender, age and size of their place of residence. Only complete questionnaires were used 
in the analysis. The survey was performed by the Mobile Institute (TrendBook, 2017, p. 6; 
VR Industry, 2017, p. 9).

3. Research results and overview

Creativity is a very crucial characteristic of human capital. It can be defined as creating 
useful and valuable products, services, procedures or ideas by entities collaborating with each 
other. Creativity may also be an important feature of all aspects of decision-making in business. 
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This is a phenomenon of inspiring new thoughts, reformulating the existing knowledge and 
analysing assumptions to express new theories and paradigms or creating awareness. “The 
process involves identifying, selecting, exchanging and linking facts, ideas and skills” [Proc-
tor, 1998, p. 34]. The world-famous psychologist, M. Wertheimer, described creativity as 
“breaking down or reorganising thoughts on a given subject to obtain a new, deeper insight 
into its nature” [Wertheimer, 1959, p. 49]. In turn, T. Rickards defined creativity as “an escape 
from stagnation in thinking” [Rickards, 1998, pp. 2121–123], emphasising the role of creative 
thinking in decision-making and problem-solving [Proctor, 1998, p. 36].

There is evidence which confirms a direct link between creative thinking and the effec-
tiveness and productivity of an organisation [Raport, 2010, p. 45]. A creative approach also 
makes it possible to solve organisational problems, encourages employees to introduce novel 
solutions, motivates them and helps them develop their skills, and also enhances team work 
[Lach, 2014, p. 23].

Creativity is also crucial in marketing and in designing a global operating strategy of 
a business [Szopiński, 2013, p. 98]. With the constant flow of ideas for new products and 
services and the concept of streamlining processes in an organisation, its competitive edge 
increases as well [Młyńska, 2015, pp. 117–129].

Contemporary enterprises are increasingly often focusing on activities with a source 
in human creativity, which not only gives rise to original ideas, novel solutions and variety, 
but also becomes a crucial economic development factor. Creativity becomes a distinguish-
ing factor between creative businesses and regular companies. This division creates a unique 
sphere of activity, making creativity a privilege only for a few chosen fields of activity which 
cannot be found anywhere else [Bilton, 2007, p. 3]. The notion of the creative sector has 
become popular in Poland, but in the world literature it has been examined in more detail and 
its significance is more appreciated. In the literature on the subject and the available studies 
it is possible to find various definitions and classifications of the creative sector. One of the 
classifications is the one developed by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), 
according to which the creative sector includes advertising, architecture, arts and antiques, 
computer games, handicraft, design, film and video, fashion design, music, performing arts, 
publishing, software, and radio and television [DCMS, 2009, p. 4].

Other analyses follow the division proposed by Kern European Affairs (KEA), which 
distinguished three areas of the creative sector: traditional domains of art, cultural activity 
and creative activity. For each of the areas, the sectors directly related to the creation, pro-
duction, distribution and popularisation of creative goods and services were assigned [KEA 
2006, p. 3]. Yet other studies perceive the creative sector through the prism of generated and 
distributed intellectual property rights. However, the most general definition of the creative 
sector was suggested by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNC-
TAD), a supporting organ of the UN. This is quite a universal definition [UNCTAD, 2008, 
p. 13], according to which the creative sector comprises cycles of creation, production and 
distribution of goods and services using creativity and intellectual capital as the main input.
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The specific characteristics of creative enterprises (apart from financial resources necessary 
for them to function, i.e. tangible assets) requires unique resources of an intangible nature, 
such as knowledge and skills, which are a reflection of human capital and may be a potential 
source of competitive advantage for creative businesses [Drozdowski et al., 2010, p. 23].

In an attempt to locate creative enterprises among business activities in general (as entities 
subject to competition and the necessity to adjust to market changes, etc.), they are defined as 
entities which use artistic and creative skills of their employees or other contractors to gain 
profit [Trias et al., 2013, p. 78]. Assuming such a definition of creative enterprises, it is recom-
mended to analyse factors contributing to the effective allocation of resources by such entities.

4. Discussion

Post-reality is primarily composed of virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR) and 
mixed reality (MR). Technology gives consumers an opportunity to react naturally and apply 
practical solutions. Augmented reality is based not only on visual stimuli but also governs 
our hearing. Despite the fact that in these technologies the technological macro-environment 
is still in the initial phase of development, the technology leaders (Google, Samsung, HTC, 
Oculus and Microsoft) sell their innovative products within 24–48 hours from their release. 
The development of post-reality will probably be stimulated by the widely available augmented 
reality (for instance, through smartphones). According to expert assessments, in 2020 the AR 
technology is to increase its market share by three times more as compared to virtual reality 
(AR – 90 million dollars, VR – 30 million dollars) [VR Industry, 2017, p. 78].

In order for post-reality to grow, the communications technology (5G) will also need 
to develop. According to researchers, the 5th generation mobile Internet will replace the cur-
rent standard to reach its full performance in 2035, creating 22 million jobs and contributing 
12 billion dollars to the global market. 5G connectivity provides the data transfer speed of 1 
Gbps necessary to quickly send large amounts of data [VR Industry, 2017, p. 103].

Post-reality technologies have a high potential in many industries, yet, according to market 
projections, their position is the strongest in the video games sector. Using post-reality for 
leisure will bring very high gains for producers (in 2025 as much as 7.3 billion dollars) – see 
case study 1.

Example

Using the Edison computer modelling tool by Intel, Anouk Wipprecht designed the Spi-
der Dress, which first appeared on technological fairs and catwalks in 2015. The dress senses 
when the person wearing it is in danger and begins to move its mechanical legs, protecting 
its wearer’s personal space [John et al., 2017, p. 109].

The potential of using VR, AR and MR in new forms of education seems very promising 
for the education sector. In a virtual lecture hall it is not only easy to be present through virtual 
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participation. The hall is also free of traditional limitations, enabling the teacher to introduce 
unrestricted innovations in lectures or classes [Park, 2017, p. 69]. Using post-reality in schools 
eliminates the necessity to have specialised equipment and enables travel without any spatial 
limits, etc.

However, the pioneer of introducing post-reality in the business practice is the retail trade 
sector (see case study 2).

Case study 1

As early as in May 2016 eBay, one of the largest online shopping platforms, joined its forces 
with Myer, an Australian department store chain, to create the first shopping mall in virtual 
reality. The Australian department store chain Myer in collaboration with eBay created another 
alternative to Google Cardboard – Myer Shopticles. Thanks to integrating smartphones into 
a cardboard VR set, Myer invites its customers to do shopping at their own shopping mall. The 
advantages of shopping in virtual reality are convenience, the possibility of getting to know all the 
details about the product before purchase and the customisation of customer experience based 
on individual purchase history [Witmer et al., 2016, p. 191].

A Chinese player on the online shopping market, the extensive Alibaba platform, has already 
ordered the preparation of a payment system which does not require the customer of the virtual 
store to remove their glasses – the payment is confirmed by nodding or looking at a specific point 
for more than 1.5 seconds (Jung, Hong, Cho, Choi, Noh, 2017, p. 345). There is a high chance 
that VR and MR will be widely used in retail sales, which is a response to the need to interact 
with the product before purchase without the necessity of its being physically present, and may 
have a very strong impact on shopping decisions [TrendBook, 2017, p. 25].

Post-reality technologies are applied in tourism, real estate, architecture and interior 
design. The new possibilities of visualising post-reality data are also open for the financial 
sector (for instance, introducing HoloLens goggles by Microsoft and Citibank for everyday 
assistance with financial market software and data through a new form of presenting and 
interacting with information).

Case study 2

360 photos and videos supported by 3D models placed in a space assist imagination. In 
its catalogues IKEA created a simple AR system which enables potential customers to see, e.g., 
a selected model of sofa in their own salon, using only their smartphones [Cieplak et al., 2016, 
p. 278]. Architects can present models of their buildings in a 1:1 scale or even locate them in the 
place where the physical structure is going to be built to enable investors a better understanding 
of the concept. Using AR overlays and 360 photos, interior designers may visualise their sugges-
tions and place their customers in the very centre of newly created spaces, thanks to which often 
unclear plans become intuitively understandable [Kłosowski, 2016, pp. 29–37].

Introducing VR to the medical sector brings not only new options of diagnosing patients 
but also is already used for rehabilitation purposes. In pilot healthcare centres, hospitalised 
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children are placed in virtual versions of their homes through virtual reality kits; this is 
to make their stay more natural. The presence of post-reality in the medical industry means 
new possibilities, such as performing complex surgeries or using VR in psychotherapy.

Virtual presence and the possibility of receiving data can also be used in the work of 
remote experts. Post-reality may generate considerable savings and increase the safety and 
productivity of work, which now is possible from almost any place in the world.

Summary

Virtual reality (VR), which enables the user to participate in a computer-generated world 
in the sphere of vision and sound, makes it possible for their experience to be completely 
detached from their physical environment. In turn, AR introduces virtual elements, graphics 
or 3D models to the real world seen, for instance, through a telephone camera. MR, which 
combines the characteristics of AR and VR, is a form of interaction between the digital and 
physical space. MR enables natural reactions and practical applications. The quickly developing 
Audio Augmented Reality (AAR), which is now gaining in significance, is another technology 
strengthening the presence of post-reality in the operations of creative businesses. Therefore, 
it can be stated that the objective of the study was achieved.

However, it should be pointed out that the precise recognition of the new trends may 
bring extreme profits to enterprises, as well as a competitive edge over other market players 
resulting from a better adjustment of their range to customer expectations. The awareness 
of macro-environment factors, knowledge about consumers, their needs, market decision 
mechanisms and patterns of behaviour continues to be the basis for business operations 
in a dynamic market economy. These are consumers who decide about the success or failure 
of an enterprise. From the perspective of a business, consumers are the main source of uncer-
tainty, which is why their behaviour (not only resulting from technological changes in the 
market macro-environment) requires ongoing research.

To recapitulate, post-reality is visible not only in the context of technological changes but 
in almost every area of life. From the perspective of enterprises, products offered by them and 
brands created by them, post-reality has become a fact and has created a significant challenge.
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Introduction

Transnational corporations are important players in the global economy and drivers of 
internationalisation; they are also engines of globalisation. TNCs are active participants of 
economic processes that generate a considerable fraction of global GDP. It is estimated that 
they are indirectly involved in almost 80% of international trade and in many countries they are 
the main employers. Transnational corporations represent huge economic and political power, 
which not only helps them impact other enterprises but also governments and international 
organisations. International corporations directly impact entire societies, their standard of 
living and growth, including technological progress. At the same time, they are very much 
differentiated. TNCs can be found in high-tech industries as well as in traditional ones. Some 
are considerably engaged abroad with a large portion of their assets invested outside of their 
home countries, other focus on one market or region, being little engaged in foreign direct 
investment in other markets.

Due to the scale of their operations and economic power, transnational corporations are 
important actors worth researchers’ attention, also when it comes to innovation. Moreover, 
apparently the scale of operations gives transnational corporations better access to knowledge 
and its transfer, while the assets they own make them best placed to generate and commer-
cialise innovation. On the other hand, the subject-matter literature discusses innovation as 
a derivative of the creativity of an organisation, often associated with smaller companies or 
start-ups. Partial analyses suggest that creative organisational culture, flexible structures and 
creativity-friendly processes exert a positive impact upon innovative performance of compa-
nies.1 Most studies focus on innovation originating from small and medium-sized enterprises 
with a large creative potential. There are much fewer studies that would examine innovation 
in large transnational corporations.

Are transnational corporations innovative? Most of them are highly centralised and for-
malised giants with a mechanistic management style. Perhaps innovation in the early stages 
gave an impulse for their growth into what currently is a transnational corporation? The 
paper aims at answering the question if innovation as a reflection of creativity is an attribute 
of transnational corporations. If yes, what are its sources?

The paper outlines the substance and importance of transnational corporations to the 
global economy and discusses innovative performance of these operators plus identifies the 
main sources of their innovation. Discussion on innovative performance of transnational 
corporations is based on existing data taken mostly from a variety of rankings of the world’s 
most innovative transnational corporations and from the UNCTAD ranking of transna-
tional corporations. Thus, we will provide an initial overview of innovative performance of 

1 See: A. Blomberg, T. Kallio, H. Pohjanpää, 2017. Antecedents of organizational creativity: Drivers, barriers 
or both? Journal of Innovation Management, vol. 5 (1), pp.78–104.
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transnational corporations and identify innovation categories of transnational corporations 
to suggest directions for further research.

1. Substance and importance of transnational corporations

The subject-matter literature offers not only a series of definitions of transnational corpo-
rations but also a wide diversity of terms. Those most frequent combine the term “enterprise” 
or “corporation” with adjectives, such as international, multinational, global or transnational.2 
Probably the most commonly used definition is the one proposed by the UN (UNCTAD), 
which asserts that a transnational corporation consists of a parent enterprise and its foreign 
affiliates. Parent enterprise is defined as an enterprise that controls assets of other entities 
in countries other than its home country, usually by owning a certain equity capital stake 
[Transnational corporations, UNCTAD, accessed 20.01.2018]. A transnational corporation 
is an enterprise, which, independently of its country of origin and type of ownership, brings 
together entities based in two or more countries bound by ownership or otherwise, so that 
one or more of them may be able to exercise a significant influence over the activities of oth-
ers and, in particular, to share knowledge, resources and responsibilities with other entities. 
Transnational corporations operate under a system of decision making which permits coherent 
policies and a common strategy through one or more decision-making centres [Structure of 
TNCs, UNCTAD, accessed 20.01.2018].

Other definitions of transnational corporations additionally draw attention to aspects 
such as: operational and technological links as well as control-management relationships 
among entities within a transnational corporation [Jantoń-Drozdowska, 2006, pp. 155–169]; 
operations and investments all over the world often made through wholly or partly controlled 
companies [Ordonez, 2005, pp. 544–559]; engagement in foreign direct investment to control 
what its affiliates do in different countries [Dunning, 1993; Buckley and Casson, 2016]; aspects 
of a knowledge-based organisation [Kogut and Zander, 2003, pp. 516–529]; a possibility of 
creating optimal conditions to generate knowledge and attain maximum effects from its use 
[Nohria and Ghoshal, 1997] developing transborder knowledge transfer networks as effects 
of integration and coordination of geographically and organisationally dispersed efforts 
(Rosińska-Bukowska, 2009).

Diverse definitions result from changes in the way transnational corporations are organ-
ised, their operational scope and complex nature. One may observe how the definition of 
a transnational corporation evolved together with changes in the global economy. To start 
with, definitions of these complex structures highlighted ownership aspects and over time 
organisation-specific elements emerged from organisation, management and knowledge 

2 See: M. Rosińska-Bukowska, 2009. Rola korporacji transnarodowych w procesach globalizacji. Kreowanie 
globalnej przestrzeni biznesowej. Script, available at: https://depot.ceon.pl/bitstream/handle/ [accessed 10.01.2018].
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arrangement [Pakulska and Poniatowska-Jaksch, 2009, p. 85]. Nevertheless, we must note that 
the main attributes mentioned in various attempts of defining a transnational corporation 
include: operating in different geographical markets, substantial engagement of capital and 
assets in these markets, an ability to adjust to different time and space operating conditions, 
an inherent capability to coordinate and integrate scattered and diversified activities and 
global efficiency.

Irrespective of how we define these entities, they are meaningful actors of the global econ-
omy. Their role in the world’s economy links with their capital, technological, and intellectual 
resources, that is with their production capacity. UNCTAD regularly produces the ranking of 
the largest transnational corporations by their foreign assets (Tab. 1).

Table 1. Ten largest TNCs according to UNCTAD in 2016

No. Corporation Country of origin
Assets Revenue from sales Employment

Abroad Total Abroad Total Abroad Total

1 Royal Dutch Shell plc United Kingdom 349 720 411 275 152 018 233 591 67 000 92 000

2 Toyota Motor Corporation Japan 303 678 435 958 173 529 254 753 148 941 348 877

3 BP plc United Kingdom 235 124 263 316 140 683 183 008 43 598 74 500

4 Total SA France 233 217 243 468 110 255 141 526 70 496 102 168

5 Anheuser-Busch InBev Belgium 208 012 258 381 39 507 45 517 163 177 206 633

6 Volkswagen Group Germany 197 254 431 888 192 093 240 366 346 715 626 715

7 Chevron Corporation USA 189 116 260 078 54 160 110 484 28 704 55 200

8 General Electric Co USA 178 525 365 183 70 352 123 692 191 000 295 000

9 Exxon Mobil Corporation USA 165 969 330 314 121 881 218 608 35 725 71 100

10 Softbank Corp Japan 145 611 220 296 45 324 82 166 42 032 63 591

Source: World Investment Report 2017. Investment and the Digital Economy, UNCTAD 2017.

Entities in the UNCTAD ranking are the world’s largest transnational corporations, acting 
at an enormous scale with huge economic and political power generating substantial revenue 
from sales. Top ten of the largest transnational corporations include many operators from 
traditional industries and very few from modern technology sectors. That is caused mainly by 
the methodology applied for the ranking, which is based on their foreign assets. For obvious 
reasons the fuel sector attracts foreign investment, hence the domination of its entities in the 
top ten of the ranking.

Many analyses use the UNCTAD ranking as a good evidence of the importance of trans-
national corporations in the modern economy. Arguments in support of TNCs’ importance 
in the economy can be found, inter alia, in the writings by W. Karaszewski [2004], J. Dunning 
[2007, pp. 177–199], M. Gasz [2012], S. Sala [2005, pp. 33–44], J. Kapler [1997, pp.195–211], 
A. Zorska [2007], M. Jaworek and M. Kuzel [205, pp.55–70], as well as other researchers. 
T. Pakulska and M. Poniatowska-Jaksch [2009, pp. 35–44] stress that the role of transnational 
corporations in the contemporary economy is usually assessed from the point of view of the 
four following elements: their economic potential, political importance, share in generating 
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international trade, as well as scientific and research potential and technological progress. 
Surveys point to parameters such as employment (more than 82 m workers in foreign affili-
ates in 2016), revenue (USD 37, 570 bn generated by foreign affiliates in 2016), operations on 
the market of mergers and acquisitions (exceeding USD 869 bn in 2016) [World Investment 
Report 2017. Investment and the Digital Economy. UNCTAD, 2017] or their importance for 
international trade (ca. 80% takes place through or is linked with the value chains of trans-
national corporations3).

In conclusion, we need to note that transnational corporations are involved in globalisation 
and generate it at the same time, which is why their role in the growth of the world’s economy 
is substantial [Sarbu, 2015, pp. 324–331]. Revenues they generate, the value of their market 
capitalization, R&D potential, as well as the ability to coordinate and integrate dispersed assets, 
operations and entities should translate into transnational corporations’ innovation skills.

2. Innovative performance of transnational corporations

Innovativeness is a feature exhibited by enterprises who are involved in innovation efforts, 
introduce or improve products, processes or management methods. It is reflected in innovation 
activities and the maturity of enterprises [Romanowska, 2016, pp. 29–35], as well as in their 
capability to generate, adapt and implement technological, organisational, and management 
innovation [Krasnicka, Głód and Wronka-Pospiech, 2016, pp. 132–142]. Models of innovation 
processes may differ significantly across enterprises and they evolve with the advancement 
of technological progress, globalisation, and changing customer requirements [Sopińska and 
Mierzejewska, 2017]. Due to changes emerging in the business environment, innovation is 
currently perceived as one of crucial management goals being, however, a wide category that 
is hard to quantify, although attempts have been made in the literature to develop its universal 
measure [Łukasik, 2017, pp. 416–423; Romanowska, 2017, pp. 107–122].

The paper uses a simplified method to assess innovative performance of transnational 
corporations. It is based on the analysis of existing data and on the investigation of a series of 
different rankings. First, we analysed the rankings published by UNCTAD for transnational 
corporations and then the rankings of the world’s most innovative companies (not necessar-
ily transnational corporations) published by magazines (Forbes, Fast Company), consulting 
companies (BCG, PwC), and a technical university (MIT).

UNCTAD studies unambiguously demonstrate that in the ranking of one hundred largest 
transnational corporations (by the value of their foreign assets) there is an increasing number 
of the so-called tech MNEs and telecom MNEs, that is corporations representing IT and techno-
logical industries. Between 2010 and 2015 their population doubled and currently it includes 
companies such as Apple, Hon Hai, IBM, Microsoft, Samsung, Sony and others. Even though 

3 Press Release, UNCTAD, http://unctad.org/ (accessed 10.01.2018).
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only 19 out of one hundred largest transnational corporations are classified as tech and telecom 
MNEs, their share in the market value of all the corporations covered by the study is 32%.

On top of that, UNCTAD (World Investment Report 2017] publishes a ranking of the top 
one hundred ICT transnational corporations (tech and telecom MNEs) and a ranking of the 
top 100 digital transnational corporations (digital MNEs). The ranking position depends on 
revenues from sales. Digital MNEs are those whose core of the business model is focused on 
the Internet. ICT corporations are entities that facilitate access to the Internet to individuals 
and to other businesses (hardware and software manufacturers, telecoms). Both rankings 
include very innovative companies, such as Apple, Samsung, Microsoft, Tencent, Qualcom, 
Netflix, Amazon, Alibaba, Salesforce, NetApp, Alphabet, Facebook, and many others. Inno-
vation advancement of these corporations is undoubtedly linked with the industry that they 
represent, for which innovation is decisive in generating value and building up the competitive 
advantage (see Tab. 2).

Table 2.  The largest transnational corporations in the ICT and digital sector in the UNCTAD 
ranking by sales in 2015

Digital MNEs ICT MNEs

Name Business area Sales (in millions 
of USD) Name Business area Sales (in millions 

of USD) 

Amazon Software and Internet 107,006 Apple Computers and electronics 215,639

Alphabet Internet and software 74,989 Samsung Electronics 171,126

Comcast Digital media 74,510 AT&T Telecommunications 146,801

Time Warner Digital media 28,118 Hon Hai Precision 
Industry IT components 135,996

21st Century 
Fox Digital media 27,326 Nippon Telegraph 

and Telephone Telecommunications 102,468

Liberty Global Digital media 18,280 Microsoft Software and Internet 85,320

Facebook Communications and 
social media 17,928 IBM Electronics, software 81,741

Sky Digital media 16,138 Softbank Group Telecommunications 81,271

Tencent Games 15,846 Deutsche Telekom Telecommunications 75,368

Alibaba Retail, Internet 15,639 Sony IT equipment 71,968

Source: Technical Annex: The top 100 digital MNEs, WIR 2017 Chapter IV, UNCTAD 2017.

Unfortunately, UNCTAD surveys do not categorise transnational corporations based on 
their innovative performance plus the two above rankings focus exclusively on ICT and Internet 
industries, while innovations emerge in different sectors of the economy. UNCTAD surveys 
show financial performance and the efficiency with which these corporations use their assets. 
Apparently, the bigger the Internet content in transnational corporations’ business model, the 
higher their international sales with limited engagement of assets abroad. For TNCs acting as 
Internet platforms, the index is the highest and reaches 2.6. In their case, little engagement of 
assets abroad translates into substantial international sales.
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The ranking published by UNCTAD is clearly focused on transnational corporations. 
However, it does not inform directly how innovative they are, which is why in order to draw 
conclusions, we also used other rankings identifying the most innovative global companies, 
which do not distinguish transnational corporations. Table 3 presents the top ten enterprises 
in the ranking of the world’s most innovative companies.

Although not all the companies in Table 3 can be considered transnational corporations, 
TNCs have dominated most rankings (only the MIT ranking of 50 Smartest Companies is 
dominated by companies doing business at a more limited scale). Unfortunately, the rank-
ings present a slightly divergent picture. Each of them features slightly different companies 
though there is a group that can be found in almost all of them. That is mostly due to the 
ranking methodology. Most rankings are questionnaire-based and respondents are asked 
to name the companies which they consider the world’s most innovative businesses. This is 
the methodology applied, inter alia, in the PwC ranking, where the world’s most innovative 
companies are named by respondents-innovation leaders (Ranking Global Innovation 1000). 
The BCG ranking is also largely based on opinions of managers, who are asked to identify 
the company they consider the world’s most innovative business but it also takes account of 
financial indicators (Ranking of the Most Innovative Companies). Fast Company magazine has 
got a similar approach to the identification of the world’s most innovative companies. Their 
list includes the companies which, according to experts, dazzle with new ideas and influence 
our contemporary market (Ranking of the World’s Most Innovative Companies).

In Forbes, in the ranking of the world’s 100 most innovative companies, businesses are 
not ranked by their earlier accomplishments but by the so-called innovation premium, which 
helps identify enterprises which are innovative now and are capable to be innovative in the 
future. Innovation premium is the difference between their market capitalization and the net 
present value of cash flows from existing businesses, given by equity investors on the educated 
hunch that the company will continue to come up with profitable new growth [Dyer and 
Gregersen, accessed 20.01.2018]. The famous technical university MIT has a different way 
to identify innovative companies. In its ranking it includes companies who are technologically 
innovative and have an effective business model (Ranking of the 50 Smartest Companies).

Despite some divergences resulting from the adopted methodological assumptions, we 
can see that some enterprises, such as Amazon, Alphabet, Apple or Facebook are coming back 
in several rankings, which only confirms transnational corporations’ ability to be innovative. 
Nevertheless, we need to observe that TNCs featuring in the rankings of the world’s most 
innovative companies represent very different profiles. In general, we may identify three groups 
of TNCs in innovation rankings. The first group includes “old giants” trying to survive in new 
technology industries (e.g., GE, IBM or Samsung). The group, however, is not uniform and 
we may find there entities which in their early years were innovative and innovation helped 
them grow and become transnational corporations (e.g., IBM, GE) hand in hand with “old 
giants”, who at the start of their activities were not innovative at all. Innovation came with 
time, perhaps out of necessity to survive in the evolving market and fight for a solid global 
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competitive position or as a result of the impact exerted by the government of the home 
country (e.g., Samsung started as a wholesaler of fish, fruit and vegetables).

The second group of innovative transnational corporations comprises “innovators with 
a past”, that is corporations which emerged from the waves of computer revolution of the 
1970s and 1980s. They are usually innovative businesses involved in the development of Per-
sonal Computers, terminals, and software (e.g., Microsoft, Apple). They are also beneficiaries 
of globalisation and liberalisation of global trade, as well as rapid dissemination of new IT 
technologies. Nowadays, they enter new fields and continue to master their core business 
(e.g., Apple and energy generation).

The third group of TNCs included in the rankings of the most innovative companies is 
composed of relatively “young players”, i.e., entities established in the late 20th or early 21st 
centuries. These TNCs have been fuelled by the Internet-related innovations, which have 
helped small businesses to become huge and powerful global players over a relatively short 
time. This group, even though little uniform, has dominated the tops of innovation rankings. 
Beside businesses established in the 1990s (such as Amazon, Netflix, Alibaba or Saleforce) 
it includes very young businesses, such as Facebook, Chobani or Uber, which despite being 
in the market for only several years can already be considered transnational corporations. 
This is where the power of innovation becomes even more obvious in making them grow and 
transform into global corporations. Both groups benefit from globalisation, intense develop-
ment of ICT, virtualisation of business processes, and moving them onto the Internet.

Summing up, we can positively answer the question about innovative performance of 
transnational corporations. In spite of the scale of their business, TNCs are considered top 
global innovators. For some of them, innovation results from the industry, in which they 
operate (Internet platforms, software producers, etc.) and is a must for building a competitive 
advantage; often it was also an impulse for their global growth. For other TNCs, the need for 
innovation emerged over the course of their development and is linked with the evolution 
in the scope of their business. However, lists of the world’s most innovative companies are 
dominated by corporations who started and developed dynamically as innovative businesses. 
The question is how long they will be able to generate innovation as some corporations, which 
in the early years featured in innovation rankings can no longer be found amongst the world’s 
most innovative companies (e.g. Siemens, Dell, DuPont or Philips).

3. Sources of innovation in transnational corporations

Since we can consider transnational corporations innovative businesses, a question must 
be asked about the sources of these innovations. The subject-matter literature identifies two 
sources: internal and external. The main sources of innovation in TNCs come from their own 
research and development activities and all sorts of cooperation arrangements aimed at the 
transfer of technology, knowledge or skills [Nowakowski, 2005, pp. 388–293]. In the first model 
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of generating innovation, R&D outlays are critical, while the second model needs stronger 
cooperation links because it is based on the so called open innovation. Some researchers 
distinguish the third model of generating innovation in TNCs, an engineering innovation 
model, which needs to effectively combine product development and engineering processes. 
The model calls for the engagement of suppliers, advanced logistics and emerges in countries 
of strong engineering culture [Herstatt et al., 2006, p. 311].

According to UNCTAD estimates, in the early 21st century transnational corporations 
were responsible for over half of total R&D expenditure and 69% of global R&D corporate 
expenditure. Besides, R&D budgets of some corporations (e.g. Ford, Pfizer, Siemens, Toyota, 
GM) were higher than some national R&D budgets [Pakulska and Poniatowska-Jaksch, 
2009, p. 41]. The PwC ranking of the top R&D spenders examines enterprises who spend 
the most on R&D. Enterprises included in the ranking account for over 40% of global R&D 
expenditure. All the companies spent more than USD 702 bn on R&D in 2017 (3.2% more 
than in the preceding year). Most innovation spending comes from: electronics, health care, 
software and the Internet, and automotive industries. The top ten enterprises from the ranking 
are presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Top R&D spenders according to PwC

Company R&D spending (in billions of USD) 

Amazon 16.1

Alphabet 13.9

Intel Corporation 12.7

Samsung Electronics 12.7

Volkswagen (VW) 12.1

Microsoft Corporation 12

Roche holding 11.4

Merck 10.1

Apple 10

Novartis 9.6

Source: Ranking Top R&D Spenders 2017, PwC.

Research and development are significant sources of innovation for TNCs. Nevertheless, 
one may realise that among top ten R&D spenders there are some who are not considered 
the most innovative. The comparison of the above ranking with the list of the world’s most 
innovative companies reveals some divergences. Some names repeat but the businesses such 
as VW, Intel, Merck, Roche or Novartis cannot be found in the top 10 of any world’s most 
innovative companies ranking. Neither can they be found in the top 100 world’s most inno-
vative companies of the Forbes ranking with only Intel featuring in the latest BCG ranking of 
the most innovative companies. On top of that, if we compare the financial performance of 
companies from the list of the most innovative companies and from the ranking of the top R&D 
spenders, the first ones are doing much better. The most innovative companies from the PwC 
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ranking report higher average sales, EBITDA, and market growth. It means there is no simple 
relationship between R&D expenditure and innovation. You may spend but not necessarily be 
innovative and the global market provides examples of a reversed relationship when companies 
are innovative without excess R&D spending. Thus, it is not only the corporate budget that 
counts but, predominantly, the efficiency with which it is spent.

PwC studies provide evidence that how one spends R&D budget is of paramount impor-
tance, not only the budget size [PwC, 2017]. According to the Institute of Innovative Economy 
[Sznyk and Karasek, 2015]. there is no innovation without R&D expenditure, human capital 
and incentives for business. The roles of human capital and corporate internal entrepreneurial 
spirit need to be highlighted. Perhaps this is what companies such as VW, Merck or Novartis are 
missing. Additionally, they have overlooked the right moment to invest in sectoral innovations, 
which are slowly becoming standard. These companies must catch up with market leaders and 
in many instances they want to do it through high R&D spending. In their case, R&D expend-
iture alone does not prejudge about generated outcomes as what is crucial is the strategy and 
the right moment of its implementation. Historically, one may enumerate many entities which 
made strategic mistakes by overlooking the development of new technologies (e.g. Nokia).

When trying to explain the discrepancy between R&D outlays and the position in the 
innovation ranking, it is worth quoting T. Amabile’s analyses [Amabile, 1997, p. 39]. The 
researcher argues that innovation is a derivative of creativity of employees and teams thereof, 
as well as assets of an organisation, its management practices and overall innovation mindset 
in the enterprise. Thus, we need to note that perhaps companies whose R&D expenditure is 
substantial lack soft attributes decisive for creativity of an organisation and, as a result, an 
ability to generate innovation.

Nevertheless, R&D spending remains the primary source of innovation in transnational 
corporations. Moreover, some authors believe that innovation can be generated only in large 
enterprises or organisations, which assist their employees in developing ideas by creating 
conditions conducive to the sharing of knowledge and experimenting and ensure material 
support [Arak, 2014]. In his book W. Dyduch asserts that organisational creativity (and inno-
vation as its next stage) results from interactions among employees, which, if permitted by the 
organisation, enhance the probability of new ideas being created. Take for instance the 3M 
corporation, which allows its employees to spend 15% of their working time on generating 
new ideas not related with their everyday work [Dyduch, 2013, p. 58]. It seems that only large 
organisations can afford to adopt such solutions.

R&D effort can be organised differently in transnational corporations. In extreme cases 
it may be centralised and delivered top-down or be geographically dispersed. Market trends 
show that TNCs increasingly more often avail themselves of this second option of organising 
their R&D. TNCs are becoming hunters for strategic resources, which are supposed to facil-
itate the implementation of innovation for them [Markusen, 1995, pp. 169–189; Manea and 
Pearce, 2004, pp. 7–28]. Their innovative performance is also influenced by possibilities of 
accumulating and developing technologies in different geographic regions [Cantwell, 1989]. 
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On top of that, they continuously reorganise themselves to avoid ending up as petrified organ-
isational structures. For instance, Tesla, a typical automotive OEM, is organised around small, 
skilful teams, which ensures higher innovation [BCG, 2018]. On the other hand, innovative 
Apple is a rather hierarchical and centralised corporation, which ensures highly integrated 
and coherent operations. However, in such an organisational pattern a lot depends on the top 
managing person, her/his ideas and development vision [Leśniak-Moczuk, 2016, pp. 33–40].

Big corporate budgets enable TNCs to benefit from a variety of sources of innovation. 
Availability of diverse resources, effects of technology dissemination and other factors may 
suggest their higher ability to generate innovation. Many transnational corporations acquire 
innovation by acquiring start-ups. Companies such as, inter alia, Alphabet, Facebook or 
Amazon are very active in this field. These corporations have huge financial resources and 
can acquire small innovative entities. Looking at the rankings of the world’s top innovative 
companies, the strategy seems rather effective. It also partly explains the earlier presented 
scale of mergers and acquisitions of transnational corporations.

Innovation in TNCs may also come from their being better placed to enter a variety of 
alliances with their competitors, contractual relations with research institutions or suppliers, 
and engaging customers in generating innovation. One of the directions to promote innovation 
development in TNCs is open innovation and innovation implemented in cooperation with 
a series of entities using combined own and external resources (including knowledge), which 
may produce considerable synergy effects and translate into more innovation.

No doubt TNCs have a lot of potential to generate and commercialise innovation. They are 
considered best placed to compete within the framework of the knowledge-based economy 
as they have accumulated their own knowledge (R&D research) and may benefit from the 
knowledge accumulated by their partners across the world; they can also easily and smoothly 
disseminate the acquired knowledge through their internal distribution channels [Rosińska-Bu-
kowska, 2009]. Sources of TNCs innovation are anchored in their inner capabilities but also 
in their budgets, which help acquire innovative start-ups and result from the specificity of their 
modus operandi in many geographical locations, which promotes knowledge and technology 
transfer. One of the features of transnational corporations is their ability to integrate knowl-
edge coming from different sources and cultures, which enhances the innovative potential.

Summary

The paper focuses on innovative performance of transnational corporations, which are 
interesting subjects to examine because of their importance to the global economy. Their 
size measured with revenue, assets or employment has attracted the interest of researchers 
but also media and governments. In the age of the digital economy, the question about the 
extent to which these huge entities are innovative and whether they operate only in traditional 
sectors or also in high-tech ones remains valid and vital. Studies show that TNCs willingly 
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invest in fast growing and hi-tech sectors [Kapler, 1997, pp. 195–211]. J. Kapler stresses that 
perhaps TNCs are more successful in hi-tech sectors than national corporations operating 
only in one country, because they can easily transfer knowledge and technology.

Interestingly, innovation of transnational corporations is not linked with the size of their 
foreign assets. TNCs whose value of foreign assets is higher often originate from traditional 
less innovative industries, e.g., fuel or processing industries. Development of new technologies 
has contributed to the development of TNCs, which despite relatively little engagement of 
foreign assets exhibit high levels of innovation.

The paper illustrates innovation in transnational corporations with a series of rankings. 
Unfortunately, such an analysis has got its limitations, since the rankings are hard to com-
pare due to their different methodologies, the unrepresentative research sample and a lack 
of possibility of using statistical analysis methods, which identify significant relationships.

However, this analysis helped produce an initial overview of the situation. It turns out 
that transnational corporations not only have an innovative potential (understood as access 
to knowledge, human resources, technology and finance) but are among the world’s most 
innovative companies, which is reflected in their positions in the above described rankings, 
which, however, comprise very divergent entities. The paper identifies three main categories 
of innovative transnational corporations (“old giants”, “innovators with a past” and “young 
players”), based on their track record. Their sources of innovation rest with their own R&D 
activities, whose budgets sometimes exceed state budgets of smaller countries, but also with 
capabilities to acquire innovative businesses and enter cooperation alliances across the world, 
providing them with better access to new knowledge, ideas and technologies.

As demonstrated in the paper, innovation of transnational corporations is an interesting 
research subject that merits further investigation. In subsequent studies we would like to con-
firm the thesis on innovative performance of transnational corporations and its sources on 
a representative research sample and using primary data. Interesting directions of further 
studies include comparisons within and across industries, as well as between the geographic 
origin of transnational corporations or their engagement abroad. Another question to be 
further explored includes conditions favouring innovation in transnational corporations, 
success factors and ramifications. We may conclude that due to the importance of TNCs to the 
global economy we should investigate each and every aspect of their operations, including 
their ability to generate and implement innovations.
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1. Introduction

Over the past couple of decades, different supportive measures and mechanisms for business 
incubation and start-up support have been implemented as part of entrepreneurial ecosystem, 
introduced by policy makers, universities, corporations, creating a friendly environment for 
small business and entrepreneurship development [Skowronek-Mielczarek, 2013]. All these 
aimed at support and acceleration of entrepreneurial ventures ideas. In 2005, the first Y 
Combinator (USA) [Kowalik, 2014] business incubation solution emerged, focusing on the 
intensive process of new venture idea incubation, such as an accelerator. Whereas incubators 
have offered rather hard infrastructure, accelerators provide an opportunity for knowledge 
intensive processes based on mentoring, education, and networking, during a limited time 
period [Miller, Bound, 2011]. Such initiatives are novelty in Polish entrepreneurship ecosystem 
landscape. Yet, the literature offers a limited theoretical framework for analysing incubator 
models and their internal processes [Hackett, Dilts, 2004] among existing and nascent entre-
preneurs involved. The literature mainly focuses on the macro or mezo i.e. organizational 
level of incubator models. However, little is known about processes among their participants: 
beneficiaries and supporters in the business incubation process within these models, and 
related processes and behaviours. The findings from the inductive study presented in this 
paper are the result of an attempt to explore and provide insights into the experiences of the 
participants of the Clipster business accelerator programme, run in Gdańsk city.

The paper is structured as follows: in the first part an overview and comparison of differ-
ent incubation and acceleration initiatives are presented, including their origins. Following 
that, the author provides the background of the Clipster pre-accelerator programme. In the 
fourth part, the research methods employed are presented and in the further part the data is 
analysed and conclusions follow.

2. Business incubation and acceleration initiatives

Business incubators, technology parks, have for long served as supportive measures for 
start-ups and business incubation.2 Recently, reflecting the new tendencies in the global land-
scape, the North America in particular, new means for supporting start-ups have emerged, 
such as business accelerators and co-working spaces. The USA and in Europe the UK, as 
well as Israel show leadership in numbers of accelerators [Kowalik, 2014; Gutkowski, 2016]. 
As for Poland, there are still few of them, there is no official register, these vary in type and 

2 In Poland incubators have grown in significant numbers since 19995–1996. First incubators were started 
in the early 90s as a part of the World Bank development programme for small scale entrepreneurships. The most 
recent data from 2014 shows there are 93 incubators (academic, technological, entrepreneurial) altogether in Poland. 
Source: Ośrodki innowacji w Polsce. Raport z badania 2014, A. Bąkowski, M. Mażewska, Eds 2014, Warszawa: PARP.
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approach. The nominal numbers appear to seem high, as many incubators claim themselves 
to be called ‘accelerators’, financed from EU funds or founded by local governments, but these 
mainly focus on letting out office spaces for entrepreneurial ventures or redistribute finan-
cial support for the applicants [Gutkowski, 2011]. Therefore, it seems they do not do more 
than regular incubators. There are very few that offer intensive training, mentoring support, 
financing for enthusiastic people and/or their ideas. The earliest and most recognized are: 
Y Combinator accelerator started in 2005 (USA), followed by TechStars with VC funding (USA), 
Dreamlt Ventures that have spread from the USA to Israel and other countries, or Seedcamp 
or Oxygen Accelerator (UK) [Kowalik, 2014].3 The most recognized from Poland are Startup 
School, Smart Space,4 Business Accelerator.5 There are also other accelerators ‘imported’ from 
the Silicon Valley, such as Founder Institute, Innovation Nest Fund or the ones founded by 
large enterprises, such as Orange Fab previously founded in France and the USA, Idea Bank 
Business Incubator, as well as Hub: raum T-mobile by Deutsche Bank.

As accelerators are a young phenomenon in entrepreneurship ecosystems in Poland, these 
vary in foundations, types, support schemes, and constitute quite a heterogeneous group. 
Therefore, some conceptual confusion exists when differentiating between incubators, accel-
erators, and related co-working spaces. All these are designed for supporting start-ups and 
their founders but accelerators aim at higher speed processes. Start-ups begin to recognize 
the importance of connecting, collaborating and networking, as essential to success. All of 
the three incubation models: accelerators, incubators, co-working spaces aim to facilitate 
interaction between entrepreneurs and their environment. But accelerators offer knowledge 
and some minor capital (such as seed capital), transmitted through interactions and training 
with mentors, experts. Accelerators do not have formal procedures regarding project recruit-
ment. They focus mostly on younger and/or nascent entrepreneurs, university graduates, 
entrepreneurs with limited professional experience. They offer insightful feedback and sup-
port for idea development, and at the end of the programme choose most interesting projects 
for further VC or business angel financing. The natural process is that the idea or project is 
intensively developed, may receive accelerator capital or may reach a pivotal point, where it is 
significantly modified or rejected. Accelerators are compared to business schools, where the 
learning and reflecting process runs at a faster speed [Gutkowski, 2011]. Accelerators are more 
dynamic and intense measures for business incubation. In the next part, the main features 
and ensuing differences between business incubators, accelerators and co-working spaces are 
summarised [Stengel, 2016] (Table 1). In accelerators, there is an application process required, 
applicants accepted in cohorts and participants work in their venture idea for approximately 
3–6 months. Small office workspace is offered for teams, and ventures can expect minor seed 

3 Currently there are approx. 213 accelerators recognized all over the world. See more: C. Pauwels, B. Clarysse, 
M. Wright, J. Van Hove, 2016. Understanding a new generation incubation model: The accelerator. Technovation, 
vol. 50–51, pp. 13–24.

4 Founded by Toruń Technological Park.
5 Founded by Cracow University of Economics.
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capital in exchange for the equity. The venture founders can rely on mentoring from expe-
rienced experts, entrepreneurs and investors, and this varies in response to the accelerator 
programme participants. They can benefit from both formal and informal networking pro-
cesses. They are also introduced to a variety of resources such as aforementioned investors or 
mentors. Although business incubators offer working space, they also provide infrastructure, 
and some business development services such as legal, accountancy, marketing, intellectual 
property training and advice, these services are stationary and can be used on an ad-hoc 
basis. The mentorship for business ideas and ventures is minimal if not non-existent. They 
usually host residents for longer periods, between 1–5 years and recruit them on an ongoing 
basis. Incubators may expect small equity in exchange or a low or no fee for their benefits 
[Stengel, 2016]. Co-working spaces offer a shared workspace for those entrepreneurs who 
cannot predict the length of their tenancy or make any long-term commitments. They offer 
access to basic office infrastructure such as printers & scanners, Internet access, conference 
rooms, some leisure facilities. Implicitly, they provide networking opportunities that can end 
up in collaboration or mentoring.6

Table 1. Comparison between accelerator and other incubation models

Incubator Accelerator Co-working space Clipster*
(pre)accelerator

Duration of support/stay 1–5 years 3–6 months months unlimited 3 months, negotiable

Cohorts no yes no yes

Selection non-competitive competitive,
in cycles

non-competitive competitive

Venture stage early, late early early, late early

Education, training ad hoc, human 
resources

seminars, workshops no seminars, workshops

External, standardised 
services

legal, accounting no no no

Mentorship minimal intense, by self and 
others

no intense, by self and 
others

Venture location on-site on-site off site on-site

Participants’/ entrepreneurs’ 
residence

off site off site off site on-site

Source: Cohen, 2012.
* This model is discussed where the research design is presented in further sections of the paper.

All these incubation models are similar in a sense that they provide working space, training 
and mentoring for venture founders and their new ideas, and also to a limited extent, they 
provide some financial capital. The networking and collaboration opportunities arise, thanks 
to the common space, where participants and entrepreneurs work. But in the accelerator, this 

6 In Poland, there are around 258 co-working spaces registered in an on-line data base (these include small 
office work spaces as well as large ones). http://www.coworkingpoland.pl/ [accessed 01.12.2017].
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process is more intensified, and what the author shows in the case of pre-accelerator – the 
Clipster programme description in further parts of the paper, the co-living aspect provides 
grounds for community development. In this way, the Clipster environment is a unique 
example of the entrepreneurship ecosystem element with a potential of organic development.

3.  Clipster Business Accelerator: the background 
and guidelines

Clipster was founded in June 2015, by entrepreneurs from the Gdańsk area, who worked 
and operated in different enterprise development organizations and networks, and who also 
had significant own business development experience. Clipster calls itself interchangeably as 
pre-accelerator or accelerator, as the programme prepares the participants and their venture 
ideas to the actual acceleration, which involves further significant funding and idea devel-
opment. However, the former – pre-accelerator seems more adequate, as it does not reflect 
the whole acceleration process. Clipster is founded by Alfabeat accelerator, but is co-run by 
“Starter” Business Incubator established by the City of Gdańsk Foundation. The entrepreneurs 
from Alfabeat had been involved in entrepreneurship ecosystem development in Gdańsk for 
a long time. The initial assumption for Clipster was to run it as a non-profit venture, supported 
by the vast network of private investors and the local authorities of Gdańsk.

Clipster is set in the premises of a former military garrison called Garnizon, which for 
the last couple of years has been transformed in a high-end living estate, surrounded by 
a friendly environment of cafes, restaurants, clubs. The venue is located in one of the central 
spots in Gdańsk city, linked to a transport hub and big shopping centres. On the infrastructure 
side, Clipster itself consists of 16 micro-apartments for 1–2 people, and the rate of 400 Euro 
per month, and the participants of Clipster accelerator programme can stay up for a 3-month 
period (subject to extension to 6 or even 9 months altogether). Clipster is the only co-working 
and co-living space in Poland of this kind at the moment,7 therefore, it serves as a unique 
mechanism for entrepreneurship development, as it includes co-living facilities. There are 
around 11 co-working spaces in the Gdańsk city area (O4 business centre, Business Inkubator 
“Starter”) but none of the spaces country wide offers co-living opportunities. The idea is based 
on four CO-s: co-living, co-working, co-habiting and co-development. The distinguishing 
feature is that the participants of the Clipster accelerator programme live in the same place 
at the same time.

The potential participants and residents in Clipster apply through the website, where they 
need to provide some personal contact details and explain their interest. The Clipster team 

7 The only study on the Clipster accelerator programme was run and published by M. Popowska, 2017. Co-Living 
or a “Sandpit” for Future Entrepreneurs. First Experience from Poland. Studia i Materiały Wydziału Zarządzania 
UW, vol.1 (23), pp. 7–13.
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invites the selected people for a short 15–20 minute interview, on a face-to-face or on-line 
basis. Applicants from all over the world are welcome to apply, based on the number of avail-
able apartments between 16–18 people are chosen for the programme altogether. Though, 
Clipster programme participants are not obliged to reside in Clipster, and can be involved 
in the whole programme without the residence in Clipster micro-apartments.

Table 2. Clipster (pre)accelerator programme

(pre)accelerator Clipster programme
STAGES
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Clipster mixer
event
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first idea pitching

workshop/training
workshop/training

workshop/training
at different times and with different experts

final pitching,
of a venture idea

meeting and 
choosing 
mentors

mentoring

20.000 PLN 
grant awarded 
for a venture idea 
– Clipster winner

co-living

co-working

co-developing

Source: the author’s own study.

The participants of the programme may be experienced entrepreneurs, or people looking 
for a business idea, or people with some undefined business idea. The selection criteria are 
not strict, and the potential residents need to express their interest in joining the Clipster 
programme. It is natural that with time some ideas are given up in the programme, while 
others are taken on. Clipster residents happen to decide to join other teams and other people 
in their venture idea projects.

The Clipster accelerator programme participants are given an opportunity to select a mentor, 
from a group of experienced entrepreneurs, who guides them throughout the whole programme 
upon recruitment. Another important element of the programme is a range of workshops 
and training offered to the participants.8 These include different soft and hard skills education 
and training. The 3-month programme is structured between two events, where at the first 
one, there is an official opening of the programme for a batch of new Clipster programme 
participants, and the final event, where they present their progress and final Clipster show, 
where the participants make their pitches and compete for the Clipster grant of 20.000 PLN. 

8 These are focused on Minimal Value Proposition, Lean canvas, but there are other training programmes 
included, depending on the availability of professionals and experts, willing to support the Clipster programme. 
These also include teamwork skills development, presentation skills, social media tools, scaling growth on-line, 
pitching skills and others, depending on the availability of experts.
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Some selected venture ideas are also invited to further acceleration process and support by 
Alfabeat accelerator, which has received a public grant from the National Centre for Research 
and Development programme called “Bridge” for accelerating measures, and also for giving 
small grants to Clipster winners. So far (as of January 2018) approximately more than one 
hundred people participated in the Clipster programme, three ventures have received further 
significant funding for their development.

4. Research design

The discussed research is part of a larger research project, which aimed to identify the 
Clipster pre-accelerator programme participants’ opinions and experiences. Five in-depth, 
open interviews took place between June and November 2016. The author used an inductive 
approach to data collection and analysis. The selection of the Clipster programme participants 
was non-random, based on the snow-ball recommendation, which in the end covered the 
participants from the first, second and third batch of the Clipster programme. The planned 
IDIs turned to become phenomenological interviews [Kvale, Brinkmann, 2011], as the inter-
viewees openly and eagerly shared their lived experiences, and made sense of their working 
and living experiences in Clipster. Therefore, the main aim of the presented research is 
to provide insights into the Clipster programme participants’ experiences. Altogether, based 
on the interviews, 83 standardised pages of Interview transcripts were prepared and are used 
in the data analysis process.

Table 3. Clipster accelerator programme participants and their venture idea profiles

participant initials entrepreneur profile gender/age start-up status while in Clipster venture idea profile at arrival

[tg] male, approx. 25 years old nascent entrepreneur Disposable endoscope; investment fund

[jt] male, approx. 25 y.o. potential nascent entrepreneur Business intelligence services

[js] male, approx. 25 y.o. experienced entrepreneur Online sale of second hand clothes

[pb] male, approx. 30 y.o. potential nascent entrepreneur Box game room “Machinaroom”

[mw&sc] males, approx. 20 y.o. entrepreneur Advertising agency for small firms

Source: the author’s own material.

The data is analysed with the application of the Grounded Theory procedures [Glaser, 
Strauss, 1967]. The author employed open coding in the first stages of data analysis, then these 
codes were allocated to the second order codes and the 4 key categories were generated and 
proposed as the outcome of the analysis.
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5. Empirical findings

The four key categories that emerged as the result of data analysis were: community-build-
ing and doing business at the same time, making do with what is at hand, benefiting from 
the unexpected and from the challenging, and risking the acceptable.

The first category – community building and doing business at the same time – displays 
the nature of the Clipster participants’ behaviours and activities. They do not only work 
on their venture ideas in the incubator setting. They experience the community spirit and 
business professionalism at the same time. This is displayed in interpersonal relationships, 
mutual support and advice between the participants and experts, mentors and also among 
the participants themselves. They also acknowledge and construct the business community 
themselves. The social capital is transformed into business value, and also the experience of 
Clipster produces outcomes at the close-knit community level.

Table 4. Community-building and doing business category

Quotes Second order codes

“Here, I knew I would come across very open people, people with whom I could discuss anything 
to freshen up, get new energy (…) it is a magic mixture” [js]; “We, just 3–4 of us, sat down [in the 
little room] had some booze and snacks; there is this ‘aura’ of creativity when you have more ppl…” 
[jt]; “People come deliberately there to create or join the place” [jt]
“It is also a small commune, when I came here, I … received some advice from people who sit 
next to me, and are maybe one step ahead of me, maybe they have done it” [tg]; “Even if you are 
a solo-player, and you want to work for your own benefit, in Clipster you can feel tempted to discuss 
your idea with somebody else and encourage them to cooperate with you … [JT] “Hitting the place 
out of nowhere, I would have no chances of talking to somebody, learn about something” [tg]; “I kept 
talking to other people, I kept pitching, (…) Regular meetings with my tutor (…) we both decided 
to cooperate (…) and we did it for one customer” [jt] 

discussing and talking all 
the time, giving advice 
to one another, catalysing 
ideas, giving feedback

“It is a fantastic opportunity to enter and get to know the start-up community, where there are 
ppl with relevant qualifications, money, potential, experience, place…” [js]; “Clipster gave me the 
tools – the contacts, people next to me. Before, it was a big problem for me to do market research, 
(..) here ppl told me to call this one and that one, gave me their numbers, and told me “tell him you 
have this number from me” (…) in one day I had some market research [pb]; “Also some other 
people came here without any idea, and they joined other projects, so they somehow helped” [tg]; 
“So we are sitting here in this café, and to support them, to give them guidance in the social media, 
so that they would not have to hire somebody else for too much and more, so that to make it cheaper 
(…)” [mw&sc] 

making alliances, 
networking, collaborating, 
supporting one another

“it always works well, to set yourself in a community of ppl who also want to do something, ‘cause 
it helps naturally (…) we are sitting here [co-work] downstairs and you know, ppl talk about different 
things, these conversations can heal you from some foolish ideas” [tg]; “Every single person came 
here every single day, so I could make friends with each of them, and did not come to the group 
of strangers, I had this advantage” [pb]; “Clipster is friends and neighbours, each in a different 
world,, different business, different industry (..) my problem was a piece of cake for somebody else” 
[pb]; “Clipster has shown me this openness of business community. There are normal ppl there, 
it was surprising for me to have such an informal talk to a woman who in the end turned out to be 
the founder of Gdansk business incubator, but if I came to talk to her earlier, I would treat her as 
a goddess, and feel unworthy to speak to her” [pb] 

appreciating the 
commonness

“As for mentors, I decided I would work with a person whom I can give something back in return (..) 
it is a two-way relationship… we can learn from each other” [pb]; “The fact that our client is local 
government is also helping Clipster” [mw&sc] 

giving back to others, 
giving back to the 
community

Source: the author’s own analysis.
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This category shows how strong and positive was the participants’ experience. The emerging 
alliances and networks resulted in feedback, transformation of venture ideas, easier resource 
available partners, greater flexibility in entrepreneurial actions. This has allowed the author 
to juxtapose this category with the effectuation heuristic [Sarasvathy, 2008; Chandler et al., 
2011] such as pre-commitments and alliances.

Another category that emerged throughout the analysis is related to making do with what 
is at hand. This category strongly converges with the concept of bricolage, as the author used 
this analytical-theoretical code to encompass a variety of resources: be it human, physical, 
knowledge, symbolic ones, to progress with venture idea acceleration, revision, or to turn on the 
pivotal point to start the venture idea from scratch again, based on what resources are at hand.

Table 5. Making do with what is at hand category

Quotes Second order categories

“Together with other Clipster managers we discussed, for a lot of time, how we can combine the 
two organizations, we decided to create some common value there” [mw&sc];“When you were 
there, you could really, while being active, you could really squeeze out of people a lot. Nobody was 
offering the help aloud, but nobody was refusing it either” [js]; “You only needed to go ask anybody 
and they said: “I do not know, you just need to ask one of our mentors, because this guy knows the 
stuff”” [js]; “There is this list of mentors, hanging on the wall here. Some of them invited by Clipster 
founders, some who volunteered themselves to support Clipster. But we now know, who we can 
really can turn to when we need to pick somebody’s brain” [tg] 

taking advantage of other 
people as valuable

“We also had some people here, who joined Clipster without any clear business idea, they basically 
joined others (…) this is how it can work as well” [tg]; “The idea was that they know how to use 
endoscope and what can be done to improve their quality, but they know nothing more. They 
did not know how to manufacture that, how much it costs, what the sales will be like. Therefore, 
I decided to join this project” [tg] 

generating new venture 
ideas on joining people and 
their ideas

“We have had these alliances here, when mentors opened the doors, they proposed their own 
resources to be used for free “hey man, I have some free software development hours so I will ask 
my engineers to do it for you”“ [tg] 

sharing available resource 
and giving one another 
help within, mutually

“When we have people with similar attitudes here, it is important because you can go for lunch 
together, do anything together, and when you spend time together, we have all these chats and you 
can “mince” a lot with them. It is a great value, it is a great energy that pushes you forward, it is just 
here” [tg] 

leveraging on the 
community energy

“It stroke me that when I told others that I am in Clipster, they started to give me more recognition, 
from then on, I have tried to leverage my Clipster residence wherever I am. I knew it is gonna build 
up my status, my image” [jt] 

leveraging on the symbolic 
capital

Source: the author’s own analysis.

This category reflects commitments in the participants’ networks, and also encompasses 
the opportunity for short-time experimentation [Sarasvathy, 2008; Chandler et al., 2011], 
which is another key heuristic in the effectuation approach.

Another key category emphasizes the developing venture idea with the approach that makes 
efforts to take advantage of the unexpected, at times challenging situations. The participants 
are aware how little time they have to work on their idea, and want to “squeeze as much as 
they can” out of the circumstances. Clipster infrastructure is designed to make them work 
together, and despite some level of dissatisfaction with training and workshops, they make 
most of them by talking to trainers and collaborating with them, for example.
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Table 6. Benefiting from the unexpected and the challenging category

Quotes Second order categories

“We had this guy here, the movie maker. He tells us this and that, but none of this is relevant for me, 
so I approach him and try to squeeze as much as I can out of him” [jt]; “We try to take some value 
from each training (…) So there was this lawyer who spoke nothing relevant to our business line, but 
at the end, we took over the reins, and we started asking him about reaching his own customers (…) 
we are working with him now” [mw&sc] 

capturing value from 
irrelevant training, 
utilizing new contacts 
in unexpected ways

“At the beginning this kind of disapproval expressed by fellow mates was kind of problem. (…) it 
was not directly expressed. This discomfort was the biggest advantage for me, because I had to keep 
trying to move on (…)” [jt] 

taking advantage from 
negative feedback

“I did not expect these rooms to be so small, but the cleaning was quick, (…)! Other people 
complained about the wooden seats in the co-work room, but you know I told them “are you here 
to sit on your a…. comfortably or to develop your business, man?” [pb] 

utilizing co-living setting

Source: the author’s own analysis.

This category is in strong line with the effectuation heuristic of remaining flexible [Saras-
vathy, 2008; Chandler et al., 2011] in face of various contingencies including people, events, 
information [Sarasvathy, 2001].

The fourth category risking the acceptable. It seems that the researched participants secure 
their backs by doing some part-time jobs, and they do not entirely commit themselves to the 
venture idea development. At the same time, they risk only what they can afford and to do 
so, they experiment in a close environment – where they can receive negative feedback, do 
not purchase necessary equipment, use what is at hand.

Table 7. Risking the acceptable category

Quotes Second order categories

“People, in general, are afraid to lose their reputation, when they put forward something controversial, 
or propose some kind of alternative solutions. Co-living in Clipster reduces this, because ppl know 
you, on a personal and professional level, so there is a lot of comfort in the conversations” [jt] 

not risking professional 
image in a friendly 
environment

“You need to have a part-time job to make a living, so you can try to verify your business idea here. 
…” [jt]; “I keep working part time for this business in Norway (…) I am trying to kill two birds with 
one stone, but when the business starts making money, the choice will be clear” [pb]; “Among us, it 
is safe to have this passive income, so I can have a decent level of living (…) A lot of people work full 
time during the day, elsewhere to participate in Clipster life in the evening and at night” [js] 

securing oneself with an 
additional job

“At the beginning we did not even have a drill, so I had to use a screwdriver, you know, garage job” 
[pb] 

not having everything, 
experimenting with items 
at hand

“We are at the stage of growing our organization, so moving here saves our time, which is very 
valuable, improves communication, etc.” [mw&sc] 

time investments and time 
commitments made and 
saved

Source: the author’s own study.

Therefore, this category coincides with the effectuation heuristic such as taking the 
affordable risk [Sarasvathy, 2008; Chandler et al., 2011] – choosing scenarios and solutions 
that are affordable – where the loss is the least possible. It is natural that at the nascent stage 
of entrepreneurial process, when a venture idea is developed, risks are relatively and signifi-
cantly lower. Many decisions are made at a faster pace, there is no time for looking for most 
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profitable options, there is a pressure to experiment with different alternatives, and choose 
the ones that do least harm and work out.

The findings on the experiences of the participants of the Clipster programme show 
that their experiences are not only an outcome of the deliberately and externally designed 
acceleration process. It is vivid that many of these processes emerge organically, as a result 
of embeddedness in the small community, responding to the call for further insights on the 
contextual nature of entrepreneurship [Anderson, Starnawska, 2008]. These vary: from net-
working, via making alliances between the inhabitants and programme participants, from 
devoting individual time and knowledge to supporting others in the community as well as 
the need of giving back to the community by the Clipster participants.

Table 8. Key empirical categories converging with the effectuation heuristics

Empirical categories Effectuation heuristics

Community-building and doing business Making alliances and networks

Making do with what is at hand Short-term experimenting

Benefiting from the unexpected and the challenging Remaining flexible

Risking the acceptable Undertaking affordable risk

Source: the author’s own analysis and S. Sarasvathy’s effectuation framework.

The initial main purpose of the study, aimed at the evaluation of the Clipster accelerator 
programme through the eyes of its participants, naturally employed a phenomenological 
approach. The participants experienced their stay in Clipster as joining, and most of all build-
ing and giving back the community. At the same time, the similarities between the processes 
in Clipster to the effectuation heuristics provide the insights into micro level experiences of 
the programme participants, their activities and behaviours in understanding the process of 
new venture development. The incubating environment of the accelerator allows for sped up 
processes of idea development, through multiple experimentation, undertaking affordable 
risks, facing contingencies, in a friendly and conducive community. The natural outcome of 
the acceleration can equally be: further acceleration after leaving the programme, a pivotal 
turn of giving up the preliminary business ideas, joining other members of the community. 
This is possible thanks to the effectual heuristics used in the entrepreneurial process of new 
venture idea development. A closer look at the incubated and accelerated context allows under-
standing the roots and antecedents of new ventures or start-ups, i.e. how the entrepreneurial 
teams emerge, how resources are gathered, how business ideas develop.

6. Summary

Previous studies on business incubation models have focused mainly on the organizational, 
incubator model level. However, the nature of the undertaken research is exploratory, and 
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shows deeper insights in the individual and interaction level in the Clipster community. The 
study shows that such acceleration programmes supporting start-ups employ a scheme that 
allows for effectual approaches, based on experimentation, collaboration, flexibility and risk 
taking, as these recognize the bounded rationality of entrepreneurs, the uncertainty in the 
environment. Yet, the (nascent) entrepreneurs themselves, can afford to do so in a friendly 
and supportive accelerator environment, such as the Clipster community, where effectuation 
is “at play”, although it deals with serious business. Clipster, with the co-living function, helps 
to strengthen the community spirit, and facilitates the social capital development. The recom-
mendations for the business and entrepreneurship community are linked to the importance 
of social capital and community spirit in strengthening entrepreneurship ecosystems. Also, 
business support and government agencies should recognize the natural and valuable process 
of experimentation approaches, manifested in effectual frameworks.

The author acknowledges the limited scope of the study, based on phenomenological 
insights into the experiences of the Clipster accelerator programme participants and residents. 
In further research, with the current and forthcoming programme participants securing dif-
ferentiation in the sample in terms of their background, experience, venture ideas is required 
to increase the level of rigor. It should be noted that this programme was researched in the 
first two years upon the launch. Additional in-depth studies can serve as a long-term approach 
to the study of the Clipster accelerator programme and the Clipster community.
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1. Introduction

Innovation has highlighted as a core competence for contemporary organizations to main-
tain or enhance effectiveness in rapidly changing and challenging environments. The need of 
organizations to systematically stay innovative is at the centre of innovation research [Tushman 
and Anderson, 2004] and strategy research [Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000]

To understand challenges such as innovation across micro and macro levels of analysis, it 
is necessary to break theoretical entities such as routines and capabilities into their component 
elements [Salvato and Rerup, 2011].

Generally, routines have been defined as complex processes that extensively depend on 
existing knowledge, simple performance, and repetition to produce expectable results at 
different organizational levels [Eisenhardt and Martin, 2000; Cohen et al., 2005]. In line with 
this interpretation, we could regard routines as the main element of capabilities, which in turn 
have been observed as being intentionally developed and deliberately expanded to support 
firm-level outcomes [Dosi et al., 2000].

This conceptualization of routines and capabilities has narrowed efforts to understand the 
internal dynamics of these constructs. In contrast, research that studies routines and capabil-
ities more intensely proposes that understanding at one level of analysis can produce data for 
conceptualizing at other levels [Feldman, 2000; Felin et al., 2009; Gavetti, 2005; Howard-Gren-
ville, 2005; Zbaracki and Bergen, 2010]. This paper, as typically in a bulk of research, relies on 
conceptualizations that highlight the collective nature of routines and capabilities. This accent 
has moved efforts to look into micro and macro understandings of routines and capabilities. 
Consequently, we intent that to generate new insights about routines and capabilities, especially 
to understand its relation to innovation it is useful to analyse routines dynamics from the micro 
and macro level perspectives. Accordingly, this is the main goal of the paper. Exploiting the 
knowledge concerning micro and macro antecedents of routines and capabilities and inter-
relationships across levels of analysis, we can assume how innovation routine may come into 
being. Furthermore, we argue routines are the source of organizational dynamics and novelty. 
The assumption made in this paper bases on up to date literature, stressing that routines arise 
at the group level [Cohen et al., 2005; Dosi et al., 2000]. This turns our attention to explaining 
how teams in organisations can enable or hinder innovation, which originates and has been 
subsequently diverted by a team into routine performance. Although the documented impor-
tance of innovation and the upscale research has concentrated on it, organizational routines 
have received comparatively less attention than other antecedents have, according to up to date 
research. For teams to generate innovation, team members need to produce novel ideas and 
must critically process them to remove those ideas that look impractical and implement those 
promising. The construct of routines that stresses their organizational, rather than individual, 
nature, is important to see stability, flexibility, and change in organization and therefore, the 
potential to generate innovation.
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The paper is structured as follows. The first section presents the dual character of organisa-
tional routines. In the next section there is a discussion concerning the relationships between 
organisational routines and innovation. As the result of the presented argumentation, inno-
vation routines’ construct is defined. Finally, in the summary section there is a discussion of 
the presented issues and the directions of the future research in this area are described.

This paper is a result of extensive literature review and is supported by the National Science 
Centre in Poland (grant number: DEC-2013/11/B/HS4/00647).

2. Ambiguous nature of organizational routine

Environment dynamics influence a firm’s need to adapt its capabilities perpetually and 
to create innovations continuously. Therefore, management practice asserts continuous change 
and the creation of significant innovations. The concept of “creative destruction” based on 
rule-breaking innovations is one described by Schumpeter [Schumpeter, 1934]. Anyway, 
Schumpeter often reverted to how the concept of routines might grasp novelty.

Furthermore, the neo-Schumpeterian theory of the firm entails an issue of changes 
in routines that indicates three relatively different kinds of changes [Becker et al., 2006]: 
(1) incremental changes in existing routines using experience; (2) inter-firm and intra-firm 
diffusion of routines; and (3) endogenous generation of new, idiosyncratically novel routines. 
The incremental change of routines seems to have sound support by the theory of experiential 
learning [Levitt and March, 1988]. Some of the significant attributes of experiential learning 
have been identified in the research [Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000; Denrell, 2005]. To make 
it precise, it is widely accepted that experiential learning is narrow-minded [Levinthal and 
March, 1993] and is vulnerable to inaccuracies attributable both to human biases and to the 
conflicts within an organization [Denrell, 2005].

The diffusion of routines (differential adoption of new routines [Becker, 2008]] looks 
practically well known within sociology. Some of the important attributes of the diffusion of 
routines have also been researched and presented in research studies [Radwan and Kinder, 
2013]. As a rule, it is obvious that a theory of the diffusion of routines uses two common 
assumptions —the assumption of reproductive reliability and the assumption of network 
exogeneity [Miner and March, 2002]. Diffusion research explains some aspects in the way 
the incremental diffusion of routines from time to time leads to the widespread adoption 
and outstanding determination in routines [Nelson et al., 2004]. Researching the existent 
diffusion of more complex routines is a challenge, but some research has discovered how it 
can materialise [Winter and Szulanski, 2001]. However, researching the existent diffusion and 
altering the adoption of routines is only part of the conundrum.

What is relatively missing is a theory of the endogenous creation of idiosyncratically 
novel routines. For researchers the problem fixes in finding the mechanism of generating new 
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routines. In the context it is Winter’s most important findings concerning two such mecha-
nisms: first, the combinations of routines and second, the unreliability of routine replication.

Besides the presented research findings, to a certain degree there are linkages between 
change and innovation and the change of a firm’s existing way of operation. Hence, routines 
and primary rule systems seem to be the object of intended change intends. As is noticeable 
in plenty of research, innovation has been emphasised as a core competence for each organ-
ization to sustain or increase its effectiveness in changing environments.

We could notice that the effort to use the Darwinian explanations in management research 
which is exploited to explain evolution in management is still considerable. Darwin used 
the term adaptation for explaining the process of searching for the most suitable fit into the 
external environment. This fit eventually happens because of the entity’s existing or acquired 
resources and/or capabilities. The ability to adapt to a changing and dynamic environment is 
essential for the organizational survival characterized by routine. Routines certainly play an 
important role in organizational behaviour. Hence, the evolutivity of organizational routines 
explained by their propensity to adapt and evolve is a vital concern.

The evolutivity of organizational routines is an important issue for both theorists and 
practitioners. Research indicates four dimensions to characterize the routines and assess 
their evolution potential, namely interdependence, reflexivity, temporality and regulations. 
Additionally, the threefold nature of routines emphasizes it as behavioural, cognitive and 
material [David and Rowe, 2013].

Organizational routines have been explored extensively to discover their nature and their 
impact on organizational performance. Following the literature review, we can identify three 
streams of researching organizational routines [Güttel, 2006]. There are (1) traditional under-
standing of routines [Cyert and March, 1963], (2) evolutionary understanding of routines 
[Nelson and Winter, 1982], and (3) practise–based understanding of routines [Feldman and 
Pentland, 2003]. The first stream of researching routines stresses stability, the second looks 
at the evolution and change of organizational capabilities, and the last one explains routines 
as a process.

The fourth stream based on rules is worth adding in this vein of research, however, D. Geiger 
and A. Schröder propose the rule-based routines approach exposing the interplay between 
contra-factual stability and change [Geiger and Schröder, 2014]. The rule-based model of 
organizational routines elucidates the predominantly organizational nature of routines and 
their relation to the performing individuals. Moreover, the concept ascertains routine dynam-
ics by identifying three different modes of how organizations may respond to a destruction 
of their rules: not changing the routine; reflexive, double-loop learning; and an evolutionary 
drift of routines. In addition, they claim that it is the subtle relation between rule-following 
and rule-breaking that determines the dynamics of routines.

Reviewing the routines literature up to now has exposed that most studies denote that 
organizational routines have the effect of stability and continuous adaptation. Routines are 
also considered as an important part of capabilities, so influencing firm-level performance 
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[Dosi et al., 2000]. Some researchers see routines as the most fundamental unit and building 
block of organizational capabilities [Winter, 2003]. In Table 1 we can find a major contrast 
between the capabilities and practice perspective to illuminate similarities and discrepancies.

Table 1. Assumptions of the capabilities and practice perspectives

Capabilities Perspective Practice Perspective

Main interests What routines do (coordinate, create, change) and how 
they lead to firms’ performance

How routines operate; internal dynamics

Focal level of
analysis

Firms (the firm is the structure for governing, collecting, 
creating and maintaining routines)

Routine itself

Unit of
analysis

Routines as “entities” (whole routines, “black boxes”) Routines as “parts” (internal structure of routine, 
what is inside the “black box”) 

Empirical
attention

Firm-specificity of routines
How they create value and thus lead to differential 
performance
How they build to form capabilities
Complementarities between routines
Transferability within and between firms (tacitness and 
stickiness) 

Actors’ influence on routine performance
Artefacts’ influence on routine performance
How routines change and remain stable over time; 
role of agency and artefacts in this process
How routines are created or changed
When and how routines break down

Behavioural
assumptions

Bounded rationality
Organization-specific foresight
Potential self-interest
Agents act as expected

Human action is “effortful” (not mindless)
Human agency/everyday activity constitutes social 
life
Agents are not replaceable; have different intentions, 
motivations, and understandings

Analogies Genes
Repository of memory
Microfoundations of capabilities

Grammars
Repertoires
Generative systems

Stability and 
change

Acknowledge that routines can change, but get more 
interested in stability
Routines provide for stability or change

Change and stability always possible
Same mechanisms (agency, artefacts) underlie 
change or stability

Source: Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville, 2011.

Routine stability is a pattern of the traditional understanding of routines [Nelson and 
Winter, 1982] and it is challenged by recent research. Up to date findings discover remarkably 
that routines can change, not just due to the external (exogenous) need for change [Gersick 
and Hackman, 1990] but even without such a necessity, as individuals participating in rou-
tines can and do change routines endogenously [Feldman and Pentland, 2003] [Rerup and 
Feldman, 2011].

This, today the dominant practice-based understanding of organizational routines developed 
by [Feldman, 2000] and [Feldman and Pentland, 2003] uses essential discernments explaining 
the dynamics of routines.. This practice-based concept grasps routines as continuously changing 
units. Routines in the practise–based view are explained through the individuals participating 
in the routine who constantly change the given routine in the continuous process. Neverthe-
less, we can find arguments stating that organizational routines are not ever-changing but are 
constructed on stable rules. However, the understanding of the changing nature of routines is 
central in research relating to creativity and innovation within organizations [Breslin, 2011].
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3.  Endo- and exo-antecedents of innovation through 
organizational routines

Research argues that if we accept that routines are the source of continuous change 
in organizations [Feldman, 2000], then the main difference in organizational analysis between 
micro and macro change seems to be diminished. Furthermore, organisational routines-con-
ceptualisations emphasise collective actions that can be observable in organisational routines. 
Nevertheless, the latest research has pointed out that the organizational context within which 
routines are embedded is vital for the understanding the performance and change of routines 
[Parmigiani and Howard-Grenville, 2011]. In addition, we assume important differences 
between formal and informal structures, such as organizational culture or political games, 
which helps and supports the understanding of organizational occurrences, and there is a need 
for incorporating it into the conceptualization of organizational routines.

Consequently, we should look parallelly at team members’ characteristics as an exem-
plification of collective actions and at team context as an organizational one to understand 
routines dynamics. Hence, there could be identified at least two levels of routines analysis. 
These levels have been associated with endogenous and exogenous elements or micro and 
macro antecedents of routines variance.

The endogenous and exogenous nature of the aspects of the variation of routine is a per-
manent challenge [David and Rowe, 2013].

The valuable concept of aforementioned routines evolutivity has been proposed, among 
others, by [David and Rowe, 2013]. Endogenous evolutivity explains the propensity of a routine 
to evolve over time. Exogenous evolutivity, on the contrary, is the capacity to adjust straight-
forwardly to the environment. Characterizing and understanding these two arrangements of 
evolutivity is an important aspect of explaining the process of routines dynamics. Moreover, 
it is especially vital to understand variation in routine.

The general conceptualization of routine evolutivity/dynamics/change concerning micro 
(exogenous) and macro (endogenous) elements is presented in Fig.1.

The conceptualization is simple and straightforward but explanations are much more 
complex and challenging.

Turning attention to macro factors, first, we have to look at some essential features of 
organizational context because, yet not adequately, it has been reflected in depth in the con-
text of business firms. Secondly, top-down management intervention is an important factor 
of the exogenous impact on routines and change of routines [Becker et al., 2005]. Managers, 
therefore, are treated as a source of exogenous change in organizational routines.
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Figure 1. General conceptualization of routine evolutivity
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Repetition 
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Source: the author’s elaboration.

It is important to notice there are some frameworks of routines exposing their organiza-
tional rather than individual character. This kind of assumption makes it possible to deepen 
the knowledge on routine stability, flexibility, and change. Considering, for instance, Geiger 
and Schröder’s framework, it is possible to differentiate between routines and rules and on that 
basis identify four significant attributes of rules [Geiger and Schröder, 2014]. Firstly, a rule 
represents a normative behavioural expectation. Secondly, rules remain in place even if they 
fail. Thirdly, rules involve sanctioning power; and fourthly, rules are to some extent general 
in nature, and thus, basically, rules cannot be used directly. Consequently, rules authorize 
a fluctuating space for interpretation.

Following this argumentation, organizational routines contain rules as their basic con-
stituents. Organisational routines entail the interpretation of rules in the organisational 
context and identifiable performance arrangement. This rule-based model of organizational 
routines elucidates the primarily organizational nature of routines and their relation to the 
actors participating in the routines. Moreover, the model shows routine dynamics by expos-
ing three different options of how organizations may react to a destruction of their rules. An 
organization may react intentionally not changing the routine; it may initiate a process of 
reflexive, double-loop learning aiming at change in the rules; and finally it may focus on an 
evolutionary drift of routines. Consequently, we are able to recognise the dynamics of routines 
existing because of the elusive relation between rule following and rule breaking.

In addition, research has acknowledged instruments by which actors participating in rou-
tine can generate endogenous change. For instance, [Feldman, 2000] claims that when results 
of action fall little of models not producing the intended results, actors reflect on and react 
to those results by making effort to change or restore routines to achieve these models or by 
developing them to exploit new possibilities. Furthermore, [Feldman and Pentland, 2003] 
find instruments of guiding, referring, and accounting by which the participants in routines 
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can create variations that other participants recognize as reasonable. Routines thus change 
endogenously as actors react to the results of previous repetitions of a routine or retain changes 
announced by other actors participating in a routine [Feldman, 2000; Feldman and Pentland, 
2003; Pentland et al., 2012]. Consequently, one routine can produce many different patterns 
[Pentland et al., 2011; Turner and Rindova, 2012] and outcomes as well. In addition, this 
process is natural.

Routines are sensitive to endogenous change because they are generative systems with 
an internal structure. The basis of endogenous change in routines is to involve the actors 
participating in routine in the investigation of routines, namely the actors who complete the 
routines and who should be the most salient driver of endogenous change [Pentland et al., 
2011; Feldman and Pentland, 2003].

A significant conclusion of the earlier literature is that the actors participating in a rou-
tine and making decisions concerning how and when to perform tasks typically also have 
some control over the task, simply because of delegation that implies decision [Aghion and 
Tirole, 1997].

Actors continuously change the way they act. Therefore, performance models of a routine 
and each new performance gives possibilities of uncovering new aspects of the routine; thus, 
continuous change is the consistent result [Becker et al., 2006; Becker et al., 2005].

Following the previous argumentation, we can claim that in the system based on a routine 
novelty can arise endogenously. Prior findings show that the rule-followers only adapt to chang-
ing conditions when managers find new combinations and make effort to push them through.

Hence, here arises the next important issue in the vein of routine based system that is nov-
elty. The literature suggests some primary mechanisms are principal to successful innovation. 
One mechanism is the activation of relevant capabilities [Katila et al., 2008].

Felin and Foss [2011] offer some relevant deliberations of the organizational routines and 
capabilities literature. Following their considerations, the most universal and common anteced-
ents and mechanisms of organizational routines and capabilities are experience and repetition. 
The results of revisiting the literature is that repetition and experience have endogenous roots 
and can only offer a fractional, and thus incomplete, understanding of organizational capa-
bility and behaviour. Furthermore, Felin and Foss discuss five endogeneity-related problems 
connected with identifying repetition and experience as the key antecedent and mechanism 
of organizational routines and capabilities. These problems are: (1) the problem of origins and 
causation; (2) the problem of new knowledge; (3) the problem of extremes; (4) the problem 
of intentionality; and (5) the problem of the environment.

A relatively recent interpretation of routines and capabilities has some associations to the 
research on routines as ‘dispositions’ [Becker et al., 2005; Hodgson, 2003; Hodgson, 2004; 
Hodgson and Knudsen, 2004]. Dispositions as defined are ‘stored behavioural capacities or 
capabilities [that] involve knowledge and memory’ [Howard-Grenville, 2005]. Definitely, dis-
positions advocate an internal propensity and capability for specified ways of action. Figure 2 
presents change and stability in the light of routines and capabilities.
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Figure 2. Capabilities for change and stability
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Source: Güttel, 2006.

Summing up, routines are inherently generative [Howard-Grenville, 2005] and are the 
source of continuous change. There is even a worth considering concept of ongoing endoge-
nous change in routines developed by Feldman [2000].

If a concept of routine unambiguously relates to novelty or even innovation, it raises the 
question regarding innovation routine. In the literature, in the research concerning routine 
based system there is very limited focus on this issue. Innovation routines are routines estab-
lished through organisations in order to generate and implement innovations regarding new 
products and services in existing or new markets or to address current business activities 
to new markets. Hence, the development of innovation mostly based on routines as well 
[Güttel, 2006]. However, not every change in routine provides innovation.

4. Summary

To conclude, this paper discusses routine change and dynamics by demonstrating obvious 
routine instability. Routine instability can be attributed to many micro/endo and macro/exo 
mechanisms and it is the task of organization managers, especially team leaders to identify 
those and consider appropriate interventions. This may include the acceptance of instability 
at some level but may also require simple actions to limit routine dynamics.

Organizational routines, which indicate a vehicle, fixed or almost instinctive action and 
behaviour, break an organizational inertia down in changing novel conditions. On the one 
hand, routines reinforce the status quo and on the other, inhibit active searching for alterna-
tives. In this concern, unlearning makes the change and learning process permanent, because 
a new set knowledge modifies and replaces previous behaviours and routines.

One more issue is that planned innovation can be seen as a starting point for organizational 
routine change, which can change the interaction between the work settings and actors. We 
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find that interdependency between micro and macro factors, which can lead to the articu-
lation of existing knowledge and to the generation of new knowledge about how to perform 
a task. Hence, new interrelations can lead to new or changed organizational routines. It has 
important practical implications, and involves an investigation into the nature of organising/
strategising. Nevertheless, the question remains how to conceptualise the relationship between 
organisational stability and organisational change, between routines and innovation, because 
routines are not isolated phenomena. In this aspect, the question concerning the nature of 
routines is closely related to the question of the relationship between stability and change 
in the organization. Furthermore, the routine approach gives a comprehensive understanding 
of the construct of organizational routine in generating novelty and innovation.

Managerial implications can be drawn from our study revealing several insights that can 
be used by practitioners to develop and strengthen innovativeness through organizational 
routines. This paper has highlighted the importance of the mutual effect of micro and macro 
context on organizational routines. Principally, our paper has emphasised the role macro 
and micro contexts play in variation in routines and supporting the actions and innovation 
in organizations. Therefore, this paper helps to provide practitioners with a guide to influence 
routines by improving the interaction between macro aspects and micro aspects, including 
the actors who perform routines.
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AbstrAct

Innovation is one of the key sources in obtaining competitive advantage by enterprises. The ability 
to innovate is generally accepted as a critical success factor for competitiveness and firms’ perfor-
mance. The paper discusses cooperation for innovation and its influence on enterprises’ innova-
tiveness level. The main aim of the article is to determine the relationship between cooperation for 
innovation and innovativeness of the surveyed companies, which is investigated empirically. The 
paper discusses the channels and level of cooperation taking place in enterprises corresponding 
to its sources, specific character and determining the significance of the impact of cooperation 
for innovation on the actual level of innovativeness. The specific objectives of the article relate 
to examining what kind of cooperation for innovation occurs in enterprises and whether there is 
a relationship between the cooperation and innovativeness level of the enterprise. The study is based 
on a survey of firms (n = 100) located in Poland. The article first establishes the research framework, 
then deduces the research hypothesis and finally describes the analysis tools, the sample structure 
and statistical methods. The analysis has been done with the SPSS software. The statistical method 
used in the survey is multiple step regression. The study has determined the positive relationship 
between cooperation and innovativeness of the surveyed enterprises. The relation between coop-
eration and innovativeness is positive concerning the channels of vertical cooperation, especially 
in the area of cooperation with suppliers of equipment, materials, components or software. These 
findings suggest that the measurement of cooperation for innovation and its channels should be 

1 The article is the result of the project of National Science Center, Poland. The research in the article realized 
in the framework of the project entitled “Technology transfer and competitive advantage of companies in Poland”, 
agreement number: UMO-2015/17/N/HS4/02108.
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developed further in order to make it a more relevant concept for empirical studies of enterprises’ 
innovativeness and competitiveness.

Keywords: cooperation for innovation, innovativeness, vertical cooperation, horizontal cooperation
JEL Classification Codes: 030, C50

Introduction

Global competition, fast and dynamic technological changes, growing importance of 
technology transfer, shorter life cycles of products and dynamic changes in processes have 
changed the current environment of enterprises. Firms have to gain a sustainable competitive 
advantage, and the only way is to invariably upgrade processes and activities through inno-
vation [Drew, 1997, pp. 427–441]. Innovation is the key to maintaining the competitiveness 
and market position of enterprises [Zhuo, Min, 2016, p. 14].

Moreover, the evolution of innovation models over the years has shown its development 
and adaptation to changing market conditions. Enterprises are forced to seek for continuous 
access to new knowledge, information and technologies, which give them the opportunity 
to achieve an advantageous position both on the local and international market. Modern 
enterprises, to create innovation, are obliged to use opportunities offered by the different 
innovation sources. What makes it possible is the openness to the environment of customers, 
suppliers, companies, research institutes or universities within the organization. Openness has 
a positive impact on firms’ performance [Jong, Marsili, 2006, pp. 213–229]. It has also been 
pointed out that firms need to open themselves up to external networks and relationships 
[Laursen, Salter, 2006, pp. 131–150].

In the modern economy, cooperation as part of the innovation process is becoming more 
and more important. Through cooperation enterprises have a chance to develop innovative 
solutions, reduce costs and share risk with co-operators. Regardless of the firm’s size class, 
enterprises can receive benefits which are difficult or even impossible to achieve without 
cooperation. Thus, cooperation for innovation becomes an important factor in the innovation 
process, enabling enterprises to achieve a competitive advantage as well as to increase the 
overall level of their innovativeness.

The research problem of the survey is a low innovativeness level and weak competitive 
position of Polish enterprises, as well as an insufficient usage of cooperation for innovation 
channels in Polish enterprises. The main aim of the article is to determine the relationship 
between cooperation for innovation and innovativeness of the surveyed firms, which is 
investigated empirically. The paper discusses the channels and level of cooperation taking 
place in Polish enterprises corresponding to its sources, character and determining the sig-
nificance of the impact of cooperation for innovation on the actual level of innovativeness. 
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The specific objectives of the article relate to examining what channels of cooperation for 
innovation activity appear in firms and whether there is a relationship between cooperation 
and innovativeness of the companies. Detailed issues regarding cooperation for innovation 
were determined based on a study conducted on a sample of 100 Polish enterprises. The data 
was collected during individual interviews conducted with the highest level of management 
and owners of the surveyed enterprises. As part of the study, the cooperation taking place 
in Polish companies was determined and its specific channels and their significance for 
innovativeness and competitiveness. As part of the article, recommendations for enterprises 
in the scope of increasing the level of innovativeness through cooperation for innovations 
were formulated.

1. Theoretical background

Enterprises look for competitive advantages in various areas of activity, in marketing, 
production, research and development or business management. It is important to manage 
efficiently the implementation processes of new solutions in the products or processes. Inno-
vation is one of the key sources of gaining a competitive advantage. Enterprises, in order 
to be able to compete, must introduce new technologies, products, services or organizational 
systems, which are a condition for their innovativeness performance.

Innovation can be achieved in many ways, within many sources and their combinations. 
Innovation can be built on the basis of the internal research and development (R&D) activity 
and domestic potential of a firm, but also it can be generated by using the ready-made or 
created in cooperation solutions, available in the external environment. Thus, external sources 
and collaboration allow enterprises to gain improved knowledge, give an ability to access new 
markets and have a positive effect on reducing costs of R&D activity [Glaister, Buckley, 1996, 
pp. 301–332]. Conducting internal R&D requires appropriate resources, which are often 
beyond the reach of most enterprises. Internal limitations of firms, especially smaller ones, 
in the form of insufficient financial resources, make cooperation in the field of innovation 
an important element of business operations. Acquisition of knowledge from the outside 
is becoming more important and research indicates significant connections in the scope of 
corporate involvement in cooperation agreements and access to new knowledge and technol-
ogies [Gallego, Rubalcaba, Suárez, 2013, pp. 2034–2041]. Acquiring technology within the 
framework of extensive internal R&D activity as well as the use of knowledge from internal 
sources of innovation are most often beyond the reach of Polish companies. Thus, cooperation 
for innovation based on jointly developed, proven, ready-made solutions becomes the main 
opportunity to increase competitiveness and innovativeness by Polish enterprises.

There are many reasons for firms to cooperate with external organizations, one of them 
is joint innovation activity. The cooperation of enterprises takes place through its various 
channels, within which information and knowledge are available for free or can be acquired 
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[Hewitt-Dundas, 2013, pp. 93–115]. Cooperation on the industry-science line has a positive 
effect on the innovative development of enterprises and forms of cooperation can take many 
channels [Veugelers, Cassiman, 2005, p. 357]. Cooperation within the framework of strategic 
alliances – bilateral agreements between companies – is becoming increasingly important for 
the innovative activity of enterprises [Teece, 1992, p. 1].

Firms’ cooperation enables them to access R&D results and to participate in complex inno-
vative processes. Cooperation with other companies or research institutes gives the opportunity 
to access new technological knowledge and increase the technological potential of cooperating 
entities, which may contribute to faster development of innovations, improvement of market 
access, economies of scale and reduction in operating costs of an enterprise [De Faria, Lima, 
Santos, 2010, p. 1083]. A firm can improve its innovation either by its internal R&D efforts or 
by forming external collaborative R&D. Within the classification of place, it can be national 
and international collaboration [Huang, Yu, 2011, pp. 383–403].

Firms initiate and develop contacts with other companies in order to achieve a market 
benefit and to take advantage of new opportunities that would not be possible to achieve with-
out cooperation support. Companies engage both formally and informally in joint activities, 
such as cooperation in marketing, resources or shopping [Bönte, Keilbach, 2005, pp. 2–6]. 
Cooperation may appear both from research institutes through a vertical transfer, as well as 
from other companies – horizontal transfer [Mansfield, 1975, p. 372].

To become more innovative, firms need exposure to technology and innovations from 
external sources through cooperation for innovation. Cooperation based on dialogue, access, 
risk reduction, and transparency of information between customers and the company posi-
tively influences innovation [Prahalad, Ramaswamy, 2000, pp. 79–90]. In line with this, the 
following hypothesis was put forward:
Hypothesis: Horizontal and vertical cooperation, establishing the spin off/out firms and joint-ven-
ture agreement – channels of cooperation for innovation – all relate positively to innovativeness 
of enterprises.

2. Method of the research

Analysis and evaluation of enterprise innovativeness is complicated and raises a lot of 
doubts. Based on the literature in the field of innovation and cooperation, it can be concluded 
that the sources of innovation in enterprises are widely reported [Utterback, Abernathy, 1975, 
pp. 639–656]. However, there is a detailed approach to the subject of cooperation for innova-
tion and its place in the innovation process and the relative configuration of cooperation for 
innovation and innovativeness. For this purpose, a research model defining the relationship 
between cooperation for innovation and innovativeness of enterprises has been developed. 
The study examines the relationship between cooperation for innovation and innovativeness 
of enterprises.
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The measure of innovativeness – a dependent variable – includes standardized values of 
individual dimensions of innovation implementation in the companies:

 – new or significantly improved products;
 – new or significantly improved process;
 – new marketing solutions;
 – new organization methods.

Cooperation for innovation – an independent variable – was defined due to the divisions 
of its channels:

 – technology received as part of cooperation with private enterprises – horizontal cooper-
ation for innovation;

 – technology received as part of cooperation with R&D institutes – vertical cooperation 
for innovation;

 – technology received as part of establishing the spin off/out firm;
 – technology received under a joint-venture agreement.

In the survey a variant of partial study was adopted. This means that the study covered 
only part of the population. The research sample of enterprises was drawn randomly (prob-
abilistically) from the population of Polish manufacturing enterprises. If the company which 
was randomly selected as part of the study did not express its willingness to participate in the 
survey or no longer existed in the market, the selection was repeated, so that the research 
sample would always be 100 companies.

The survey used a multi-stepwise regression modelling and was tested through the hypothesis 
using data collected from 100 randomly selected respondents. The questionnaire contained 
20 questions concerning detailed aspects of innovativeness and cooperation for innovation 
and was dedicated for the highest management level in the organizations.

3. Data analysis and results

In the survey it was important to determine the channels of cooperation for innovation 
in enterprises, as well as define specific nature and sources of cooperation. Almost 25% of the 
enterprises declared cooperation with scientific institutions – vertical cooperation, and 33% 
with enterprises – horizontal cooperation, during the period of the last three years (chart 1).

The frequency of cooperation in the surveyed population depended on the number of 
entities with which the enterprise was cooperating under horizontal and vertical cooperation 
for innovation. Most of the firms declared vertical cooperation only with one organization 
that it had been cooperating with during the last three years. The share of enterprises that 
cooperated with two partners was 7%, with three partners – 4%, with four and five partners 
– 3%. The cooperation with six entities was declared in the last three years only by 1% of the 
surveyed firms.
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Chart 1.  Percentage of enterprises (%) as part of vertical and horizontal cooperation 
for innovation

33%
25%

horizontal vertical

Source: the author’s own calculations based on the survey among 100 enterprises from Poland.

In horizontal cooperation for innovation, the largest share were the enterprises cooper-
ating with clients – 19%, then cooperating with enterprises from the same non-competition 
area and suppliers – 15%. About 13% of the enterprises cooperated for innovations with 
subcontractors and cooperators and 7% with consulting and advisory companies as well as 
with direct competitors (chart 2).

Chart 2. Horizontal cooperation for innovation: partners of cooperation (%)
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suppliers

Source: the author’s own calculations based on the survey among 100 enterprises from Poland.

Vertical cooperation was based mainly on the cooperation with universities – 19% of the 
surveyed enterprises declared cooperation with universities during the last three years. The 
second, most important type of cooperation, was cooperation with national R&D institutes. 
Almost every tenth surveyed enterprise cooperated with scientists but as a part of informal 
cooperation and only 2% of the firms cooperated for innovation with private R&D institutes.

The nature of cooperation for innovation due to its scope was mostly part of the national 
dimension. The majority of cooperating enterprises cooperated with firms and R&D institutes 
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from Poland. Only 3% of the surveyed firms cooperated for innovation with a foreign uni-
versity, and 4% with a foreign R&D institute (chart 4). In the case of informal contacts with 
scientists, 2% of the companies declared that they cooperated with foreign scientists (from 
Germany and the USA).

Chart 3. Vertical cooperation for innovation: partners of cooperation (%)
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private R&D institutes

Source: the author’s own calculations based on the survey among 100 enterprises from Poland.

Chart 4. National and foreign partners of cooperation for innovation
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Source: the author’s own calculations based on the survey among 100 enterprises from Poland.

In the surveyed population 3% of the enterprises received technology through a joint-ven-
ture agreement and none of the companies got the access to technology as part of the spin 
off/out company.

The next step of the survey was to verify the influence of all channels of cooperation for 
innovation on innovativeness of the surveyed enterprises. Hypothesis testing was performed 
by the complicated nature of multiple regression supported by the SPSS software. A further 
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object under the survey was the verification of the defined hypothesis and determination 
whether cooperation for innovation effects innovativeness of the firm.

In defining the relationship between innovativeness and cooperation for innovation, it was 
important to determine whether within the model of the impact of cooperation for innovation 
and innovativeness there is a statistically significant relationship and which of the detailed 
variable dimension of cooperation for innovation is important in terms of innovativeness of 
the surveyed enterprises.

Table 1 presents the coefficient of regression equations between the size of the innovative-
ness index and statistically significant explanatory variables (significance level p < 0.05) and 
the coefficient of determination (R2) in the group of the surveyed enterprises.

The verified model is statistically significant (table 1) and is characterized by a strong 
statistical dependence between the variables of innovativeness and horizontal cooperation 
for innovation (p = 0.00).

Statistically significant explanatory variables (p < 0.05) determine the innovativeness of 
enterprises. The remaining variables included in the explanatory variable – cooperation for 
innovations – are not statistically significant and as part of the verification they did not enter 
the statistical model, therefore, they do not determine the innovativeness of the surveyed 
enterprises.

The examination of the model in terms of the R2 indicated its correctness, although for 
the estimated model R2 is very low (0.24), so it explains 24% of the variability of the explained 
variable – innovativeness of firms. This means that 24% volatility of the surveyed firms’ 
innovativeness can be explained by the level of the explanatory variable – cooperation for 
innovation – horizontal cooperation for innovation.

Table 1.  Regression coefficient of a dependent variable – innovativeness, and a statistically 
significant independent variable – cooperation for innovation

Variable b Standard error b t p

Free term 6.67 0.61 10.99 0.00

Horizontal cooperation for innovation 1.55 0.39 3.96 0.00

R2 = 0.24; F(1.97) = 15.70
Source: the author’s own calculations based on the survey among 100 enterprises from Poland.

In the case of cooperation for innovation, only horizontal cooperation – cooperation with 
other enterprises – was statistically significant.

Summary

The article discusses cooperation for innovation in Polish enterprises and defines its 
channel and their significance in the innovative activity of enterprises.
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The results of the survey pointed out an insufficient level of enterprises’ involvement in coop-
eration for innovation, which directly translates into a low level of company innovativeness 
and thus entails difficulties in obtaining a competitive advantage by firms. The surveyed enter-
prises differ significantly in terms of innovativeness and cooperation for innovation activity.

In the case of cooperation channels, the cooperation is mainly in the horizontal dimension, 
mostly between companies, customers and suppliers. In the field of vertical cooperation, it 
can be stated that it has little importance and rather an insignificant character in the case of 
enterprises’ activity. In general, every fourth company declared cooperation with a scientific 
institute, and cooperation with other enterprises was made by every third.

The frequency of cooperation for innovation is not impressive, as most companies in the 
last three years cooperated only with one institution. As part of horizontal cooperation, 
enterprises mostly cooperate with clients, then companies from the same industry and sup-
pliers. The nature of cooperation for innovation due to its scope for the most part is in the 
national dimension. This may suggest the early phase of development for cooperation and its 
non-technological advancement.

Polish enterprises do not sufficiently engage in cooperation with both enterprises and 
scientific institutions. As the survey showed, not all of declared by the firms channels of 
cooperation for innovation influence positively innovativeness performance in enterprises. 
The statistical analysis indicated a positive impact on innovativeness, in the case of those 
companies that pledged to achieve new technology through horizontal cooperation for 
innovation. The detailed analysis of statistical models indicated that in terms of cooperation 
for innovation the most important was horizontal cooperation with suppliers of equipment, 
materials, components or software. According to that, the research hypothesis was verified 
negatively. Only one out of four surveyed channels of cooperation – horizontal cooperation 
for innovation – positively influences innovativeness of firms.

On this basis, an attempt was made to formulate recommendations concerning cooperation 
for innovation and the effective use of cooperation increasing the level of innovativeness and 
competitiveness of Polish enterprises. The first recommendation is a need to increase activity 
in the area of horizontal cooperation for innovation with all partners, both national and foreign. 
Secondly, enterprises should open to foreign cooperation with partners and cooperators and 
put an emphasis on searching for opportunities for international cooperation. Cooperation 
for innovation should be performed in the field of R&D cooperation and joint R&D projects 
with other enterprises.

There is a need for future research. The most important points for future surveys are:
 – cooperation aspects and its influence on detailed types of innovation, like innovation in prod-

ucts, processes or non-material innovation like marketing and organization innovation;
 – channels of cooperation for innovation and their influence on the competitiveness of 

Polish enterprises.
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1. Introduction

The product innovation process, identified here with the process of developing a new prod-
uct (PRNP), crowned with market, financial and technological success, is difficult to achieve. 
Therefore, an enterprise should create an appropriate organization, which is a significant 
condition for effective management of the innovation process (even the best idea for a new 
product may not be successful if it is implemented by incompetent people, poorly organized 
and managed). The best practices, concepts, methods and analytical tools as well as networks 
of relations with various stakeholders should be used in each phase of this process.

The globalization processes in the economy and the increasing competition, also in the 
space of virtual markets, make it necessary to use better methods of managing the new prod-
uct development process. Fundamental to the survival and development of a company is 
the delivery of new products that satisfy the individual needs of customers and successfully 
compete in the serviced segments of the market. It is important to reduce losses in limited 
resources – material losses, effort, money and time, and to guarantee continuous improvement 
of competences. The key elements of the new method of managing the product innovation 
process are the integration of development activities and the reduced time needed to bring 
the product to market. The integrated product development process (IPD–Integrated Product 
Development) is a concept strongly focused on the needs of customers as well as the company’s 
competences and opportunities in its environment. Therefore, the aim of the study is to pro-
pose a method for measuring the maturity of the new product innovation process, so-called 
the maturity model of the intelligent relationship network.

Empirical research indicates that the success rate of major new product development (NPD) 
projects is still low [Crawford, 1979, pp. 9–13; Griffin 1997, pp. 429–458; Stevens, Burley, 1997, 
pp. 16–27; The PDMA, 2012; Cooper, Edgett, 2008; Rutkowski, 2007, pp. 77–92; Rutkowski, 
2016, p. 215]. It is therefore no surprise that identifying and managing NPD have become 
increasingly important issues in the product innovation literature and practice [Cooper, 1993; 
Wheelwright, Clark, 1992; Wu et al., 2010; Walker, 2013].

Literature references about new product strategy, project management, success and failure 
factors in NPD, already have yielded important findings about critical issues within the new 
product development process (NPDP). However, for at least two reasons these references fail 
to provide a comprehensive picture of the security and risk factors involved with product devel-
opment. First, a vast majority of these studies used survey methods across companies, involving 
only one person in each division or strategic business unit. Secondly, because most of these 
studies were retrospective, the events occurring late in the process have a bigger chance of being 
recognized as major determinants of the outcomes of NPD projects than the events earlier on.

The results also show that NPD performance is the highest when market (entrepreneurial) 
orientation, networking capability, and networking ability are all high, thus supporting the 
proposed three-way interaction [Mu et al., 2017, pp. 187–201].
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R&D, design, prototype construction, testing, marketing research are carried out before 
a new product is launched, and in many cases, a lot of new product development concepts do 
not even reach the commercialization phase. This means that a new product, whose develop-
ment process has been successful and has been launched on the market, must provide not only 
the cost of its development, but also the reimbursement of expenditure on irrelevant ideas, 
concepts and prototypes [Pickshaus et al., 2016, pp. 265–270].

Generally, new product strategies constitute a huge investment for the enterprise and are 
related to managerial responsibility and permanent uncertainty and risk. [The PDMA, 2012]. 
The key to the success of introducing a new product is a solid and comprehensive under-
standing of the client’s needs. Managing the development process of a new product requires 
measuring its maturity. Measuring the maturity of the innovation process and introducing 
a new product on the market and the network of relations, in addition to measuring the quality 
of design, costs, schedule, allows to determine the correctness of defining the process and 
compare it with the globally accepted starting criteria. Traditionally, the improvement of the 
new product development process was perceived through the prism of the implementation of 
the so-called best practices. This concept should be understood as a tactic or a method that 
has been successfully implemented in the course of the actual implementation of the product 
innovation process.

2.  Determinants of the maturity of the product 
innovation process

To a large degree, the level of success a new product can make depends on the maturity 
of the product innovation and marketing process (process maturity is an extent to which the 
process is defined, managed, measured, controlled and effective in terms of project costs, imple-
mentation time, and project quality). The more mature the new product development process 
is, the more success a product will achieve on the market, and vice versa. The determinants 
of maturity in new product development are similar across different manufacturing firms 
and industries. New product development processes vary in terms of their complexity. This 
variation is strongly determined by the new product strategy and how advanced the product 
concept is in terms of technology. Complex processes with a low formalisation (found at all 
stages of the innovation process) are used in the development of new original products that 
become a new product platform (development of new components for the core product and 
of new elements around the existing product – absolute technical solutions). On the other 
hand, processes involved in the development of new derivative (imitative) products (changes 
around the actual and augmented products only – adaptive technical solutions) are relatively 
simplified and formalized, with low maturity levels [Rutkowski, 2007, pp. 77–92].

A number of threats to businesses and their target markets which came to light during 
the recent financial crisis, such as their instability or a dwindling trust in their self-regulating 
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ability, have drawn attention of a variety of research, advisory or decision-making bodies. 
In response, these institutions have taken regulatory action to make the markets safer and 
to ensure sustainable growth [Bartkowiak, 2004, pp. 22–25]. These new business conditions will 
also have an impact on the way businesses organise their strategic and operational activities.

The success factors for a new product are related to whatever determines the maturity 
of the product innovation process (how well the organisation does what it does) and to the 
diffusion of best practices (how widespread a best practice is within the organisation, and how 
often the organisation relies on it). If a project team wants to achieve the objectives of its new 
product strategy (success), it must find an answer to two fundamental questions. The first is 
whether what we are doing is right (which means that only the best ideas, concepts, designs, 
or new product prototypes must be selected at later stages in the product innovation process, 
and that the product must be commercialised effectively). The other question is whether what 
we are doing is done in the right way (for that, the maturity level of the product innovation 
process must be known).

3. Ways to assess the implementation level of best practices

New product strategies should accommodate a number of factors, including highly dynamic 
and unpredictable technological and legal developments on the one hand, and demand, com-
petition and competence, on the other [Trott, 2011, pp. 156–187]. When businesses operate 
in such conditions, it is reasonable to try and identify potential sources for the success of a new 
product on the market as the most important condition for the success of an organisation 
as a whole [Skrzypek, Hofman, 2010, pp. 37–46]. Questions that arise in this context are: 
What factors affect the maturity of the innovation and new product marketing process? Are 
there any relationships/correlations between what makes the innovation and new product 
marketing process mature and the success of a new product on the market? If there are, are 
they empirical and measurably verifiable, and if so, how significant are these relationships, 
and what is their direction, nature and hierarchy? Finally, what methods and tools are there 
to measure product innovation maturity accurately?

The extent or level to which a practice is implemented can be determined on a scale of 0–10. 
Table 1 shows how model practices are appraised. Evidence is divided into three groups: direct 
artefacts, indirect artefacts, and affirmations. Direct artefacts are tangible outputs resulting 
directly from the implementation of a specific or generic model goal, and they are the most 
desirable products/outputs of a model practice. Indirect artefacts are a sort of a side effect or 
by-product resulting from the implementation of some specific or generic model goal, but 
they are not listed as desirable products/outputs of a model practice. Affirmations are oral or 
written statements confirming that a model practice has actually been implemented. Final 
appraisal findings are formulated based on earlier preliminary appraisal results and on any 
feedback received during the validation activity. Final findings are generated based on the 
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appraisal of goals for each process area subject to an appraisal. Goals are rated in accordance 
with certain defined rules (Table 1).

Communication channels are used to transmit and disseminate best practices among 
entities involved in new product development. This is done over a certain period of time 
and how fast best practices are diffused will depend on the ability of the entity concerned 
(firm, organisational unit, or person) to learn, gather knowledge and use this knowledge 
in decision-making processes. The diffusion of best practices among firms describes how 
fast and to what extent such practices are adopted in an industry or within a group of similar 
businesses. The characteristics of best practice will determine both the pace of its adaptation 
and its level. A collection of best practices consists of subgroups and is continually updated. 
New best practices are identified to replace the current ones that became standard practices. 
A significant number of best practices is represented by specific activities in the different 
phases of the product innovation process [Rutkowski, 2007, p. 80].

Table 1. Model practice characterisation rules and principles

Practice implementation level (0–10) Meaning – evidence (artefacts, affirmations) 

Fully Implemented
9;10

• At least one direct artefact is present and judged to be adequate.
• A few indirect artefacts and/or affirmations exist.
• A practice is confirmed to be implemented and no weaknesses were noted.

Largely Implemented
7;8

• One direct artefact is present and judged to be adequate.
• At least one indirect artefact and/or affirmation exist.
• A practice is confirmed to be implemented and no weaknesses were noted.

Partially Implemented
5;6

• Direct artefacts are absent or judged to be inadequate.
• At least one indirect artefact or affirmation suggests that some aspects of the practice are 

implemented, and one or more weaknesses were noted.

Not Implemented
3;4

• No other evidence supports the direct artefacts, and one or more weaknesses were 
noted.

Not Yet
0;1;2

• The project has not yet reached the appropriate stage in the innovation lifecycle to have 
implemented the practice.

Goal rating Rules

Not rated • There are any practices that are not characterized at the organizational unit level or that 
are characterized as Not Yet at the organizational unit level.

• The associated set of objective evidence does not meet the defined criteria for sufficient 
data coverage.

Satisfied • All associated practices are characterized at the organizational unit level as either fully 
implemented or largely implemented.

• The aggregation of weaknesses associated with the goal does not have a significant 
negative impact on goal achievement.

Unsatisfied • The appraisal team must describe how the weaknesses identified in the appraisal led 
to this rating.

Source: Rutkowski, 2016, p. 215 based on: Chrapko, 2010, p. 265.

Managing the product innovation process is strongly related with measurements of its 
efficiency. Apart from measuring costs, schedules or design quality, process maturity measure-
ments determine whether a process is properly defined and allow its comparison with global 
entry criteria, that is its maturity conditions. Traditionally, improvements to the new product 
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development process were viewed in terms of best practices that were implemented in it. Gen-
erally, a practice is a selected tactic or a method used to perform a specific task and achieve 
certain goals. For example, team member selection is a practice which helps to determine the 
organisation’s competences in terms of its ability to react quickly. In this perspective, a best 
practice should be understood as a tactic or method which has been successfully used when 
actually implementing the new product development process. The examples of best practices 
are as follows: using a multidisciplinary project team in the new product development process 
(NPD); using a development process that is structured and integrated; using an integrated set 
of development methods and tools (QFD – quality function deployment, rapid prototyping 
– modelling, simulation, portfolio management for new product projects).

4.  Assessment of the maturity of the product 
innovation process

To an extent, a business receives a ready-made process improvement plan that only needs 
implementing. This is of benefit to those businesses that lack sufficient knowledge of their 
innovation processes and how advanced they are, and as such are unable to decide on their 
improvement plan. In such a situation, the staged representation can be very useful. This 
approach provides for different capability levels for the product innovation process within 
a business, as shown in figure 1.

Each maturity level of the product innovation process may also be seen as representing 
a specific process transparency level. The organisation that already has some knowledge of its 
product innovation process (has identified their strengths and weaknesses and knows what it 
would like to change/improve in them) may use what is offered by the continuous representa-
tion. This type of representation may be used to improve only those of the process areas that 
really need it. The continuous representation uses the concept of Capability Levels which 
an organisation may rely on to improve specific processes using a pre-defined scale. In this 
approach, we can accurately define capability levels for selected processes within a business 
that we would like to achieve.

A decision on what needs to be improved in a process, and on the extent of improvement, 
lies with a firm’s management. At level 1 the process is seen as a “black box”. At maturity level 2, 
the process is visible (can be captured) in some transitional periods separated by decision 
gates (in the integrated PHASE-GATE new product development process). At level 3, internal 
mechanisms become visible at each process stage.

Maturity level 4 is characterised by continuous process efficiency measurements, and the 
focus here is on improving activities at each stage in the new product development. At level 5, 
the process structure is improved on a continual basis [Paulk et al., 2011]. Figure 1 describes 
different maturity levels in new product development which a business must go through on 
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its way to achieving the highest process maturity.1 As they apply to new product development, 
the different IMZD2 CMM/CMMI maturity levels show significant differences.

Figure 1. Detailed maturity appraisal criteria for the product innovation process

Source: the author’s compilation: Capability, 2006; SCAMPI, 2011.

1 For example, Danish audit services firm Delta, which carries out CMM/CMMI–IPPD appraisals of software 
development companies, gave Intel Technology Poland, of Gdańsk (a member of the Intel Communication Group), 
a rating of 3.5. The ranking reflects the team’s maturity and is a measure of its ability to deliver top-quality prod-
ucts on schedule. Globally, the average rating is 1.75. Ratings of 4 or higher assigned to firms in space and military 
industries.

2 Integrative Maturity Capability Model of the new product development process.
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Figure 2. Components of the Integrative Maturity Capability Model of PRNP

Source: Rutkowski, 2016, p. 213.

5.  The manager’s role in the innovation process  
of a new product

The immediate problem facing inexperienced managers is deciding where to start. In the 
staged representation, the solution is simple: you start with process areas at maturity level 2. If 
their implementation is successful, the next step is going to level 3, and then to levels 4 and 5, 
in that sequence. In other words, the new product development path is pre-defined and the 
only thing the organisation has to do is to follow it. Another issue affecting businesses without 
experience in process improvement programmes is taking corrective action on technological 
processes before appropriate foundation is built, such as the organisational project and process 
management framework. Based on experience, when no such foundation exists within the 
organisation and engineering processes are the first area of change, the usual outcome is that 
they are discarded and no longer used. The continuous representation, on the other hand, is 
a better choice for managers with a certain amount of experience in corrective action and for 
organisations that can identify strengths and weaknesses in their innovative processes, also 
in relation to the CMMI requirements. When deciding on a specific model representation, 
the organisation should take a look at the models and patterns it has followed in its earlier 
improvement activities. If they are more in line with the staged representation, perhaps there 
is no point in changing that and process improvements should be continued in small steps, 
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incrementally, leading to higher maturity levels. However, if the earlier process development 
path had more in common with the continuous representation, it should be continued, too.

Before the organisation embarks on improving it, the new product development process 
(NPD) should be defined in terms of its required or optional phases/stages, necessary deci-
sion gates, information flow and coordination models across different organisational units, 
and resource allocation and colocation. When defining NPD, it is important to identify and 
determine the IT environment for the new product (geometric, configuration and process 
data; programme plans; product reference data). This task requires that a product data man-
agement system is in place storing new product configuration and project data, specifications, 
CAD–CAE-CAM tools, 3D, geometric models, engineering analysis models, repositories of 
drawings and photographs, testing procedures, manufacturing process plans, installation 
manuals, and audiovisual documentation [Bartkowiak, Rutkowski, 2016, pp. 113–122].

The product data management system provides continuous statistical control over NPD. 
It also reduces recorded process deviations from the adopted standards and measures, and 
enables corrective action to change the standard process. By comparing its adopted measures 
and standards with the objectives for the new product, the organisation can discover areas 
on which its project teams should focus their efforts and resources, and will also learn of any 
complications during the new product development. The continuous learning process helps 
to reduce deviations in NPD and provides project team members with a better insight into the 
process maturity level. With this knowledge, the project team can realistically determine pro-
ject timeframe and implementation costs, increasing the odds of success for the new product.

The integrated new product development should be thought of as a continuous improve-
ment process and there are few firms that can implement and use all of its major principles 
in a short time.3 Certain priorities of new product development may require that selected 
aspects of the integrated product development model are implemented and used.

First of all, a company’s management should determine and have an understanding of the 
directions and rules of their firm’s strategy (low cost, high quality, leadership in innovation and 
new technology applications), and then move on to estimate their competencies (weaknesses 
and strengths in the firm’s resources in terms of their quality, quantity, and value). A firm’s 
process improvement competencies can be estimated through a best practices-based com-
prehensive NPD review process. Best practices should be identified based on global research 
covering various firms and their strategies for the development of new products. Best practices 
in product development are classified into five categories: strategy, organisation, process, 
design optimisation, technology.

3 The foundations of the integrated new product development are these: understanding customers and their 
needs; integrating R&D and new product development and investment processes with corporate development and 
marketing strategies; project/task teams; concurrent design of and support for the manufacturing process; digital 
product models; integrated CAD, CAE, and CAM tools; computer-based product and manufacturing process simula-
tions; advanced design techniques which guarantee the high quality and reliability of new products; reduced design 
timeframe and costs; and continuous improvements to design and development processes.
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The diffusion of best practices is observable both within firms and across organisations. 
In-house diffusion involves adaptation and imitation of best practices by a firm’s different 
organisational units, such as project teams. Communication channels are used to transmit 
and disseminate best practices among entities involved in new product development. This is 
done over a certain period of time and how fast best practices are diffused will depend on the 
ability of the entity concerned (a firm, organisational unit, or person) to learn, gather knowl-
edge and use this knowledge in decision-making processes. The diffusion of best practices 
among firms describes how fast and to what extent such practices are adopted in an industry 
or within a group of similar businesses. The characteristics of a best practice will determine 
both the pace of its adaptation and its level.

Best practices which are strongly related to strategic competences (dimensions) in product 
development should be described as strategic NPD levers. For example, the following practices 
could be strategic levers that are actually and strongly related to the time-to-market metric/
dimension:
• New product development is only undertaken when there are sufficient resources.
• There is full commitment to the project and a task team is rapidly staffed (to get off 

to a good start).
• There is an emphasis on design re-use of modules, parts, cores, cells, part models, require-

ments documents, plans, technical documentation, simulation models, fixtures, tooling, 
etc. to minimise development cost and schedule.

• Customers are involved in new product development.
• Requirements are tightly managed to minimise changes that would require redesign. 

Consideration is given to new requirements in next generation products.
• Suppliers are involved early to collaborate and their ideas and suggestions are utilised 

to develop a design that is compatible with their manufacturing (process) capabilities.
• Product data management systems are deployed and used to control product data and 

streamline process workflows in order to speed up and control the flow of information.
• Electronic mock-ups and models are used.

The analysis of differences in performance ratings between best-practice sub-groups 
should reveal the highest priority areas which need improvements in NPD and may help 
to answer the following questions: how well the system does what it does, and how widespread 
a best practice is within the organisation, and how frequently it is used.4 It may be necessary 
to identify individual best practices with low performance ratings which are associated with 
each of NPD strategic dimensions. For management, this analysis would be the foundation 
to devise a competitive product development strategy and the NPD improvement and imple-
mentation plan.

4 Researchers into NPD best practices include: G. Cooper, K. M. Eisenhardt, B. N. Tabrizi, R. Calantone, J. Ettlie, 
K. Nobeoka, K. Crow, O. Hauptman, B. J. Zirger, J. Hartley, A. Griffin, I. Rutkowski, PDMA, ADL, BAH, Future State, 
DRM.
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A firm may use CMM/CMMI models in its new product development process to define 
appropriate goals and their priority, and to improve the process workflow by analysing its 
maturity, capabilities, and continuity. The CMM/CMMI models use general and specific 
practices. How the firm acts and behaves in this process is determined by various NPD areas 
and phases. Accordingly, product development practices should be interpreted and used after 
an in-depth consideration of other processes, too, whether those within the firm or existing 
in its surroundings.

Descriptive and prescriptive research has identified more than 270 best practices in the 
NPD process, categorised as strategy, process, organisation, design optimisation, and tech-
nology. The proposed Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI CMM/CMMI) has 
141 best practices. The assumption is that most best practices represent collections of activ-
ities at different phases of the NPD process. The logical consequence, then, would be to use 
R. G. Cooper’s Stage-Gate product innovation model to identify individual groups of best 
practices. The following best-practice categories were distinguished for further theoretical 
and empirical research, analysis and deliberation within that model: customer requirements, 
product strategy, concept generation, concept selection, concept design, detail design and 
redesign, manufacturing and (market) launch programmes, and product improvement. Using 
deduction and logical reasoning, these best-practice categories were then expanded to include 
practice groups that address new product goals and metrics, project management, process 
structuring and organisation, and technological leadership.5

6. Summary

Most of these best practices are universal and may be used in the development of many 
different products, regardless of the type and size of the firm. Some of them, however, are 
appropriate for the development of specific products only and in a specific marketing environ-
ment (e.g. service and maintenance practices have no use in the development of food products, 
whereas design practices involving series production are not relevant in the development of 
products used in satellite communications, such as geostationary satellites). How significant 
or relevant any given best practice is will therefore vary depending on the type of products 
offered by the firm and its operating environment. A collection of best practices consists of 
subgroups and is continually updated. New best practices are identified to replace the current 
ones that became standard practices. A significant number of best practices is represented by 
specific activities in the different phases of the NPD process.

5 For research purpose you can find two questionnaires of identified best practices at: http://nowyprodukt.
ue.poznan.pl/index.php?page=2
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This paper presents the results of the research on key resources exploited under business models 
of video game developers. The main attention is paid to the identification and hierarchizing of key 
resources, as well as their specific types. It should be noticed that the reported study takes into 
account diversification of video game developers in terms of monetization models exploited, i.e. 
premium, freemium, or hybrid, which seems to be novel.
In general, the findings locate people together with their tacit, experience-based knowledge at the top 
of the key resources hierarchy. Nevertheless, the results show that there are differences in perception 
and exploitation of the key resources among the considered types of game developers. Interestingly, 
only those with the premium monetization model point at tacit organizational knowledge as a spe-
cific type of key resources exploited under their business model. Moreover, the identified relational 
resources – although not considered in the business model canvas approach – are acknowledged 
only by developers using the hybrid monetization model. Last but not least, physical resources are 
seen as non-key ones by all the considered types of game developers.
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1. Introduction

This paper pays attention to one component of business models’ canvas [Osterwalder, 
Pigneur, 2010], namely key resources which (together with the remaining eight components) 
co-create value generated by the firm and provided to its customers. The focus on this particular 
component is seen as of special importance as the resource approach remains dominant in stra-
tegic management [Czakon, 2012; Niemczyk, 2015; Zakrzewska-Bielawska, 2014]. Similarly, 
the resource view is also appreciated in business model literature as the majority of theoretical 
propositions applying the structural approach point at resources as a generic component of 
profitable business models. It should be noted, however, that the resource-related building 
blocks of business models are included into business models under different labels like: internal 
competencies and assets [Morris et al., 2005], core competencies and complementary resources 
[Rayna, Striukova, 2014], or key resources [Johnson et al., 2008; Osterwalder, Pigneur, 2010; 
Davidovici-Nora, 2014; Rayna, Striukova, 2014] (the most common one).

Furthermore, Obłój [2002, p. 98] claims that a business model is a connection of a compa-
ny’s strategic concept with its technological implementation in business practice, understood 
together as a creation of value chain, which allows the company to successfully and efficiently 
allocate, exploit and revive both resources and skills. This shows that the significance of key 
resources can be considered for both suitable structuration of the business model [Osterwalder, 
Pigneur, 2010] but also for its definition and conceptualization [Obłój, 2002; Nogalski, 2009].

The aims of this article are to recognize the key resources exploited by video game devel-
opers (VGDs) and to identify possible differences in those key resources regarding the type of 
the revenue (monetization) model adopted by particular companies. As revenue streams do 
influence the generic structure of business models, VGDs do differ regarding the monetization 
model adopted [Davidovici-Nora, 2014; Klimas, 2017a]. Therefore, we see it as important 
to find out if there are any differences among the key resources utilized by video game devel-
opers exploiting the premium, freemium, or hybrid revenue model. Regarding the explorative 
nature of the research aims, our study adopts a qualitative approach using semi-structural 
interviews carried out among Polish video game developers.

The research was intentionally conducted on video game developers,1 as they still remain 
under-researched [Clements, Ohashi, 2005], their business models have been changing 
dramatically in recent years [Davidovici-Nora, 2014; Rayna, Strukova, 2014], whilst those 
changes are perceived as foretaste of changes in other – less dynamic, less digital and less 
complex – industries [Heitmann, Tidten, 2011]. Moreover, business models are expressed as 
industry-dependent [Nogalski, 2009], which makes one-industry-based research reasoned.

1 In this paper, under the term “video games” we consider all types of digital (i.e. computer, console, mobile) 
and video games.
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This paper takes a common structure. First, a brief theoretical background accompanied 
by a short justification for research is presented. Second, the main research assumptions 
and short description of thirteen interviewed video game developers is outlined. Third, the 
main findings are shown regarding the identified differences in the significance of resources 
exploited by particular types of VGDs. On the one hand, the different resource hierarchies 
are presented. On the other, the key resources and their specific types are identified. Fourth, 
at the end of the paper we discuss the main findings in the light of prior literature, indicate 
main contributions, outline the research limitations and indicate some of the valuable future 
research directions.

2. Theoretical lenses

Among the current issues in management science one can find business models. It is high-
lighted that their further exploration and research are desired to complete and develop the 
theory, which still remains fragmentary and limited [Baden-Fuller, Morgan, 2015; Markides, 
2015]. Given a strategic management perspective, it seems to be important, as business models 
may be utilized for both conceptual and practical purposes targeting protection, creation, or 
enhancement of competitive advantage [Zott et al., 2011; Drzewiecki, 2013].

In strategic management literature, the most popular approach explaining the mechanisms 
of creation, maintenance, protection, and increasing of the competitive advantage, there is 
resource-based view (RBV), outlined by Penrose in 1959, and developed by Wernerfelt in 1989, 
hence refined and detailed by Barney in 1991. As shown by the results of extensive literature 
reviews on business models, the RBV perspective remains one of the most popular theoretical 
background providing sound reasoning for the importance, role, utility, and profitability of 
business models [Shafer et al., 2005; Zott et al., 2011; George, Bock, 2011].

We claim, however, the resources perspective on the competitive advantage of the firm 
might be adapted in several ways, leading us – through the Barney’s VRIN criteria2 – to sus-
tainable competitive advantage (figure 1). Frist, from the widest perspective, business models 
may be seen as strategic resources per se [Magretta, 2002; Morris et al., 2005]. As shown by 
Gassmann, Frankenberger, Csik, if a business model is newly created, focused on delivering 
new value proposition or at least prior value proposition but in a new way, then it can be seen 
as an innovative business model. It is claimed that until the models are seen as innovative (it is 
noteworthy that we refer to new business models, not to business models aimed at delivering 
innovations), they will allow a company to achieve and sustain its competitive advantage3 as 
well as take benefits labeled as first mover advantage. Nonetheless, it is claimed that in the 

2 As claimed by Barney, a resource provides a sustainable market success if it meets all of the VRIN criteria 
simultaneously, i.e. value, rarity, non-imitability, and non-substitutability [Barney, 1991].

3 Note that the authors discuss 55 innovative business models proving that until they have been exploited by 
one organization, they were providing competitive advantage at the global scale [Gassmann et al., 2014].
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long-term business models are not a sufficient source of competitive advantage based on VRIN 
criteria, as it is hard to protect them against duplication [Teece, 2010].

Figure 1. Business models from the RBV perspective
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Source: the author’s own elaboration.

Second, as a wide range of modern markets have become more and more dynamic, revo-
lutionized by significant technological changes and rapidly re-shaped by growing innovation 
pressure, the strategic management literature following the RBV perspective more often points 
at the significance of dynamic capabilities for gaining sustainable competitive advantage [Eisen-
hardt, Martin, 2000]. Naturally, the above circumstances do not remain neutral for business 
models adopted. Indeed, in dynamic markets (e.g. ICT) the business models are more likely 
to be changed, or at least re-designed, re-configured, re-built in order to remain profitable 
in future. Therefore, the recent literature shows that both business model design (including 
observing, synthesizing, generating, refining, implementing of a new business model) [Amit, 
Zott, 2016] and business model change (including sensing, seizing, managing threats, and 
transforming opportunities) [Juntunen, 2017] have become desired dynamic capabilities of 
the firm [Eisenhardt, Martin, 2000; Teece, 2018].

Third, a vast majority of the prior literature assumes that a business model outlines the 
way in which a wide range of components (including not only the tangible and intangible 
assets) are combined, utilized and converted in order to generate profits and deliver the most 
profitable value proposition to the market [Teece, 2010]. From this perspective, competitive 
advantage results from dynamic capabilities of the firm utilized in order to successfully com-
bine resources included in the business model adopted by the company [Teece, 2018].

Last but not least, following the most popular approach – namely the structural one 
– to conceptualization and definition of business models, it is claimed that they may be linked 
with longitudinal competitive advantage if they cover strategic (those meeting the VRIN 
criteria) resources.
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It is acknowledged that business models are a complex and ambiguous theoretical construct. 
Indeed, a vast majority of scholars instead of providing a transparent definition of a business 
model, present the conceptualization supported by different sets of its components, parts, or 
building blocks explaining the essence, meaning, and importance of business models. Given 
Shafer, Smith, and Linder’s [2005] as well as Zott, Amit, and Massa’s [2011] seminal articles 
presenting the results of critical literature reviews on business models, we claim that (still) 
there is no agreement about the definition or even about the main components of business 
models. Nonetheless, as Shafer, Smith, and Linder show,4 among 12 different definitions of 
business models developed between 1998 and 2002 it is possible to identify 42 different build-
ing blocks. Among those which do appear the most frequently there are resources (assets). 
Similarly, Zott, Amit, and Massa,5 who analyzed 103 academic papers published between 
1995 and 2010, point at resources as a component of business models appearing in the most 
popular and most often cited conceptualizations and definitions.

In the literature, the key resources – similarly to other building blocks – are perceived as 
needed to make a business model profitable. In particular, they are understood as any assets: 
required to create and provide value proposition to customers, making it possible to use par-
ticular distribution channels, allowing the firm to establish and maintain customer relation-
ships, optimizing revenue streams and costs, undertaking the key activities, as well as reaching 
the target customer segments [Osterwalder, Pigneur, 2010, pp. 34–35]. Given the strategic 
management standpoint, key resources may be seen as those allowing the company to create 
competitive advantage [Rokita, 2005, pp. 139–140] based on value creation [Markides, 2015] 
or gain collaborative advantage based on value co-creation [Caridà et al., 2017].

3. Research design6

The key resources have been identified as a significant – from a relational perspective 
– component of business models adopted by VGDs [Klimas, 2017a], nonetheless, they have 
not been explored in detail so far. Therefore, this paper focuses on key resources and targets 
two research aims:
1. Identification and specification of key resources used by video game developers within 

their business models.

4 See Figure 1 in Shafer et al. [2005, p. 202].
5 See Table 1 and Table 2, Zott et al. [2011, pp. 1025, 1027].
6 The presented results refer to a wider project aimed at investigation of all business models’ components 

exploited by video game developers. As some of prior findings related to other building blocks of business models 
have been presented in earlier publications [Klimas, 2017a, 2017b] there you can find a more detailed description 
of the main methodological aspects.
A two-year project realized under financial support granted by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education in 2016 
and 2017 (Young Scholars’ Development Programme).
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2. Identification of differences in key resources used by video game developers utilizing the 
premium, freemium, or hybrid revenue (monetization) model.
The research project follows a qualitative and explorative approach using semi-structured 

interviews as a research technique. The interviews were carried out from May 2016 to January 
2017 and ranged from 90 up to 160 minutes. The empirical material was gathered through 13 
interviews with owners, CEOs, and top managers representing large, medium-sized, small, 
and micro companies.

In order to reach the above-mentioned and resource-related aims, the interviewees were 
asked to propose their hierarchical order of resources types (including the following ones: 
financial, material, human, and information/knowledge) regarding their importance for: the 
profitability of their business model(s); the value created and captured by the company, as 
well as the value offered to customers; and/or the creation, protection, development of com-
petitive advantage. Furthermore, to show our interviewees the broader context and ensure an 
appropriate way of understanding the following auxiliary questions were asked [Osterwalder, 
Pigneur, 2010]: what sort of resources do you need to offer the value to customers; what kind of 
resources are required to use (distributions, sale) channels, what kind of resources are desired 
to establish and exploit customer relationships? To ensure basic reliability requirements, the 
interviews were recorded with a permission of the interviewees, transcribed, coded, and 
analysed using sematic and content analyses supported by a quantitative and more objective 
analysis of frequency.

This paper not only investigates the essence of key resources but also reveals differences 
in them among different types of VGDs. Thus, we claim it directly corresponds, expands and 
deepens prior findings being restricted to developers utilizing premium and freemium revenue 
models only [e.g. Rayna, Striukova, 2014]. In our study, we support Davidovici-Nora [2014], 
who argues that both premium and freemium models are changing right now, which results 
in a growing trend of hybridizing of the monetization models adopted by VGDs.

Given the chronological order, video game developers were using the premium (also labelled 
as paid, pay-to-play, P2P) revenue model based on the value created from development and 
sales of paid games.7 However, around the mid-1990s, together with an increasing Internet 
accessibility and development of ICT, the second business model emerged. This new one was 
labelled as the freemium (also named F2P, Free-to-Play) monetization model, based on the 
value created from games provided to customers for free, hence including in-game ads or 
micro payments for additional features or functionalities.8

For a few years VGDs were divided into two, separate types, those adopting the premium 
and another adopting freemium revenue model. Nevertheless, the very rapid expansion of 
mobile games and dynamically growing popularity of F2P games (i.e. the increasing share 

7 At the early beginning under this model only the paid games for computer and consoles were developed, 
hence nowadays this model covers also mobile games sold for a particular price.

8 At the early beginning utilization of the freemium model was restricted to browser games only, later on 
developers started to provide free mobile games, hence nowadays they develop also free console games.
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of casual gamers playing mainly F2P games on smartphones and tablets) have resulted 
in significant changes in the market structure and distribution of the market share. All in all, 
more and more companies initially using only the premium model have started to adopt the 
freemium model as the second one. What is more, as the monetization models used in F2P 
games have started to differentiate in terms of the utilized revenue streams,9 also those game 
developers that initially exploited the freemium model have started to adopt the premium one. 
Therefore, nowadays VGDs can be divided into three (not two as before) types regarding the 
source of financial value utilized from delivered games, namely those adopting the premium, 
freemium, or hybrid (simultaneous activity in paid and free market segments, simultaneous 
exploitation of revenues from freemium and premium models) monetization model. To 
give an example, French Ubisoft (one of the global market leaders) adopts the hybrid reve-
nue model as it develops both types of games, sometimes even within one particular game 
series, e.g. Rayman (an adventure game for children) primarily developed as a paid game, 
now it is developed and sold in a box and paid version, in a mobile and free version, but also 
in a mobile and paid version.10

As the business practice differentiates video game developers according to revenue (mone-
tization) models and targeted game segments, it is worth describing the researched companies 
regarding these two aspects – see figure 2.

Figure 2.  Interviewed game developers regarding the adopted revenue models and targeted 
game segments

HYBRID (4)
31%

FREEMIUM (4)
31%

PREMIUM (5)
38% MOBILE (7)

54%

CONSOLE (1)
7%

PC (0)
0%

PC/CONSOLE (4)
31%

PC/CONSOLE
/MOBILE (1)

8%

Source: the author’s original study.

Given both criteria, the structure of our “research sample” does reflect global and regional 
industry structures,11 in which development of mobile games is the most common, hence the 
premium model does not show significant dominance any more.

 9 More details about monetization models can be found in Klimas [2017a] 
10 See other examples of hybrid business models are provided by Davidovici-Nora, [2014, pp. 98–99].
11 See the free version of “Global Games Market Report. Trends, Insights, and Projections toward 2020” prepared 

by NewZoo – free version is available on request here: http://newzoo.com
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4. Results

4.1. Hierarchical order of resources exploited by video game developers

First and foremost, the results show that for game developers it is hard to differentiate 
human and information (knowledge) resources. 5 out of 13 interviewees admitted that infor-
mation, knowledge and people are unbreakable, inseparable, hence fully integrated to each 
other. All in all, this kind of resources (human/information) is appreciated the most by VGDs. 
Regardless of the business model adapted or the developed type of games, people together 
with their knowledge are the most often perceived as the most important type of resources 
identified at the top of the resources hierarchy (see figures 3 and 4). As expressed by the CEO 
of a small company developing F2P mobile games: “only the staff with experience matters, 
the rest is not the key one – all of them, money, equipment, technical knowledge, and licensees 
are neither hard to acquire, expensive nor unavailable. Thus, they do not create competitive 
advantage in this industry”.

Figure 3. Hierarchical order of resources regarding the adapted generic business model

0 1 2 3 4

Human/Information --> Financial --> Physical

Human --> Information --> Financial --> Physical

Financial --> Human/Information --> Physical

Human --> Financial --> Information --> Physical

Information -->  Human --> Financial --> Physical

Freemium

Premium

Hybrid

Source: the author’s original study.

In general, there seems to be no differences in the resources hierarchy among the considered 
types of developers, nonetheless, note that any developer utilizing the freemium monetization 
model indicates information resources at the first place.

Figure 4. Hierarchical order of resources regarding the type of games provided to the market
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Source: the author’s original study.
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Similarly, given the developed types of games, there seem to be no differences among devel-
opers. One should bear in mind, however, that only developers providing mobile games locate 
financial resources between human and information ones. It may result from great importance 
of monetization and customer retention in case of mobile games.12 Furthermore, for some of 
VGDs information resources (2 out of 13) are insignificant – “Information and knowledge are 
of low value as they are not rare, but widely available, even for free (…) believe me, if you want 
to have information, it is the matter of an ability to search for information while the accessibility 
is extremely wide” – as said the CEO of a medium company developing paid, mobile games.

Secondly, although human resources seem to be the most important (the first place in the 
majority of resources hierarchies), for some developers the leading role is played by financial 
assets (4 out of 13). As explained by our interviewees, financial resources allow companies 
to get access or acquire the remaining ones, also the people – “we (ref. video game developers 
in general) have a problem with employees, with the game-dev labour market, a shortage of 
employees as well as of a limited number of graduates. That is why money has become the most 
important. More and more often, you need to have money to pay enough and attract appropriate 
people, but also sometimes to take over the desired staff from another company (the CEO of 
a medium-sized company developing paid PC and console games). Similar reasoning has been 
given by the owner of a micro company developing paid console games: “financial resources 
allow us to get valuable people while such people are in deficit now”.

Thirdly, all of the interviewees locate physical resources at the end of the hierarchical 
list of key resources types. In particular, our findings show physical resources as the least 
important, hence insignificant (9 out of 13) or even not needed (2 out of 13) to develop video 
games (table 1).

Last but not least, the research has revealed one missing type of key resource exploited 
by game developers, namely relational ones. Interestingly, all four companies (all of them 
developing mobile, hence one developing also PC and console games) utilizing the hybrid 
monetization model added the fifth – not considered in the interview scenario, thus not asked 
by the researcher – type of resource related to external (business and social) relationships and 
networking. All of them have placed these kinds of resources in the middle of the resources’ 
hierarchy, namely between human/information and financial assets.

12 Developers providing mobile games pay extraordinary attention to the metrics related to short-term profit-
ability and customer retention. Among constantly monitored indicators there are the following ones: CPI (Cost Per 
Install), LTV (Life Time Value), ARPU (Average Revenue Per User); ARPDAU (Average Revenue Per Daily Active 
User).
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Table 1. The trifling role of physical resources for video game developers

Interviewee Business Model Market segment Reasoning for the lack of importance of physical resources

Owner Premium Console "Nowadays we have so many contacts with a wide range of hardware 
manufacturers, that is why we do not have to buy equipment, we get 
everything for free. What is more important, we get it much, much sooner 
than it will be available on the market. Nonetheless, from the moment when 
we send our request though e-mail, we have to wait a few days for delivery 
(laughing) ".

CEO Hybrid Mobile "Computers, electronic devices, physical equipment it is not the most 
important (…) those things you can get easily, even for free".

CEO Premium PC/Console "Physical resources, computers, and other equipment owned by the 
company do not have value and significance if there is no people".

Managing 
director

Premium PC/Console "Neither physical nor financial resources they do not matter at all. On the 
one hand, it is possible to make games anywhere without the company's 
computers, desks, chairs, or offices. On the other, money is not important 
as the company's internal community, organizational culture, talented and 
creative staff, our prior experience cannot be bought for any money".

CEO Hybrid Mobile "I do not know if I would like to list this kind of resources among those 
which are crucial. Naturally, it is impossible to make the game without 
computers, hence they are not so important. (…) Furthermore, those 
computers used by us are normal, it is generally available and usual 
equipment, not specialized nor specific one".

CEO Freemium Mobile "Equipment is a secondary issue, you can simply buy it or get free of 
charge from hardware providers. Indeed, even technological aspects 
related to equipment seem to decrease their importance. Now, even the 
game engines are available for free".

Source: the author’s original study.

4.2. Specificity of key resources exploited by video game developers

The determination of key resources (human, information, financial, and relational) 
allowed us to consider specific forms of those resources used by different types of VGDs. 
Generally, our respondents have independently discussed 32 specific types of key resources, 
note, however, that 22 of them relate to employees, their knowledge, experience and skills 
– table 2. As one of the interviewed CEOs (a large company developing paid and free games 
for PCs and consoles) said: “In this industry there are only people, people, people!!! Everything 
begins and lays inside people. Knowledge, creativity, ideas they are inside of them. If you have 
an idea it is not a problem to find and collect money. Equipment? Normal, home PCs would be 
enough to develop a game. So, human resources are not only the major but the sufficient ones”.

The identification of the types of key resources has not revealed differences among video 
game developers using different approaches to monetization. The consideration of specific 
forms of those key resources shows several discrepancies, nonetheless all VGDs, using all 
monetization models, point especially at resources of tacit, experience-based knowledge and 
expertise accumulated in employees.

First, only developers using the freemium monetization model indicate a pool of ideas and 
creativity, managerial skills (related to general business, marketing, or promotion), general 
technological and technical skills. Second, only developers exploiting the premium revenue 
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model recognize the organizational and collective tacit knowledge collected through previ-
ously realized projects – “in our company employees are seen as accelerators for achievement or 
enhancement of organizational knowledge” (the CEO of a medium-sized developer providing 
all types of paid games). Moreover, as premium games are usually more requiring, laborious, 
expensive, and complex than freemium ones, it is no surprise that those developers highlight 
the value of interdisciplinarity. Third, it is quite interesting that only developers with the hybrid 
monetization model indicate the resources classified in the literature as relational ones, i.e. 
relationships maintained with their customers (considering individual players, individual 
gamers, gaming communities, and institutional customers), potential investors, and other 
industry players (e.g. other video game developers, distributors, publishers, etc.).

Table 2. Forms of key resources exploited by game developers

Types and forms of key resources
Business model

F P H

Human 
resources

Abilities and skills regarding knowledge processing 1

Abilities and skills to use the possessed knowledge 1 1

Business and marketing skills 1

Interdisciplinary staff (programmers, graphic designers, analysts, experts in marketing 
and sales, screen writers, scenarists, etc.) 1

Marketing and promotion skills 1

Pool of ideas and creativity 3

Tacit knowledge (marketing one – i.e. customers' needs) 1

Tacit knowledge (technological one) 1

Tacit knowledge in employees (experience-based) 5 4

Talented employees 1

Technological and technical skills 1 1

Information 
resources

Tacit organizational knowledge (technological one) 1

Tacit organisational knowledge in employees (experience-based) 2

Wide and interdisciplinary know-how 1

Financial 
resources Cashflow and money 1

Relational 
resources

Relationships aimed at outsourcing of game production 1

Relationships with gaming communities 1

Relationships with our main customer (company outsourcing development activities) 1

Relationships with potential investors 1

Intra-industry relationships 1

Physical 
resources

Computers (used for game development) 1

Computers, consoles, smartphones and tablets (used for game testing) 1

Software development kits (SDKs; developers' kits) 1

In grey there are shown those resources discussed by the interviewees as insignificant
Source: the author’s original study.
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5. Summary

This research aimed at the identification of key resources exploited by video game developers 
as well as recognition of possible differences among those resources exploited by companies 
adopting different monetization models.

We claim that by achieving these goals, our study provides several theoretical and man-
agerial contributions.

First, in the case of VGDs, it seems to be useless to separately analyse human and informa-
tion/knowledge resources. It supports Bratnicki’s classification of resources [2000, pp. 50–52], 
who distinguishes people as firms’one of the main resources covering not only intelligence, 
creativity, social ties, skills, competencies, individual experience, but also knowledge, possessed 
information, and collective experience.

Second, the results indicate human and information/knowledge resources as the most 
important, strategic, and crucial for video game developers. It supports assumptions made 
by Osterwalder and Pigneur [2010, p. 35] about their extraordinarily important role in the 
case of knowledge-intensive and creative industries. This finding also remains in line with 
other claims, showing that all product-driven businesses (such as the video game industry) 
exploit mainly people and expertise in order to create and deliver value to the customer [Key 
Resources Building].

Third, the exploration of specific forms of key resources shows tacit and experience-based 
knowledge placed (mainly) in employees as of particular importance for Polish VGDs. It sup-
ports the prior results regarding German video game developers [Plum, Hassink, 2014], which 
show symbolic and synthetic types of knowledge (note that those types are much more tacit 
and hotter than analytical ones) as critical for development and competitiveness. Furthermore, 
it was possible to find out that although the leading role of tacit knowledge considered at the 
individual level does not differentiate game developers, the significance of tacit knowledge 
considered at the organizational level seems to be recognized only by developers adopting 
the premium monetization model. This finding may result from the fact that VGDs adopting 
the premium approach are rather medium-sized and large, hence a firm’s size may be linked 
with the awareness about the role and the essence of knowledge management.

Fourth, in the light of our interviews, there is one type of key resource which seems to be 
missing in the original, four-dimensional proposition developed by Osterwadler and Pigneur, 
namely relational resources. Given the strategic management perspective, this finding sup-
ports the prior claims on the growing importance of relationships [Wójcik-Karpacz, 2011], 
relational resources [Krupski, 2014], relational strategies [Zakrzewska-Bielawska, 2014], as 
well as relational competitive advantage [Stańczyk-Hugiet, 2011; Niemczyk, 2015], and value 
created in cooperation [Światowiec-Szczepańska, 2013]. Furthermore, to some extent the 
identification of relational resources as a key one remains in line with the suggestions about 
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the extraordinary role of relationships and networking made by other scholars exploring the 
video game industry [Heitmann, Tidten, 2011; Rayna, Striukova, 2014; Klimas, 2017b].

Finally, we do believe that the identification of specific forms of key resources perceived 
by game developers as important for their activity, for their business models, for creation of 
the value provided to customers, and optimizing competitive advantage is valuable for prac-
titioners, also those interested in entering this rapidly growing and profitable market.

Although this paper contributes to both the managerial theory and practice, it is not free 
from limitations. First and foremost, as the research adopts the qualitative and explorative 
approach, the findings and conclusions are exposed to risk of subjectivism of collected 
material, non-generalizability of findings, and other biases typical for such a methodological 
approach. In order to limit the above shortcomings, but also to verify the very first findings 
in the subject area, it is suggested to explore the issue of key resources using the quantita-
tive and explanatory approach. Another limitation results from the fact that the interviews 
were carried out in Polish, hence English is not the first language of the author, which may 
influence the way of translation and coding, thus also the adequacy of the interpretation and 
concluding. However, the paper was proofread by a native speaker and discussed with two 
industry experts (non-game developers).

As the research field still remains as not fully explored [e.g. Clements, Ohashi, 2005; 
Davidovici-Nora, 2014], we see it reasoned to undertake further research efforts. First, we see 
interesting to recognize other components of business models remaining unexplored so far 
in the context of VGDs. In the next step, it would be valuable to test all qualitative results 
through quantitative research on the structure and components of business models adopted 
by video game developers. Finally, as building blocks of business models are claimed to be 
interrelated [Osterwalder, Pigneur, 2010], we recommend running explaining research aimed 
at the investigation of possible non-directional interdependencies, functional links, and direc-
tional relationships between considered components of business models.
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